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Years ago this w .. a flanger.

Incredible, isn't it? But when
flanging was first used, it was
done like this. Rumor has it that
the first time flanging was
achieved, it happened by accident.
An engineer mistakenly leaned on
the flange of a moving reel altering
its speed relative to another simultaneously moving machine. The
sweeping sound that resulted was
one of an enhanced tonality, similar to a phase shift but also having
characteristics of its own. This phenomenon became the hottest new sound in the recording industry overnight, but there were problems. In order to
duplicate the flanging sound one had to obtain three
recording machines, one experienced engineer, and
a lot of time.
It was soon realized that this mysterious sound was
actually the result of a time delay causing the
cancellation of certain harmonically related frequencies whose sweep could be controlled.
Later, it was also discovered that the same sound
could be attained electronically by splitting the
signal, passing one half through time delay circuitry,
and re- combining the signals. The only setback was
that this effect could be produced only with expensive electronic equipment, limiting its use to large
recording studios.

The MXR flanger is the first reasonably priced flanger des cned
for live performance. With the
MXR flanger it is possible to repeatedly achieve a wide variety of
flanging- related sounds through
the manipulation of the cont-ols
provided. From classic flanging to
a pulsating vibrato, you havecontrol over the parameters of sweep
width and speed. As well, you have
manual control over the time celay
itself, and regeneration of the flanged signal for
more intensity.
But it doesn't stop there. The MXR flanger's long
time delay capabilities make it one of the most
versatile effects on the market. By varying thedelay
range, colorations from subtle to bizarre are easily
available, as well as really thick twelve- string simulation. We think it's incredible, and we believe you
will too.
MXR Innovations, Inc., 247 N. Goodman Street,
Rochester, New York 14607, (716) 442 -5320

MXR
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Let us introduce ourselves. We are Studiomaster, the maker of the most dramatic 16/4 miming console you can find on
the market today. We don't settle for basic features only.
On each input channel our 16/4 board has five equalization controls. An input gain control. Peak overload indicators.
0/ -36db padding. 2 echo sends and foldback (monitor) level faders...and our output is as interesting as our input We
have a !kHz line -up oscillator. Line output level faders. Individual channel master panning, foldback, and monitoiing
controls. Both echo returns have 3- position routing capabilities. And our exclusive mix -down feature. ..a remit switch
that converts the first four input channels to stereo mix -down channels automatically from the same board. Imagine the
patch cord and second mixer confusion that can be overcome.
The best feature that Studiomaster has to offer is that we are sold by Studiomasters. Let us present our nationwide
dealers. Select your closest and visit hart soon to discover why we are the Studiomasters.
Fancy Music
744 Stale St.
Santa Barbara 99101

ALABAMA

'

191'

5's Music
.5th Ave. No,

8049633505

05. nglmm 35209
205 -252X98

Guitar Showcase

AR1E0NA

San Jose 95124

Fry's Music Center
8322 N..7th St.
Phoepix 05020
Berl

602.- 9.0253

The Muss Stand

2229 Co.:racy Club
Tuscan .5716
602.527 6975
:

ARKAN"AS

5013629751

Bascom Ave.

92805

714-5334610
Hanich Music
235 N. Azusa

Solid Sound
2690 28th St,
Boulder 80901
Pro -Sound
2432 5, Colorado Bkd.
Denver 80222
59 =4455

44sí Coast Sound
440 16120,0 od
New 354.997 06776
205- 359 =99]4

FLORIDA

Wen Cu,ina 91791
213.566-1781

Kk RMue
1904 W. ban Carlos 5t.
San Jose 95128

408-249-6760

WA), 5onnd
1115 R Street
Sarnnerto 95814

9164440491

Gospel sMUnd &.Murk

Ava
9Æ94b

OBs]951]2

COLORADO

CONNECTICUT

Cali!, M1fukal Inst. Co.
1019 E. Vermont Ave.

561,,,

Von Wehrt Music City
817 Columbus Ave,
San Francisco 94134
415 -673 -9700

303,

C.11.1FORNIA

Mon.,

S.

9034.1734

Strum d Hum
7515 Ge. :erSprings
Lurk Rork 72209

.73 Never.

3090

408377.5869

ILLINOIS

MICHIGAN

NEVADA

AAA Swine City Music

Hy J ,net Enterprises
712 6otheritie Ave,

No Drum Shop

1312 Vandalic

Collins.,

2^_34

314421.1-1 558

Mbar 48104
119-'.94 -0934

608 Maryland Pkwy.
Las Vegas 89101
702 -382 -9147

Stage ['-ear Music

NEW JERSEY

sn

618345.6200

Dl'

Music
5055 W. 91st St.
Cicero 60650
312.863.74110

INDIANA

lake F..

473 Lliaabe0

!'node

48051 3

313x.83 -2844
ProKressivc Music
416 W. Kilgore

Kalamazoo 49001

I.R.C. Music Stores
3708 E. 98th St,
Indianapolis 46218
317.547-2159

I1f000nd Productions
P.O, Box 9172
Pt. Wayne 468.19

219-447 -6543

KANSAS

6481 -1831

S.

Owensboro 42301

502684 -2156

ISI.
Box. St.

7546

Whirlwind
79:Sesler

'I

B

.

J' 3

100

1517 East Lake St,
s54í17

99212

601-- '.97316.

Audì9 by Rimet
1038 Northern ä154 .

Instrument oudct
2511 Middle Country Rd.
Ceuta-Reach 11]20

516.585-7776
a-Rea h I

tAISAT sic
g:.

7166614820

NORTH CAROLINA

Bayou Rd,

305423-4204

LOUISIANA

Cleveland 3879E
601.uÆ47216

Music City
1713 5. Lois Ave.
Tampa 33609
813 -879 -8927

Sound City
306 N. Carrollton Ave,

MISMHIRI

Reliable Musk
1001 S. ktd pendencc ó1v0.
.arlotte 28202

New Orleans 70119

Music City
2580 Alanik Blvd.
Jacksonville 32207

MASSACHUSETTS

big bole's Musk City
38171eoadway
Kansas Cit
516 u3146 989111

Coyle Musk

904399.5719

28 Acton St.

Ace Music

13630 W. Dixie !Hwy.
N. MIRM 39161
305491.6201

504 -4827894

6k I.

Audio

Watertown 02172
617-926 -6100

TEXAS

WASHINGTOND.C.

Danny -s Music 'doe
4503 Montana
El Put, 79903
915

Washmato+'. Musk Center
1115'. rims Mal Rd.

Driver Music Co.
6600 NW 9925 Expressway
Bethany 73008
405 -7894711

River Ci y musk
67163x0 Pedro

WEST

San Antonio 71.216

OREGON

Parker Murk Cc.
5005 Guff Free'v,W

The Pled Ever
120113r4 :eve.
Huntingnri 25701

513.5649300

OKI.AIIOMA

Portland Music
520 W 3rd
Portland 92704
5503.2263719

PENNSYLVANIA

704475-8662

0100

Wheaton '0902
301 -946ß:b08

-563,,675

512425-4101

5559 O.Foed Ave.
Philadelphia 19124
215742-4115
D.C. Short Sound Systems
239. Center Ave,
Emsworth 15202
412 -761 -2724

Markham Moak
1651 W. 26th St.
Erie 16508

8144624340

Swissvale Music

2035 Noble
Pittsburgh 1218
412 -3515882
SOUTH CAROLINA
Smith Mude House

VIRGINIA

304129 3155

Houston 77025

WISCONS:N

713 -923.96.96

Bay',

Band Aie
150 Hamlet 1

Amarillo 190;
906.9ß33232

ry Comer

Kaysva3e 8403,
8014769981

VERMONT
Audio

S,o.'..

179 IJ2 Pearl Sr.

Borine:on 05401
802 -8611905
VIRGINIA
Ambassador Movie.
7461 Tidewater 10,.
Norfók 25505
804 -5441894

607056erhrooIc ir
M1fonreal, {F clec
5:4-487-3911
The _dusk Stop
169 Wyss Rd.

Dartmooth, Now

9124664565

S.

W"

ató

Mother's S6ask

I06I1Jaryar Ave.

Edmantun. Alberta
403.4.4.7174

Moth1's Musk
403.2.5. -1225

TENNESSEE

Seattle 98109

3 dality Music
3171. 16th 5L

The Music Connection

ri gs k Things in Memphe
205 S, Cooper St.

Oman, 68102
402242.3393

5,11662111, 44136

216238-6066

Kell .ed'.Mark

Axis Muhe
3959 Hativgs St. E.
6omany R.C.
614-299.3621

Columbus 43202
614.263.1591
14512 Pearl

Unlari.

613 -:41914

CANADA

1415 17th Ave. SW
Calgary, Alberta

6EBRASKA

Ottmva,

219 Jcfficton SE
Wausau 54491
7154545 5950

Music Retud
4450 Fremont No.

Spartanburg 29901

Ken '::$ -en Slum
1099 St- Talker- 0 ad.

Mush Tmv Ltd.

WASHINGTON

120 Magnolia St.

416 364 -294-

6635 W'.Lapitol
Mawaukoc 53216
414=-62'2700

501582-4108

2864 N. High St.

.

Scarbo,1og1, 01. dice

Uncl. U.N. Music

MAN
Guitar -City Suede
67 N. Main

5.11.1.

Regenherg Music
6614.106 53íy Ave,
Middet-1 53562
608 -.361!:01

5hsic
271 K.slgsmn R,

Kaltaa
2

Ciotloli Music Center

516 =6210198

cook Centre,
Center, Merry IM,
Jackson

14612

51.52 115]6

411 Park Plaza Dr.

Warehouse Music

1010 S. Wooden Ave.
Orlando 32105

NEW YORK

JVGho',I .s

SfIS9S51PP1

KENTUCKY

M Music Co,

609=691 -9568

-ioo :Toad 56560

612-.29 -0305

Owensboro Musk Center

IV

Vietland 08360

gserite's
NOV 10th Street

316.64

62211

M

2006 S. Debea Dr,

MINNESOTA

E. M. Shama Guitar.
115 S. Green

9166Sá-6258

Rondo Musk
Hwy, 22 0 Vaux Hail Rd,
Union 07083
207=687.2250

Howard Lely Music Center
9171 Glendale stiltord Rd.
Cincinnati 45241

sn

206633 -1779

Cuimmard
538 it oadway Arc.
e8, Manitoba
204.7 754:451

Memphis 38104
901-2784500
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Studiomaster has a limited number of openings for qualified pro sound dealers in areas not covered by our dealership list above.
For information or recommendations, please contact Studionaster, 885 S. East Street, Anaheim, California 92805.
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TEAC

A-6600

AUTOMATIC REVERSE

Wow

&

Flutter:

Signal -to-noise Ratio: (3% THD. Wtd.):
Frequency Response: z 3dB (Hi-Energy Tape):

O.05°ó (757 ips)

65dß
30 -24k

(71 ips)

The A-6600 isn't the only auto -reverse deck.
It's only the best.
Or to put it another way, the A -6600 is
one -of -a -kind. Period.
Sure, there are other decks that
reverse automatically. But the
TEAC
A- 6600's three -motor transport ,/``
system was developed specifically for bi- directional play; two
capstans pull the tape, one for
each direction. Naturally, there's a
heavy -duty servo- controlled DC
capstan motor to provide smooth,
precise tape movement.
And just like a professional mixer,
there are master gain controls for
both mic and line inputs, plus separate left and right channel input
level controls.
When you're taping from the radio
or records, the "Auto-Space" feature

is an extra feature you'll love. When you

stop the deck between selections, you can

4

TMAC

automatically add approximately
3 to 10 seconds of quiet space,
so you're all cued up for the

next selection.
You can monitor tape or source
signals either pre or post output
level, setting, and you don't have
to reverse the deck to hear if there's
music on the other tracks.
Clearly, the A -6600 is not just a
"convenience" machine for people
who don't want to get up to flop
reels. It's a professional -quality

computer-designed tape recording
and play back deck, which happens
to also play both ways automatically.
Truly, one -of -a kind.

TEAC®

First. Because they last.
TEAC Corporation of America

7733 Telegraph Road

Montebello, CA 90640
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THE FEATURES
THE BUDDY HOLLY STORY
-"LIVE" ON FILM
By Rob Lewis
The making of the music for Columbia
Pictures' The Buddy Holly Story. The proverbial "behind the scenes" story of what
goes into bringing together sound and film.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

40

MEAT LOAF "LIVE" AND RECORDED
By Don Ketteler ( "Live" Section)

46

and Fred Ridder (Recorded Section)
We consider this a true Modern Recording
exclusive. Presented here is the opportunity
to read about both sides of the concert coin
-"live" and recorded.
MONITOR SPEAKERS
By Lothar A. Krause, Jr.
The continuing story on the little -known performance factor -on -stage monitors. Most
of us know we need to use them for a truly
good stage performance, but what, when,
how and why?

60

AN INTERVIEW WITH
BILL SZYMCZYK
By Stan Soocher
MR sits and chats with Eagles and Joe Walsh
engineer/producer Szymczyk. An interesting
piece which describes the evolution of one
of our top recording men.

68

COMING NEXT ISSUE!
Bob Dylan "Live"
An Interview with Elvin Bishop
Deciphering Mixer Specs

TALKBACK
The technical Q & A scene.

6

22

THE PRODUCT SCENE
By Norman Eisenberg
The notable and the new, with a comment
on new products that only you can decide if
they are novelties or innovations.

32

MUSICAL NEWSICALS
By Fred Ridder
New products for the musician.

36

AMBIENT SOUND
72
By Len Feldman
This month's column is your invitation, so
there's no excuse for you to miss the wedding of audio and video.
LAB REPORT
By Norman Eisenberg
and Len Feldman

T4

Audioarts Engineering 4200 Parametric EQ
Micmix Model 265 Dynaflanger
Technics RS -M85 Cassette Recorder

82

GROOVE VIEWS
Reviews of albums by Billy Joel, The Who,
Dan Fogelberg and Tim Weisberg, Mosaic,
Bill Evans, the Ellington Orchestra and
Joe Venuti.

ADVERTISER'S INDEX

102

Cover Photo by Doug Hanewinckel

Modern Recording is published monthly by Cowan Publishing Corp.. 14
Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050. Design and contents are
copyright by Cowan Publishing Corp., and must not be reproduced in any
manner except by permission of the publisher. Second class postage paid
at Port Washington, New York, and at additional mailing offices. Subscription rates: $12.00 for 12 issues: $22.00 for 24 issues. Add $3.00 per year for
subscriptions outside of U.S. Subscriptions must be paid in American currency. Postmaster: Send Form 3579 to Modern Recording, Cowan Publishing Corp., 14 Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050.
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Noise Reduction: Imparts Coloration?
I

am often reading comments in MR that noise reduction (corn -

pander type) colors the recording. The most recent comment
made at Criteria Recording Studios by Mr. Kurt Kinzel at the
recording of the Marshall Tucker Band (MR, June 1978) is such
an example.
Noise reduction, Dolby or dbx cannot (unless it is faulty) in
itself, color or distort a recording; however, it will magnify phase
and EQ error on a mis- aligned machine.
This magnification is more severe with dbx (as is the noise
reduction rate) because it expands recorded material at a 1:2
ratio, hence doubling any error in EQ. Dolby expands at a lower
ratio and at any error will show accordingly.
The pre-emphasis added to the record mode of Dolby and dbx
is completely removed in the playback mode, and in no way
becomes a permanent feature in either part or whole of the
decoded material.
We use dbx, so to ensure accurate performance of machines
and are checked daily to be in phase and as flat as possible between 50 Hz and 16 kHz.
The ear generally cannot detect changes in EQ of less than 2
dB, so EQ on record to playback, using noise reduction should be
kept within these parameters. Our machines (Scully) are flat +
or - E/z dB in the above ranges.
The only color you'll hear on a good, clean, well -aligned
machine with noise reduction is what you add -and neither tape,
producer or musician will hiss at you!
-John St. John
President
TRAKS, Inc.
Miami, Fla.
Hmmm. Kurt's "comment, " as interpreted by the writer of the
session story in question, was no more than: ':..he feels you lose
some 'realism' if they [the drum, vocal and acoustic guitar tracks]

are Dolbyed."
The subject of coloration through the use of noise reduction is
a controversial one -Kurt, though, did not really touch upon it.
We did ask him for a response nonetheless, which follows:
I do not really understand why Mr. St. John is trying to present
a defense of Dolbys, especially if he uses dbx. However, I will try
to re -state my personal beliefs and practical experience concerning Dolbys, since I have had very little experience with dbx.
I have used Dolbys on everything I have recorded in a studio
since I got my start in multi -track recording seven years ago at
the Record Plant in Sausalito. I found noise reduction to be
essential when dealing with 16 to 24 tracks of tape hiss. We were
using Scotch 206 tape at the time, and I still do quite often. The
tape manufacturers have managed to improve the signal to noise
ratio of the tape itself, but not enough for me. I like my projects
to be as quiet as possible, but not at the expense of the overall
fidelity. Believe me when I tell you that if you set up a drummer

6
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Our loudspeakers are
guaranteed to last longer
ny groups.
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How many groups do you know who
have lasted more than six years? Practically
every week there is news of another break up.
We can't promise to keep you together
forever but we do guarantee to keep your
speakers together fora whole lot longer.
Every ATC speaker is built with edge
wound copper voice coils to get more
copper into the magnetic field and improve
the conduction of heat away from the voice
coil.

Then every one

manship, even underthe toughest road
conditions.
If you already use our12"speakers you
will know how reliable they are. Now we are
building 9" units to the same standards
of quality and design.
So ifyourgroup intends
to be around in another
six years ATC will guarantee to be right in there
with you.

tested before it leaves
the factory.
Then every one is guaranteed for six
years against defective materials and workis

eajterrl acotbtic tOor5
who else would you

trust
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At Last,
an Equalizer that
Comes Clean...
Up until now, whether you
tried to equalize your control
room or contour your sound
system for a concert hall, the
end result was an increase in
distortion.
That was yesterday.
Klark -Teknik equalizers are
built for today, for tomorrow.
Uncompromised.
Unequalled.
If your livelihood depends
on good clean sound, depend
on us.

MODELS:

After all, if you're using
yesterday's equipment, will
you be ready for tomorrow?
Write to Hammond
Industries Inc., 155 Michael
Drive, Syosset, New York
11791 or call (516) 364 -1900.

DN27: 1/3 octave mono, with bypass switch & gain control.
$749
DN22: 11 band, stereo, with high & low pass filters, separate
gain controls & bypass switches.
$799

SPEC! FICATIONS:
INPUT IMPEDANCE: Unbalanced, 10K ohms nominal. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE:
Unbalanced, less than 10 ohms, short circuit protected. OPERATING LEVEL:
-20 dBm to +24 dBm; input protection 60V RMS. CENTER FREQUENCY ACCURACY: ±2 %. CALIBRATION ACCURACY: ±0.5 dB. FREQUENCY RESPONSE (CONTROLS FLAT): ±0.5 dB : 20Hz to 20kHz. OUTPUT CLIPPING
POINT: +22 dBm into 600 ohms load. DISTORTION: Less than 0.01 % ... 1kHz
at +4 dBm into a 600 ohms load; less than 0.05% ... 20Hz to 20kHz at +18 dBm
into a 600 ohm load. EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE: Less than -90 dBm unweighted,
20Hz to 20kHz.

KLARK-TEHNIH
A Member of the Hammond Industries Group

The Sound of Today.
10
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in the studio with eight or more mics
and get the best possible EQ or lack of
it on the drums and cymbals, then

record it to two machines simultaneously,
one Dolby and one not, the non -Dolby
one will sound more real, as if you were
hearing the drums "live." If you can not
hear any difference, try a better set of
monitor speakers. The main reason for
this difference in fidelity is the change
in transient response between Dolby
and non -Dolby.
While we were at Criteria, The MCI
24 track alignment and the Dolby alignment were checked and maximized
each day. In my home base studio,
Capricorn Sound, we use an Automated
Processes console and all Studer
machines, which I consider to be the
most stable. With proper alignment,
the aforementioned experiment has the
same results.
I now record with a combination of
Dolby and non -Dolby. I try to maximize
both fidelity and low noise on each song
I record. I have since learned that
several high fidelity music producer /engineer teams use these same
methods.
In practice we all do what sounds
best to us at the time. We should not let
technical specifications stand in the
way of making something sound as
good as it can to our ears. Ears are the
Supreme Court of sound. And believe
me, the Marshall Tucker Band has 16
very sensitive ears in the studio.
-Kurt H. Kinzel
Engineer, Marshall Tucker Band
and Capricorn Studios
Macon, Ga.

David Whitman, Engineer
Engineer on the Paul Stanley solo
album (see article, Just One Kiss, in our
November 1978 issue) done at Electric
Lady Studios in New York was David
Whitman; not David Lewis, as we had
erroneously stated. Mr. Whitman was
assisted by Peter Lewis.

-Ed.
MR Job Service
Well, it has finally been a while now
where I'm holding a little ground of my
own and I have you to thank for all the
benefits. It's like a story.
I picked up a copy of your magazine
in the middle of May '78 with the big
desire to be an engineer. I had attended
recording schools, taken piano lessons,
studied electronics and read a lot of
MODERN RECORDING
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Shortly after it was introduced in 1975, TDK
:t clearly superior to the
version.*
SA, the world's first ncn- chrome high bias
That makes the music lovers happy; it
cassette, was accepted by mos-. quality deck
means more musc wits less distortion.
manufacturers as their high bias reference
It makes the deck makers happy; they've been
star_dard. This advanced, new cassette enabled
Improving their decks and SA makes them
their decks to peer= to the 1_mit of their casound better than ever. But for the competiticn,
pablities. And because the decks are set in
unhappily, :t means a whole new standarc to
the factory to sound their best with SA, music catch up to.
lo ring consumers mace SA the number one
So if you'd like to raise your own recording
selling high bias CCESEtte.
standards, step up to TDK SA, the high bias
The other tape makers set out in pursuit of
reference tape barked by high fidelity's or_gir_al
SA, hoping scrr_ecay to equal the performance
full lifetime warranty.*of its Super Avilyn particle formulation and the
TDK Electronics
reliability cf :ts super Drecisior mechanism.
Corporation,
Bit making the world's most advanced
Garden City,
cassette was nothing new for TDK's engineers.
New York 11530 The Liachine for yat:r mach ne.TM
They pioneered the
high fidelity cassette
back in 1968 and far
mire than a decade
they've led :he way
in cassette ta.3e tech ncicgy. Over the last
Super Preciseon Cassette Mecna-losm
three years_ they've
refined SA and made

SA-C90 &TIDK

Na-

Fl

EINCfO JT

SA

'Tod

0 vTL7K
-

SA has a maw ,n N. If ut evel (MOL) Ti xe than 3de better than that of 1;075 SA at The critical high -frequencies, and improved sensrtivit' acresa tie
r Neu likely event u» any TDK and o asEetts eve tails to perforr° due to a detect n materia s o workmanst4 p, return it yoc r ocal
entire tr'quency rar ge>_
deals c r to TDK fora f; -5e repweme
©1978, ID( Electronic: s Carp
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books, but your magazine was the first
positive step towards a hit of good luck.
It had a review of a session, as usual,
but it was full of all kinds of information
and I thought it was simply wonderful.
After reading the review, I wrote a letter. The letter was addressed to one of
the engineers who had done the session
and who eventually got me a job at the
studio. To say the least, I was stunned.
After all the knuckles were worn, all
the resumes sent out or delivered, after
sitting in on anything and everything, it
all came down to your review and a letter to the right person. I will always be

issues have been snatched out of my
sight. I'd really like replacements -are
the issues from May to September of
last year still available?
My above story is just something I
wanted to share with you and any
women like myself who have been
discouraged about a career in this field.
I was real happy when it finally came
together and now I don't know what is
worse being employed and learning
from mistakes or not doing a session
and just reading. Anyway, I am
grateful. Many, many thanks.
-Name withheld by request

extremely grateful.
Since then, I have subscribed to the
magazine and treasure each issue like a
great book. However, after turning on
some of the staff engineers to some information and some producers regarding "The Making of a Record," those

The back issues you'd like are all
available except for July. "The Making
of a Record," though, is being reprinted
in its three -part entirety in Modern
Recording's 1979 Buyer's Guide, which
you can order using the form in this

And congratulations. We're
pleased to have played a part in furthering your career.
issue.

In Defense of U.K.
I was glad to see your review of U.K. in
the October issue's Groove Views (pp.
86-8). However, I feel that Mr. Podolin-

sky did not give credit where some
credit is due.
First off, Edward Jobson played
keyboards and strings with quite an

-

adventurous group himself -Roxy
Music -and to say, as G.P. does, that
Mr. Jobson "rounds out" U.K. is a huge
understatement. Mr. Podolinsky said
himself that Jobson had "a hand in the
writing of all eight pieces..." Both his
keyboard and violin solos are stunning
("Nevermore," "Time to Kill," "Thirty
Years," etc.).

IMO
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How's THIS for can encore?
Modern Recording called our DL -1 Delay "probably the best we have encouna tough act to follow.* Now
tered"
after more than a year in development
DeltaLab introduces its encore - the
ACOUSTICOMPUTER® - a combination digital -delay and special-effects
processor designed for use both onstage and in the studio, providing well (echo, doubling,
known functions
chorusing, vibrato, flanging, etc.) plus
new effects not available in any other
device.

...

Pre-reverb

delay with two independent
delay channels, variable from 0.25ms
to 152ms with LED display.
Delay up to 240ms in serial (mono)
mode.
Built in VCO with external control

It's impossible to describe in this space
everything the ACOUSTICOMPUTER
does; you'll have to experiment with it
yourself. By carefully minimizing the
number of separate controls and grouping them logically, we've made it easy

as

for non -engineers to operate the
ACOUSTICOMPUTER.
For further information call or write

input at rear.
Same no- compromise sound quality

in our DL -1 Digital Delay: Full 20-15
kHz bandwidth at all delay lengths
with 90 dB dynamic range.

Computer- synthesized acoustic
with

space

selectable reverb programs
plus a new special effect in which the
ACOUSTICOMPUTER scans the 16
programs.
Two channels in and out. Built in reverb mixing and stereo imaging con16

Phil Markham at DeltaLab Research,
Inc., 25 Drum Hill Road, Chelmsford,
MA 01824 Tel. (617) 458 -2545.
*See Modern Recording "Hands On
Report," Sept. 1978.

trols.

Foot-switch controlled

DeltaLab

DeltaLab Research, Inc.

bypass.

25 Drum Hill Road, Chelmsford, Mass. 01824

Available at Quality Dealers
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A JBL MONITOR KNOWS ITS PLACE.
A studio monitor is only a tool. It is not
supposed to enhance, add to, subtract from,
or in any way modify sound.
That's your job.
What a studio monitor is supposed to do
is tell you precisely what's on tape. Because
you have to know everything that's there.
And everything that isn't. Before it's too late.
That's why JBL monitors are in thousands
The 4301: Our newest 2 -way monitor. Compact and efficient, for small broadcast control
rooms and home studios. $168.
The 4311: The most popular monitor going. A
compact, full -range 3 -way. $333.

of recording and broadcast studios around
the world. in fact, according to a national
survey by Billboard Magazine, JBLs are in
more recording studios than any other brand.
A JBL monitor plays what it's told. Nothing
more. Nothing less. If that sounds good to
you, contact your nearest JBL Professional
Products Studio Equipment Supplier.
And put a JBL monitor in your place.

The 4315: An ultra -shallow 4 -way, for maximum
sound in minimum space. $783.

studio monitors come in three other
models, too. All fully compatible for accurate
cross referencing.
JBL

JBL
GET IT ALL.

lame

B.

Lansing SilikTrtc.

Professional Division. 8500 Balboa Boulevard. Northridge. Calif
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I agree that Allan Holdsworth did
not have enough room to solo on U.K.,
but I also suggest that this could be
because of his late arrival to the group.
I caught a recent performance of the
band in Philadelphia, and Jobson and
Wetton were the obvious leaders, with
Bruford supplying his amazing rhythm.
Holdsworth preferred to stand behind a
rather large amplifier, playing his occasional solos. However, on some of their
new material, which I assume will appear on the next U.K. album, Holds worth shined. He was even better than
he was with either Soft Machine or
Tony Williams, and maybe a little better than his Velvet Darkness solo
album (on CTI).
Thank you for recognizing such a
wonderful group. They're refreshing,
but to say they need a new keyboard ist...?!
David Rowe
Ithaca, N.Y.

begun to be a source of constant confusion, for older and younger alike. The
Ted Nash on the Don Ellis album is the
18 -year old (then 17 -year old) son of
Dick Nash, trombone player. It certainly is not the fault of your reviewer, as it
is not made clear on the liner notes, but
I felt compelled to set the record
straight... perhaps because I'm the
younger Ted's mother.
Incidentally, Ted Nash, the older, is
alive and well in the studios of Los
Angeles. Ted Nash, the younger, his
nephew, is (hopefully) alive and well in
New York City. In case you're interested, his album on Concord was
released in October, and a profile in
Downbeat is probably out by now. Do I
sound like a proud mother? I am!
Barbara M. Nash
Tarxana, Ca.

-

track record, they have obviously proven themselves to be schooled and creative musicians with a unique outlook
on their environment, which is so rare
in today's music. I could continue to
describe what I didn't like about Mr.
Podolinsky's review of Deaf School (or
about his review of Ian Dury's New
Boots and Panties in the August issue,
for that matter), but I wouldn't waste
my time or yours.
Perhaps G.P. has a personal vendetta against punk and related music;
that's too bad -he doesn't know what
he's missing. I'd like to recommend
that Gil listen to Deaf School's Second
Honeymoon album; he may come to his
senses.
-Davee Hames
New Britain, Ct.

-

Another Ted Nash
It had to happen sooner or later
(although a few fans have already
wandered into jazz clubs expecting Ted
Nash, "a member of the early Les
Brown band "). I'm referring to the
review by J.K. in the October issue's
Groove Views, from which the above
quote is taken, referring to a solo on the
last Don Ellis album. The Ted to whom
J.K. refers is not the elder and not even
the son of the Les Brown reed player,
Ted Nash (although we did name him
after the older Ted). That seems to
have been our first mistake, as it has

Photoplay

Support for Deaf School
First, I'd like to commend you on all
the fine and helpful articles presented
in your publication every month. I
thought "The Making of a Record" was
great! But I'm afraid I must take a
stand against Gil Podolinsky's review
of Deaf School's English Boys/Working
Girls in the September '78 issue.
I must say that I feel offended that
G.P. thought so little of Deaf School
after all the hours of enjoyable listening they have given me. I do agree with
Mr. Podolinsky in the sense that this
album was not as good as it should
have been, but to call Deaf School
"your basic punk" is absurd (if not
stupid). Going by their (the group's)

We Do More
than just Light Up Your Life.
AB

Designed for applications during system setup, for program special
effects assignment or direct A/B comparison of speaker systems.
The Model 301 is invaluable either on stage or in the control room for
selection, protection and evaluation of up to 3 monitor speaker
systems, pus separate ea.p one outpu an con ro

Selects 3 stereo monitor speaker systems
Displays output level in 2 calibrated channels
Display adjustable from 2 thru 500 watts
Dot or Bar graph display selector
8 thru 600 ohm fused headphone jack
Separate level control on headphone output

For the name of your nearest dealer call or write
_systems òesign inc. (916) 988 -8551
P.O. Box 369 Fair Oaks, CA 95628 Attn: Bob Bird
n
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_
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CHANNEL ONE OUTPUT

Captions for two photos accompanying
our "Building a Mie Splitter" article in
the December 1978 issue were inadvertently switched, possibly causing
our readership undue mental stress.
The correction: That photo labeled
"Photo 3" is actually Photo 2, and vice
versa.
That little reference to `Photo 6" on
the same page (62) in question may
have caused some anxiety as well, but
to set the record straight, there really
is no `Photo 6" in this article. Power
supply, input and output connections
are made to the terminals as shown in
Photos 2 and 3 lit doesn't matter which
is which, in this case), or in Figure 2, on
page 60.
-Ed.

.11,06

CHANNEL TWO OUTPUT

0011.1.101,
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Imagine if all clubs were built for live music; that clubowners spent as
much on sound systems os they do on decor; and all you had to do was
set -up and ploy. Well, forget it. There is only one Hollywood Bowl and chances
are it's not your next gig. More likely, the acoustics at your next room will be just as
bad as the last, maybe worse. More likely, the next clubowner's "vocal smasher" is
older than the last one, and as usual it will be you and your group that suffers. All too
familiar? Well relax. Acoustic, with over a decade of (live music experience, is introducing
an exciting new line of Sound Re-enforcement products, designed for turning problems into
opportunities. Quiet, versatile mixers with low distortion amps built -in for fast, easy set -ups.
Features like dual- sensing overload indicators, 9 -band graphic equalizers, built -in reverb and light
bar output displays. Rack mountable power amps that boast fan cooling, and extensive circuit
safeguards. Even the compact solid - plywood speaker systems include a driver protection circuit that will
handle power overloads without program interruption. Acoustic has carefully matched these components to
perform in the most adverse conditions, and continues to offer the exclusive Lifetime Protection Plan. So why
suffer through another night of feedback and blown horns? Don't expect "good acoustics;' take them with you.

nobody was ever sorry

r acoustic
professional sound equipment
7949 WOODLEY AVENUE
CU

VAN NUYS

CALIFORNIA 91406

1978 Acoustic Control Corporation
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...they bought the best.

Pitch Variation Control
Can a TEAC 3340S be easily modified
to include a control for pitch variation?
I have owned a number of tape decks in
the past and no two of them have ever
run at exactly the same speeds. This
has left me with a collection of tapes
which are all either a little bit too fast
or too slow.
More manufacturers should include
pitch variation on more of their decks.
This is a feature which is essential to
those of us with perfect pitch yet unfortunately it is difficult to find on most

consumer decks.
By the way, you people have a really
great mag.
-Rich Bates
Springfield, Ma.
Briefly, no. A TEA C 3340S, according
to a representative of the firm, cannot
be easily modified to include the pitch
variation control you want. As a matter
of fact, the 3340S has been discontinued Its replacement in TEA C's line,
the model 3440, does have a pitch variation feature.

Safe to Say, Floyd
Stands Alone
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Before I get down to business, I would
like to congratulate you on a fantastic
magazine that has helped me tremendously towards launching my career as
a recording engineer. This is exemplified by the fact that I have just
renewed my subscription for two years.
The main reason for my writing is
that I'd like to respond to a comment
made regarding Pink Floyd, in the
review of Alan Parsons' new album,
Pyramid, (MR, November 1978, pp.
98 -9). Gil Podolinsky made a statement
therein that indicates he does not
recognize the talents of one of today's
most famous and respected groups. He
belittles the group by saying, "His (Parsons') breakthrough came with the
monumental Pink Floyd album, Dark
Side of the Moon. I contend that it is
monumental due to Parsons' contributions. A simple comparison of their
work prior and post will bear witness to
this."
To me, that statement is nothing but
sheer biased opinion. I feel extremely
safe in saying that thousands of people,
including myself, believe Pink Floyd
can and does stand on its own without
Parsons' help.

-Carl

A. Sandler,

Jr.

Louisville, Ky.
CIRCLE 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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KELSEY
MIXERS
the space of one ad, can we tell you about our
whole range of Kelsey Professional and Club Mixers ..
How,

it

.

FROM

$ 600.00

TO

$

6000.00

LIST

We have 22 standard models that are designed to meet the needs
of the country's leading road acts to your town's smallest lounge
band. Built for the road, included with every mixer is an SMF Road
Case. Just remove the lid and the mixer is fully operational sitting in
the bottom of the cose. Following through with our concept of built
for the road, our heavy duty construction, quality components and
rugged engineering are an integral part of our mixer design. So,
whether it's the $600.00 Mono 8 channel model with reverb or the
$6000.00 32 channel model with Submasters and Talkback, each
mixer is built with the same pride and quality that is making Kelsey
the fastest growing mixer line today.
Want to know more? Contact us:

Dallas Music Industries
150 Florence Avenue
Hawthorne, N.J. 07506
201 -423 -1300

..;,*.*..
..
*

WANT TO
KELSEY SNAKES

SMF DIRECT BOXES

SEND

*

*

.i

/I I \\

BE

YOUR MIXER COMPANY!

SMF ROAD CASES

$5.00 FOR YOUR

* *

ffi

U.S.A.

IT'S SIMPLE, WE

*

KELSEY /SMF

SMF STEREO
T

-SHIRT
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150 AMPS

Underground Outfit?
Can you provide me with the address of
MCI, a producer of tape recorders and
mixing consoles? They are mentioned

frequently in your magazine, but they
do not advertise. Are they some kind of
underground oufit?
-S.A. Elosh, Jr.
Campbell, Ohio

Far from it. MCI, Inc., at 4007 N.E. 6th
Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33334
(phone) 305-566-2853, is one of the major
manufacturers of professional recording equipment. A recent innovative
development was introduced by MCI at
the 61st Annual Audio Engineering
Society Convention in November: the

first microprocessor- controlled,

spurred me to inquire of you as to
where one might find his recordings, if
indeed they do exist. Your assistance is
much appreciated.
-Fred R. Burgess
Broadway, N.C.
We had only to look at our Schwann -1
and Schwann-2 Record and Tape
Guides to ascertain that recordings of
Kreisler works are indeed in existence.
There are approximately a dozen different recordings available. If you can't
find the latest Schwanns at your record
dealer, send $2.50 for either or $4.50 for
both to ABC-Schwann, Single Copy
Subs. Dept., 2160 Patterson St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45214 to find artist, label,
number and price information.

track recorder capable
of using 3 -inch tape; the JH-32
multitrack master recorder.
3- speed, 16-24-32

Kreisler Recordings
For years I have wanted to obtain
recorded works of Fritz Kreisler, but
have been unsuccessful. The mention of
his name in Sedgwick Clark's review
(Modern Recording, May 1978, Collection: "Clara Rockmore, theremin ") has

Wireless Communique
Musical Newsicals of MR's October
1978 issue quoted an out -of-date price
range for the Nasty Cordless guitar
system described there. We've been advised and would like to pass on that the
new prices range from $330 (for the
Nasty Black transmitter) to $1800 (for
the Nasty Blue combiner system).

-Ed.

Direct Box
Recently, in the Talkback section of
Modern Recording, a reference was
made concerning an article written by
Peter Weiss which appeared in the
April 1978 issue of MR. The article
regarded the use of direct boxes for
recording electric pianos and similar instruments.
Please advise if a reprint or back
issue can be purchased, so that I might
obtain a copy of this article (which I
missed).
Thank you, in advance, for your help.
-Dean Wilhite
Audiotrak
Kansas City, Mo.
The article you refer to was entitled
"Building a Direct Box, " and consisted
of schematics and instructions for construction of two different types of
direct box, also known as a "guitar coil"
or "bridging box. " It included suggestions on how either type may best be
used, as well as tips on applications. It
was a very popular article, and contributed in a big way to our having
been "sold out" on that particular issue.
So the cruel fact is; yes, we have no
April 1978s. Sorry.

t
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MICMIX Audio Products, Inc.
2995 Ladybird, Dallas, TX 75220
(214) 352 -3811
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ituillo-Techiìîca announces
a crea1ie new slat!
loward
heftet sound.
w

ÁT813

Electret
Condenser
Cardioid

ATS11

Electret
Condenser
Cardi Did

AT8O1
ElectreConder ser

Omnidirectional

ÁT812
Moving Coil
Dynamic
Cardioid

:747471,.

AT802
Moving Coil
Dynamic

Omnidirectional

Every "live" recording has an excitement all its own. You
must capture sound that will never be heard exactly the
same again. And in some cases the recording is literally a
once -in -a- lifetime chance. With no opportunity `o remake
the tape or disc.
Your creativity, your knowledge and experience are on
the line. Now is when you appreciate the prec';sion of

Audio -Technica microphones Performance is consistent.
With results that help you extend your personal standards.

A)audio-technica.

Audio -Technica gives you a choice of superb new electret
condenser or moving coi dynamic microphones. A choice
of omnidirectional or cardioid (unidirectional) pickup patterns. With smooth, extended response that complements
the finest recorders. Audio -Technica microphones look,
sound, and act very, very professional.
Add more than a little creative excitement in your life, with
Audio -Technica microphones. today.

Great sound. right front the start!

AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., iNC., Dept. 19MR, 33 Shiawassee Avenue, Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
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In Canada: Superior Electronics, Inc.

The cheery fact is, though, that yes,
we did reprint that very same article in
our new 1979 Buyer's Guide, which you
can buy directly off the newsstand or

directly through us. Current

subscribers to MR may purchase copies
by sending $1.75 per; for non subscribers, each copy is $2.75. Send a
check or money order to: Modern
Recording's 1979 Buyer's Guide, I4
Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington,
N. Y. 11050, including your clearly
printed name, address, city, state and
zip code.

Fuzzy Photo Fazes Fan
In one of the photos of the construction
of the 15 volt Power Supply in your October issue (Photo 2), the diode bands
cannot be seen. Also, the capacitor

markings are not quite clear. Do they
point to where the transformer is or to
where the two wires connect?
-Jim King
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The diodes are connected such that
their bands are on the ends away from
the transformer. The arrows on the

You Don't Need

Actual photo of o 4 -ton

pikup resting on the SC-66
Parametric Equalizer.

Dut It's Nice To Know It's There.

Tougher than you'll ever need. And just as reliable.
That's the hallmark of Ashlÿ s Parametric Equalizer.
It's a combination of ingenious design, rugged
construction, and careful testing.
Sound men consider it number one in its field.
We feel it's the best parametric equalizer you can buy.
Just
List

Parametric Equalizer.
one port of the
P.kage.
!F
$ 599.

ASHLY AUDIO, Inc.
1099 Jay St.

Rochester,

i

Proper tape head cleaning is done in
a number of steps. These are: Clean
heads and metal parts (guides, etc.)
with isopropyl alcohol. After the heads
are clean, I clean them again with a
silicone spray used on a cotton swab
(for 1/4 -inch machines) or on a soft cleaning cloth for the larger tape machines. I
have found that the silicone removes
oxide even when the alcohol seems to
have done the cleaning job. There have
been no ill effects to any part of the
tape heads or tapes used, with this
method, which I've used for over four
years with good results and clean recordings.
After cleaning the machine, I use a
cloth tape to polish the heads and other
metal parts. This cloth tape is a cotton
binding tape used in fabric manufacturing and sewing, and is available in many
sizes. I use '/4 -inch, '/z -inch and 1 -inch
sizes for our machines. This cotton binding tape is sold at most fabric shops and
department stores, is inexpensive and
comes in spools. I load it onto standard
7 -inch tape reels and run these reels
through the machines after cleaning for
about one or two minutes.
With respect to the rubber pinch
rollers, I clean them with isopropyl
alcohol. However, after this, I soak the
rubber parts in warm water to keep
them from getting dried out. Many people may not agree with this, but I have
never had any problem with rubber
parts by using warm water on them!

Most importantly,
through a cleaning job.
cleaning and care, your
last many years.
Philip J.
Nova

-

SC -66

6`l-

More on Cleaning Up Your Act
I'd like to add to the answer given Mr.
David Albulet in "Letters to the
Editor," MR, November '78 (p. 6) regarding proper cleaning of recording
machines.
This topic has been a thing of controversy for many years. I have been involved in recording for some years and
have tried many things, but after a long
time I've found a method that has worked well for me. This method is the
following:

This Kind Of Strength
From A Parametric Equalizer.

The

capacitors point towards the transformer. (The symbols in the arrows of
the Cl and C2 capacitors are -1.)

N.Y.

Exclusive distribution in Conodo:
GERR ELECTRO-ACOUSTICS
365 Adelaide St. East

14611

(716) 328 -9560

Toronto. Ontario
Canada M5A 1N3

never rush
With proper
machine will
McCue, Mgr.
Records, Inc.

Kearny, N.J.

(416) 868 -0528

The Proven Leader In Audio Control
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If you want the
condenser microphone sound
on stage, Electra -Voice
gives you that option.
The PL76 and PL; 7 condenser ca-dioidmicropnones
PLs
are fast becoming the number one choices of vomlists
who want :0 make tie-studiocondenser ° soLnd a part of
their act. 3oth ni<ás give
you condenser pe-forrnance
in a package that competes
wits dynamic rr icrcphone
durability. TheirgLtsy bass boosting proxirritieffectadds
presence to an/ voice The
PL76 is powered by a 4.5 volt battay.
The PL77 is sir-War e <cept that it is
also phartom po,nerable. The -77s
ou-put is 4dB clown from the "76's' :o
allow for more ile><ibili -y at the mixing
board. and it has a recessed on of
switch that many sound men prefer.
Fo- those desinno the more tradit cnal
dynamic sounc, ire P_91 and PL35

The PL91. hilt its
mi d bass-boost and clear highs is a
joy to work with. -ie ='L95, the 'p-o's
choice" in a dynamic cardioid, offers
the best gain -be- ore -feedback: of any
fit he bill perfect

y.

PL9 dynamic omni ha;
o-e of the tlatte:_t frequenLy
E -V's

PL9

response curves in the ousi-

-

fron 4.0 to 18,003 Hz
And its small sit 3 lets you
;it ke instrumen-; you cxldn't
ge-. near with otter mikes
fering this pertrmance
n=_ss

6

QII E -V
PL76

PL95

PL11

Prc- Line micropf-cnes

Mme with super -tough
\lemraflex grille screens :hal

PL77

eist

dynamic mike in the business -a test
we invite you to make.
Electro -Voice also offers fou' superb
instrument microphones. The PL5
dynamic omni is the mike to use when
high sound pressure levels are encountered, as you would find when
miking bass drums or amplified guitars
basses or synthesizers.
The PL6. with its patented Variable -D
construction gives you cardioid (directional) performance without up -close
bass boost - perfect for miking brass.
reeds, percussion or piano. The PL11
even though its a directional mike,
maintairs its response curve off axis.
"Leaked sound from off-axis instruments are faithfully reproduced - not
colored in any way.
'
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dent nrng. Designed to
keep your mikes looking ke new for a
long time. All have a ron-reflectñç g-ay
finish that won't compete for atterrioi
under briçht stage ligits
When the time comes to apdate your
current m ke setup, we invite you to n.-B
Electro- Voice Pro -Line mikes açaiis:
any others for any .application. I' VDU -ry
them, you II want them in your act

E

I

R

Eleclrol/äGé
gulhll comp»ny

600 Cecil .3treet. Buctlanars, Michiçar 491C7

TA

CEBA
"Talkback" questions are answered
by professional engineers, many of
whose names you have probably seen
listed on the credits of major pop
albums. Their techniques are their own
and might very well differ from anther's. Thus, an answer in "Talkback" is

certainly not necessarily the last word
We welcome all questions on the subject of recording, although the large
volume of questions received precludes
our being able to answer them all. If
you feel that we are skirting any
issues, fire a letter off to the editor
right away. "Talkback " is the Modern
Recording reader's technical forum.

Figuring Out the 421
recently acquired an old Senn heiser MD 421 LH mic and would
like to find out some things about it.
It's pretty beat up, which is why I got
it as cheaply as I did (free!).
First, the cord connector on the
end is a little smaller than the standard 3 -pin male connector, so the female jacks on my cords don't fit. Do
you know where I can get a female
jack that will fit it correctly?
Also, there's a knurled plastic ring
around the end, between the connector and the body of the mic. On this
ring are the letters "S" and "M." The
ring can be turned so that one of the
letters stops at a marker on the body
of the mic. What might be the purpose of this ring and how do I utilize
it to my advantage?
And, finally, what type of mic
stand would this mic use? On the
bottom of my 421 there's a slot with a
ridge on either side, like something
would slide in there. Is such a mic
stand available?
I

Thanks for a fantastic magazine.
I've been reading it for a year and a
half now, and you seem to be the
right people to answer this for me.
-Doug Llewellyn
Chester, N. Y.
The ((LH)) behind the model number
MD 421 stands for low and high impedance. The user can select the suitable
microphone impedance by proper electrical connections. For low- impedance
(200 tl) balanced circuits, the microphone must be connected between pins
2 and 3, the shield must lead to the shell
of the microphone's connector. For unbalanced high- impedance use, pin 1 is
the hot audio line, the shield of the cable
must go to pin 2 and to the shell of the
mic's connector.
A 3 -pin female DIN connector can be
ordered through most hi -fi dealers.
The plastic ring at the end of the MD
421 activates a continuously variable
bass control. The extreme position
marked ((M)) (for music) causes a full
pickup of low frequencies, whereas in
the other extreme ((S)) (for speech), the
low end is rolled off to avoid boominess
when using the microphone at close
talking distances, sometimes referred
to as proximity effect.
The MD 421 requires a special microphone stand adapter, model MZA 421,
which can also be ordered as a replacement part through your dealer.

-Horst A. Ankermann
Vice President
Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
New York, N.Y.

Picture This
In your opinion, as a general rule,
are imported discs superior to their
domestic counterparts made here in
the U.S.? If so, is it due to superior
mastering, pressing or the use of

22

pure, often colored vinyl? Does the
physical coloring of the disc influence S/N rations, frequency response or decibel levels, or is the effect purely aesthetic?
Concerningpicture discs, what exactly is the production procedure
for making them? Are printed (paper) cover reproductions embedded
between two sheets of clear vinyl, or
is the vinyl stamped with ink and
heated until the colors merge into
the vinyl? What is the history of picture discs from a developmental as
well as a technical standpoint? Do
you feel they will become as common
as posters or go the opposite route
and become collectors' items? Can
you compare the fidelity of picture
discs with that of conventional
discs? Can loss of fidelity be attributed to a more shallow groove? I have
also heard that picture discs create
excessive stylus wear due to the pigments in the vinyl. Is this actually
the case, and if it is, how extensive
can the damage be? Also, will the
picture eventually wear away with
extensive playing?

-Al Willen
Long Island City, N.Y.

Where are these discs imported from?
There are some perfectly horrendous
discs from some countries and from others come the finest discs I have ever
heard. If you read MR regularly you
know my opinion of the domestic product. Of the better imported product, I
would say that they outshine our efforts
because they care about their product.
They take the time to insure that they
have manufactured the finest record
they are capable of. This attitude is
evident from the musician in the studio
all the way clear through to the personnel in the pressing plants. We use pure
vinyl too ( "pure" also includes coloring,
MODERN RECORDING
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anti -static, stabilizer chemicals etc., as
far as record vinyl goes); but we break
our necks trying to produce quality and
when you go after the buck you have to
forget about quality, or so it seems.
Pure polyvinylchloride is clear, so
any disc other than a clear one has some
sort of pigment in it. The omnipresent
black discs are colored with carbon
black. Some say 'it reduces noise and
wear, some say it increases noise and
wear. Others say it doesn't make
enough difference to worry about. I suspect that the truth is somewhere between these last two. But color cannot
affect frequency response or disc level.
The only question is S/N ratio. The
reason for coloring a disc is to hide air
bubbles beneath the surface which tend
to have a distressing effect on the consumer who is usually more concerned
with how something looks rather than
how well it is made.
There are two ways of making a picture disc currently in use today. The
cheap, not so good way and the expensive, better way. The cheap way, which
is not so cheap, utilizes two plasticcoated printed pieces of paper. These
two pieces are placed in the press manually against the scampers and then the
biscuit (plastic blob) is inserted. This
forms a sandwich and the plastic coating on the printed paper receives the
embossed groove. This is similar to the
way kiddie records are made. This is the
kind of record that is poor in quality and
hard on a playback stylus. The more
intelligent way of doing it is to put the
printed material in the middle (printed
on both sides) and then use clear PVC
biscuits on each side. This is essentially
the same as the record that we have
been buying for years, it just has a
picture embedded in its center. Fidelity
is at least equal to and possibly better
than that of conventional black discs
since it has no carbon black in it and all
the additives must also be clear.
I won't go into the history of these
discs here for space reasons and it is
probably a dull story anyway. As far as
whether they will become commonplace
or collectors' items, lacking a crystal
ball I must try to deduce this logically.
Considering the fact that they are incredibly expensive to make, I lean toward the collectors' item. But the big
winners are going to be the ones who
figured that out some time ago-unless
a new inexpensive process is invented
soon, that is.
As far as wear goes, since the graphics are under the plastic in both cases

BSC Sells All Major
Brands Of Recording
Equipment.
Package Pricing

Available.

System
CO 1978

BSC,

700

SERIES III

INC.

Sometimes It's Better to Have
All Your Eggs In One Basket...

Several years ago enclosures for semi pro recording gear were as rare as hens' teeth. The manufacture left it all in your hands. As a result, our
System 700 approach to packaging the semi
pro studio was hatched. System 700 became
the only logical answer. However, high cost
and long lead times limited availability of
these early units.

Now for

as

little

as

$800.00, you can turn that maze of cables,
tables and chairs into a first class
studio. Our System 700 Series l l
enclosurers come to you as illustrated. Ready
for quick assembly, modular construction allows
easy updating. Best of all, they are available from
stock! Hens' teeth have finally come of age.
I

Ill ENCLOSURES
ARE AVAILABLE FOR
ALL TASCAM, TANGENT
AND SOUND WORKSHOP
CONSOLES.
SERIES

2932 RIVER ROAD
RIVER GROVE, ILLINOIS 60171
PHONE NO. 312 -452-5551
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(but much less so in the cheap method)
the picture should not wear away unless
you play the record continuously twenty -four hours a day for several years. As
to stylus wear, unless you wear the
record down to the abrasive paper (with
the aforementioned continuous playing) there should be no damage other
than the usual. The better discs again
are similar to the regular kind in this
respect and will wear and cause wear in
much the same manner.
-David Moyssiadis
Contributing Editor
Modern Recording

Impedance Mismatch No
Problem Here
I have a pair of AKG K -140 stereo dynamic headphones that I use while
recording. They are rated at 600
ohms. When I run them off my TEAC
3340S tape deck through my amp,
everything is fine. However, I would
like to run them directly off the
3340S, which is rated at 8 ohms. Is it
necessary to use a transformer in
this application? If one is advised,
might you suggest the proper one?
Our pride is in being accepted.
Not simply by the public, but by
our peers. Professionals, who
recognize the subtleties of sound.
To that challenge we are working.
Take graphic equalization. Our
model 210R is built to meet exacting professional demands. Your
demands. For performance uniformity. Studio component compatibility. Production reliability.
And warranty confidence.
We're off to a good start. But
there are still plenty of doors to
open. Like yours. So listen for our
sound, and introduce us to your
studio.

11111.11
MODEL 210R

STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

SPECTRO
ACOUSTICS
DEPARTMENT MRO
P.O. BOX 369
RICHLAND, WA 99352
TELEPHONE
1509) 375 -9608

-

CANADA:

INTERNATIONAL:

TC ELECTRONICS

FIMC
30 GREENHILL RD.

QUEBEC, CANADA

WESTWOOD, MASS. 02090

-Rick Willett

Zephyr Cove, Nev.
No transformer is required. This is
because headphones -with their close
coupling to your ears-require only
very small amounts of power (typically
milliwatts) to produce perceptibly
"loud" sound. Therefore, headphones do
not have to "impedance-match" the amplifier as do loudspeakers; ideally, they
should "bridge" the amplifier with a
higher load impedance than the amplifier normally calls for. Although the
headphone outputs of most tape decks
(your TEAC 3340S included) do not
provide much power to begin with, that
power should still be enough to drive
600 -ohm headphones like the AKG K140 to usable monitoring levels-even
with the apparent impedance mismatch. This "mismatch" provides an
added bonus: Unlike low- impedance
headphones (4, 8 or 16 ohms), 600-ohm
headphones are inherently less susceptible to overload when driven from a
source rated at 8 ohms.
Further, most tape recorders, mixers,
and preamplifier headphone outputs
are rather high in source impedance
(usually 600 ohms as opposed to speaker
outputs which are close to zero ohms). If
a 4-16 ohm headphone is connected to
such an output, it will essentially shortout the audio signal (no damage will

occur). Higher impedance headphones
(600 ohms or greater) will not short -out
or "load" the headphone output and will

provide usable volume levels.

-Geoffrey M. Langdon
Technical Manager
AKG Acoustics
Mahwah, N.J.

Multiple Headphone
Monitoring
A problem has arisen in regard to
the equipment that I plan to buy for
my small studio. At present, I plan
on purchasing a TEAC Model 2A
mixer (6 -in/4-out) and an MB -20 meter bridge and wish to send cues via
headphones to three musicians. I
need to know whether I should use a
headphone amp and/or a junction
box to connect the headphones to
the mixer. Also, can I run long headphone extensions out to the headphones (Sennheiser HD 400s) without the risk of picking up hum or
RFI? Your help is appreciated.
-Dale Dvorak
Chelsea, Iowa
Multiple headphone monitoring with
the TEAC Model 2A mixing board and
the MB -20 meter bridge can be accomplished in a number of ways, depending
on your specific application. The simplest method would be to drive a headphone amplifier with the monitor outs
of the MB -20. If the amplifier is adequately powered, extended lengths of
cable can be safely run without noticeable loss. Hum and RF interference do
not usually cause any problems on the
output side of an amplifier. This method
will provide as many headphone cues as
necessary, limited only by the outputs
of the headphone amp. The only real
shortcoming with this method is that all
of the musicians must listen to exactly
the same cue mix, perhaps only with a
control for individual volume levels.
A more sophisticated way to go would
be to use an : ndividual Tascam Model 1
for each headphone cue. The Model 1 is
an 8 by 2 stereo line level mixer that
would enable each musician to control
his own headphone mix. Since the Model 1 has a built in one-watt headphone
amp, the need for an external amplifier
and junction box is eliminated. In addition to the added flexibility of this method, it might wind up costing you less in
the long run. As you enlarge your studio
you will certainly find innumerable
uses for the submixing capabilities of
the Model 1. After carefully considering
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these factors, I think you will agree that
the latter of these two methods is the
way to go.

-Claude Schnell
Consumer Relations
TEAC Corp. of America
Montebello, Ca.

Insulation Against Frustration
[The following is an unsolicited reader
response to the Talkback question Raising Keyboard SIN," which was printed
on page 24 of the October 1978 issue.

After checking with Franz Betting of M.
Hohner, Inc. (manufacturers of the D-6)
and finding that the method was sound
and would not result in any unwanted
fiery alterations, we decided to pass it
along to you as an alternate solution to
the method proposed by Richard Robinson in the original piece. For those of you
who might be interested in purchasing a
Clavinet in the near future, Mr. Betting
mentioned that the newer models are
being equipped with additional shielding that will help to decrease noise -and
frustration.
-Ed.]

I believe I can provide further information to help Joey Daniels relieve his

Clavinet noise problem. I was surprised
not to see someone else come up with
this remedy-it's very easy to do, is low
cost and is really quite effective in cutting down noise.
My method is simply this. Remove
the preamp which is simply a printed
circuit board mounted inside the left
side of the instrument. Wrap it all up in
insulator-like duct tape. (I used newspaper for the purpose of insulation.)
Wrap this in turn in two or three layers
of tin foil, leaving the wires free to come
through one small opening. Remount
the whole bundle and connect a wire
with tape from the foil bundle to the
framework of the Clavinet using any
screw on the inside of the framework.
I realize this solution might seem a
bit "homestyle" but after years of frustration with my Clavinet D -6, I have
found this method to cut noise effectively -not completely, but dramatically.
Keep up the good work on a most
informative publication.
-Kelly Dunn
Austin, Tx.

Driver Protection In
Multiamplified Systems
I recently added two 16-ohm JBL
2470 drivers to my sound reinforcement system. I've been told that I
should protect my drivers with either fuses or capacitors. Is such protection really necessary? If so, which
is better-the capacitors or the
fuses? Also, what type and size
should be used?
The horns are powered by a QSC
3.6 power amplifier rated at 4 ohms.
I know the QSC could handle two
more 16-ohm drivers and expect to
get two more drivers in the future.
-Michael Cross
El Paso, Tx.
When a sound reinforcement system is
bi- amplified (or tri- amplified), protection capacitors should be installed in
series with compression drivers to protect them against damage from low frequencies originating in the power amplifier (hum, turn -on transients, turnoff transients, DC offsets, etc.).
Both Mylar dielectric and non-polarized electrolytic capacitors can be used
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A mute point.
In most automation systems only the
fader level is stored, and muting a
channel "erases" the fader level data.
We find this unacceptable. ARMS Automation independently stores both fader
level and channel status (on /off),
The Auto Recall Mixdown System.
...Bringing the technology within
everyone's reach.

0
Sound
oun d Works h o

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS
Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products, Inc.
1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, New York 11787 (516) 582 -6210
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for this application. Mylar capacitors
are much more expensive than electrolytics in large values and are not easy to
find. Fortunately, non -polarized electrolytics are quite suitable as long as
they meet the following specifications:
1. The minimum breakdown voltage
should be 100 volts.
2. The capacitance should be rated at
1 kHz. Often electrolytics are specified
at 50 or 60 Hz and their values at the
frequencies of interest to us can deviate
quite a bit.
3. The rated tolerance should be 10-

The following is a list of the capacitor
values which can be used for driver
protection in multiamplified systems.
Capacitor size for other frequencies can
be determined using the formula
C= 159,000 /ZF, where C is capacitance
in F and Z is impedance in ohms, and F
is one half the crossover frequency in
hertz.
Crossover frequency (Hz)

Value (NF)

72.0
52.0
36.0
24.0
20.0

15 %.
4. The temperature rating should be
from -20°C to ± 65 °C. In our experience,

capacitors carrying lower maximum
ratings are not of sufficient quality or
reliability.
5. The D- factory (related to the internal resistance) should be no higher than
10% at 1 kHz.
There are many capacitor manufacturers throughout the world, and we do not
have sufficient information to make
recommendations on specific brands.
The above specifications will insure
that the capacitor will be fully suitable
for driver protection.

P

16.5
13.5
12.0
10.0

8.0
7.0

6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0

-

412

812

1212

1100
1500
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
10,000
11,000
13,000

550
750
1100
1600
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
10,000
13,000

275
400
500
800
1000
1200
1500
1700
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
5000
7000

HF

input

16.5pF

Amp

6012

message rock -solid reliability, stability
and high performance. The P -2200
is no hi -fi retread. It's designed for a wide
variety of professional applications.
Strong! With 200 watts of continuous
average sine wave power into 8 ohms,
you've got plenty of punch to handle the
high peaks essential to clean studio
monitoring, as well as all -night cooking
in "live" concert reinforcement or
disco sound systems. (You can easily

247011

50w.

The optimum value cited above assumes that the capacitor is active at
approximately one octave below the
listed crossover frequency for minimum
acoustical interference with crossover

Just one glance at the Yamaha
-2200 power amp tells you the whole

story. The case, the handles, the
whole exterior relate a single. powerful

region performance. Smaller capacitor
values may be required for additional
protection in high -power sound reinforcement.
A 50 -watt resistor having a value of
two or three times the rated impedance
of the driver should also be connected
across the driver terminals. These capacitors are available from electronic
parts suppliers. Note that below the
cutoff frequency of the capacitor, the
power amplifier will be unterminated.
If the power amplifier is equipped with
an output transformer, a 20 -watt resistor equal to ten times the driver impedance should be installed across the amplifier output terminals.
The figure below shows the typical
protection circuit for using a JBL 2470

15012

20w.
for transformer
coupled amplifiers.

convert it into a monaural super
amp and or 70 -volt line output capability for distribution systems.)
Silent! With a 110dB S, N ratio and
.05% THD from 20Hz to 20kHz, the P -2200
satisfies even the most critical ears.
How pro can you go? The P- 2200's
dB- calibrated input attenuators and
50dB peak reading meters are flush
mounted. Inputs to each channel have
XLR connectors with a parallel phone
jack, plus a phase reversing switch.
Speaker connectors are five -way
binding posts that take wire or "banana"

There's not enough room to give you
all the facts here, so send this ad
along with six dollars. (Please cert lied
check or money order only. No cash
or personal checks.) We'll send you
the P -2200 operation manual fillec
with facts. Or better yet. see your
Yamaha dealer.

plugs.

Write:

O YAMAHA
Musical Instrument Combo Divicon
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue.
Buena Park. CA 90620.
P

O. Box 6600. Buena Park CA

°0622
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sounds best on
ReVox B77
Real to ree ireans

1i

performance recording, and that's
where the ReVox B77 dramatically
demonstrates its superiority over
other tape recorders. Only the B77
has the wide dynamic range and
generous record headroom you
need to capture without
compromise the fall detail and
dimension of live music.

Only the B77 delivers the "rulerflat" frequency response you get
from With Studer's legendary head
design. Only the B77 combines the
convenience of push- button digital
logic control of tape motion,
professional VU meters with builtin peak level indicators, and a selfcontained tape cutter/splicer.

If you're thinking of upgrading your

real to reel performance, try the
ReVox B77. It's available in half or
quarter track, 33/q -7%2 or 71/2-15
IPS. For complete information and
list of demonstrating dealers, circle
reader service number or contact
us at the address shown below.

REì/ox
Studer Revox America, Inc., 1819 Broadway, Nashville, Tennessee 37203

/ (615) 329 -9576
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In Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.

driver in a biamplified system crossing
over at 1200 Hz.
Each driver in your system should
have its own protection circuit. With
the aforementioned high pass filter and
prudent use of the system's volume control you should experience reliable operation of your high frequency section.
-Jim Brawley
Applications Engineer
Professional Division
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.
Northridge, Ca.
MODEL PW.5

POW,

Get The Right dbx for the Job
I have a dbx 119 and I would like to
know how to hook it up using my
Tapco 6200B mixer and my TEAC
3340 so I can get compression on recording and expansion on playback
without changing the wiring each
time. Would a patch bay help to accomplish this?
-Edward Bowell
Johnson City, N.Y.

You know the problem well enough. To get the sound you want out of
your amp, you have to turn it up loud. Too loud for most small clubs and

practice sessions. You've tried everything: Distortion boxes, compressors, hot pickups and amps with "master volume" controls, and they just
don't sound right. What's left? The answer's simple. The Altair PW -5
Power Attenuator lets you turn down the volume without affecting your
amp's own natural full power distortion and sustain. So now you can get
the sound you want at any volume.
ALTAIR CORPORATION Dept. C Box 7034 Ann Arbor, MI 48107
CIRCLE 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE
GREAT

ONE...

,

Announcing our all new 1979 Buyer's Guide. 112 pages offering a tremendous selection of professional sound equipment
and musical instruments a-. the lowest discount prices.
MUSIC EMPORIUM USA
Our catalog
is yours

-

FREE!
lust fill in the
coupon at r.ght
and mail it -o
us today.

P.

O. Box 34441 West Bethesda, Md. 20034
(301) 340 -1480
(301) 424 -1696

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY
STATE

ZIP
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The dbx Model 119 stereo dynamic
range enhancer is the predecessor to the
dbx Model 118. Using either model as
an encode/decode system (encode, compress; decode, expand) with a Tapco
6200 B mixer in conjunction with a
TEAC 3340 requires patching. In hi -fi
systems, none of the dbx dynamic range
enhancers require patching as long as
there are enough channels available.
The TEAC 3340 is a four -channel tape
machine.
Using any of the dbx dynamic range
enhancers for tape noise reduction will
produce marginal results in comparison
to any one of the dbx tape noise reduction systems which have been specifically designed for this purpose.
The dbx models 118 and 119 have the
two stereo channels electronically
linked to maintain the stereo image of
stereo programs. This is desirable for
stereo dynamic range enhancement
purposes, but not for use as a tape noise
reduction system where one would be
making changes in program materials
channel by channel.
The dbx 155 is an independently selectable four-channel tape noise reduction system. It is an ideal studio companion to the TEAC 3340. The dbx 155
will permit one to achieve 30 dB of tape
hiss noise reduction plus an added 10 dB
in headroom.
-Harold Cohen
Manager, Customer Services
dbx, Inc.
Newton, Ma.

YOU'LL PROBABLY ENJOY YOUR HIGH FIDELITY
SYSTEM WITHOUT THE PHASE LINEAR 6000.
THE QUESTION

IS,

HOW WELL?

Would you like to regain that
"invjlvement; and in the
process, experience La Scala,
the Sydney Opera House,
Carnegie Hall, the _03
Angeles Coliseum, or just .our
favorite disco?
Tie Phase L near 6000 Ana ague
Delay can program your stereo
swstem so ycur living room thinks
it's tfe Met,cr your den thinks it'sthe
Astrodome. 'roj can enjoy Hancel's
"Mess Eh' as Handel origina
intended and not be limited by the
parameters of the recording process.

Every list ning environment has its on unique
"a:oust cal sicnature"
resulting f-om a comblialion
of phys cal characteristics
and fac-ors. The size aid
shape cf the area, mat_rials
used in construction, -e
'baffling affect" of objects
within tie area, and e:en the
scund absorbing qual -ies of the
aLdience, help provide the
spatial and sonic expenei :e of a
live performance, whether that
performance is in the spaciousness
of Madison Square Garden or the
intimacy of a piano ba -.

With its innovative circuitry,
Phase Linear 6000 recreates

Ina

the
Have you ever brough
recording of a performance ,rou
particuia-ly enjoyed, only -o feel on
playback that it just vo3s not the same
the flesh? rou dimn': feel as "involed'
as it was
as you Jic wham you were trere?

ii

You were right. It's nor the same.
In fact, much of the sa is and spatial " expe-ience'
that made yoL a part ci that ive performance
was lost n the record ig process.

So where does this leave you?

infxmation necessary to reprodca
\.arious acoustical environments.
Experience in your own home the
tic.rld cf depth and spaciousness that was circa
unic(Je on y to an act.ial live performance.
In a sing a page we cannot begin to describe tia
Phase Linear 6010 Audio Delay anc tia
teirnology behind it. For detailed explanation of
its operation plus a 2C-page Owners Martial,
p ease send $2.00 to: PHASE LINEAR,
Dept. (A -6), 20121 - 48th Ave v..,
Lynnwood, WA 98036, LEA.

THE ?cWERFUL DIFFERENa
DISTRIBUTED N CANADA BY

H

tie
tia

ROY GRAY LTD. AND

IF-

AUSTRALIA BY UIEGASOJNE'
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By Norman Eisenberg

PEAK LED DISPLAY

SPECTRO TACKLES THE
SPECTRUM
A new graphic equalizer from Spectro Acoustics is
the model 2102. It includes all of the design and
monolithic IC technology of the firm's model 210,
but is lower priced. Like the former model, the new

unit uses "gyrator synthesized inductors" instead
of coils. A stereo unit, the model 2102 provides ± 15
dB control over 10 octaves in each channel to cover
the full audible spectrum.
Claimed to be the first peak-responding LED display to function as a peak power indicator and a
peak line level monitor in one instrument is the
Model 510 from Audio Technology.
It has two rows of sixteen LEDs -one row per
channel- calibrated in decibels with a total display
range from -39 to +6 dB. The 0 -dB levels can be
adjusted for both line and power indications via
rear -panel controls. Input sensitivities for both are
switchable. One suggested use in the power mode is
to prevent amplifier clipping (the model 510 can
respond accurately to peak power output from
0.003 to 400 watts). An application in the line -level
mode would be for setting tape -recorder levels after
accurately measuring peak signal levels. Price of
the model 510 is $129.95; accessories, including
rack -mount panel, are extra.
CIRCLE
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"Are You Ready for Multi- Track ?" is the title of a
brochure offered by TEAC which describes the
steps in multi -track recording, explains what equipment is needed and generally serves as an introduction to 4 -track and 8 -track taping. Mixers, and the
use of microphones, are also covered. The booklet is
available at TEAC dealers, or it can be obtained
free by writing to TEAC.
2
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From Superex comes word of a professionally
designed tape duplication console. Called the TSB 3, it enables the user to duplicate source material on
any or all of up to three tape decks. Duplication
may be made while the user monitors and records
another program from the audio system. Controls
include three input selectors, three output selectors,
and one output -line selector.

TEAC BROCHURE

CIRCLE
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DELTALAB ACOUSTICOMPUTER

EUMIG ENTERS
CASSETTE MARKET
II:H4iiiitttfmütüt6L...

From DeltaLab Research, Inc. comes word of its
model DL -2 Acousticomputer. Engineered for
studio and on -stage use, the device is a combination
digital -delay and special- effects processor. The
DL -2 provides well -known functions such as echo,
ADT, chorusing, vibrato, flanging, reverb, etc., plus
new effects said to be unavailable in any other

111üldaiiüüü

Said to be the largest privately -held company in
Austria, the Vienna -based firm of Eumig -up to
now involved in video, lasers, holography and radio
communications -has entered the cassette market.
Its new deck, the model CCD, is a three-head top loader featuring an opto- electronic servo controlled
capstan drive system that uses a lightweight disc,
photo -etched with 2500 spaced radii, to govern
speed. The heads are entirely separate, and record head azimuth is adjustable using a built -in tone generator and multiple LED peak -reading R/P indicators. With chrome or ferrichrome tape, response is
claimed to cover the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz
within ±3 dB. S /N, using the user -adjustable Dolby
system, is spec'd at 72 dB. Mixing sliders permit
blending mic/line, line /line or an adjustable reverb
signal. LEDs show all operating conditions. Operation is via solenoid, logic- assisted controls; a fullfunction remote -control accessory is included with
the model CCD, priced at $1300.
CIRCLE

5

device. Bandwidth is rated at 20 Hz to 15 kHz at all
delay settings with 90 -dB dynamic range. The DL -2
has two independent channels. In serial (mono)
mode, delays up to 240 ms are available. VCO is
built in. An optional memory-expansion feature is
scheduled for availability in the spring of 1979.
Price of the DL -2 is $1500.
CIRCLE 8 ON REALER SERVICE CARD

AKAI VIDEOCASSETTE SYSTEM
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MICROPHONE SNAKES
"Hydra" -the many- headed serpent of mythology-is the name chosen by Dimension Five for its
line of standard and custom microphone snakes.
The former group includes models with fixed or
detachable cable /fan. All use Switchcraft connectors for individual mic lines and sends.
The black- anodized aluminum chassis /wraparound tray extends beyond the connectors to
prevent possible damage.
CIRCLE
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Said to be the lowest -priced portable videocassette
yet offered in the U.S. is Akai's new VT- 300SE,
priced at $1095. The system consists of Akai's
model VT -300 monochrome camera and the VT -300
recorder. The latter uses '4 -inch, 30- minute videocassettes. The camera includes a detachable viewfinder, 12mm C -mount lens and a built -in omni mic
with automatic recording level adjustment.
CIRCLE 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SAE ADDS AMPLIFIER
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JVC USES DOLBY
IN LOW COST DECK

-
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Scientific Audio Products (SAE) has added the
model 2300 power amplifier to its line. Rated for
150 watts per channel (minimum RMS, into 8 ohms,
20 Hz to 20 kHz, no more than 0.05% THD), the
new amp is priced at $700. Like other SAE amplifiers, the model 2300 incorporates full complementary circuits to ensure maximum power output and
stability into any complex speaker load along with
very low steady -state and transient distortion
characteristics. Its toroid transformer is claimed to
be very efficient, and to have no stray magnetic
field, and to have extremely low internal noise. The
amp includes thermal protection as well as signal
relays to protect speakers from low- frequency information that might damage them; electronic protection safeguards against transient overload and
short circuits. An LED array, which monitors amplifier power output, is said to provide an accurate
representation of complex musical waveforms.
CIRCLE 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD

JVC, which has offered its ANRS (automatic noise
reduction system) in place of Dolby in its cassette
recorders, now has a cassette deck with Dolby-B.
It's also a budget model, priced at $180. Known as
the KD -A1, the new front -loader features selectable
bias and EQ, end -of -tape auto -stop, automatic input
selector for mic and line inputs, dual rotary controls
for left and right channels, two VU meters and electronically governed DC motor. With chrome tape,
frequency response is spec'd as 30 Hz to 16 kHz.
S/N ratio is 57 dB; with the Dolby on, this improves
to 10 dB above 5 kHz. Rated THD at zero VU,
1 kHz, is 0.5 percent.
CIRCI
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DIGITAL PROGRESS
First deliveries of the 3M Digital Audio Mastering
System (involving a 32- track, two-machine setup)
will be made to four studios, according to 3M. The
studios are: A &M Records, Record Plant [west],
Sound 80 and Warner Brothers. This will be the
first actual delivery of the system that was shown
in prototype at the AES show last year in New
York.
Meanwhile, the first commercial classical disc
recorded in the U.S. by digital processing has been
released on the Telarc label, according to its distrib-

utor Audio -Technica. The release features the

APHEX ATTENUATOR
A voltage- controlled

attenuator, described by one
of its developers as "the first high- speed, low- noise,
low-distortion VCA," has been introduced by

Cleveland Symphonic Winds in a program of music
by Holst, Handel (The Royal Fireworks suite) and
Bach. The album was recorded in Severance Hall,
Cleveland, last April using a Soundstream digital
tape recorder developed by Dr. Thomas Stockham.

Aphex Systems Ltd. Audio applications include filters, equalizers, noise -reduction systems, automated disc mastering, compressors, expanders,
limiters, console automation, synthesizers, leveling
amplifiers, DC- controlled public- address systems,
oscillators and tape recording functions. According
to the developer, "a state of the art recording studio
could use as many as one thousand of the VCAs."
Additional applications in general electronics
include computers and test equipment. The new
VCA boasts specifications -among others -that
include a bandwidth within ±0.1 dB of DC to 200
kHz; THD of 0.004 %; noise (worst case) of -90
dBm; and slew rate of greater than 10 V /Nsec.
CIRCLE
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HEATHKIT GOES RACK -MOUNT

From Heath Company, the world's largest manufacturer of electronic kits, comes the first models in
a series of pro -style rack- mounted components. One
is the model AA -1600 power amplifier; the other is
the model AD -1701 graphic output indicator. The
amp is rated for audio output of 125 watts per channel (minimum RMS, 8-ohm loads, 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
less than 0.05% distortion). Featured are a thermal
circuit protection device, an 8- second turn -on delay
and a high-temp LED indicator. Amp and power
supply circuit boards are preassembled for ease of
construction.
The AD -1701 is designed to provide "a more accurate, precise indication of stereo system output
than conventional meters or displays." It uses two
rows of 15 LEDs (30 in all) for left and right channels. A switch chooses display of either peak or
average signal levels, and another control adjusts
the range for output levels up to 250 watts.
Response time is said to be extremely fast, with a
peak -hold circuit to provide displays of the shortest
musical transients. The AA -1600 amplifier is priced
at $360; the AD -1701 at $190. Heath will send more
info on these units plus a free copy of its full catalog
on written request.
CIRCLE 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CLEAN CONTACTS
A new solvent for cleaning electrical contacts has
been announced by LPS Research Laboratories.
Known as LPS, it is described as having excellent
penetrating and wetting action, with complete
evaporation leaving no residue. It also is said to be
non -explosive, non -flammable and non-toxic.

NOVELTY OR INNOVATION?

Among the various products seen regularly at trade
shows are some that seem like genuine innovations
and others that may be little more than novelty.
At that, the dividing line may well be determined
by an individual in terms of personal interest and
need. For instance, take the high- output movingcoil phono cartridge. The Dynavector l0X introduced here recently by ESS, Inc. is the first I have
personally used that prov_des a signal level high
enough to feed directly into the magnetic phono
input on an amplifier without the need of an intervening booster (transformer or "pre- preamp "). Its
list price of $120 puts it into competition with top ranking moving-magnet pickups, but makes it distinctly less costly than other moving-coil pickups.
It is a very good pickup, with smooth response
across the audio band, good channel separation, and
tenacious tracking ability.
Those who are convinced that moving -coil design
in general is superior will regard this model as a
genuine innovation; others will call it a novelty. I
have no feeling one way or the other -but I do
recommend that anyone in the market for a new
phono pickup audition this model.
Microprocessing is another "on- the-fence" kind of
development. We've seen it in some recorders and in
at least one tuner by Sherwood and of course in the
Accutrac turntables. Essentially, microprocessing
"tells the rest of the set what to do." It is a kind of
built-in memory feature that permits programming
a device for functions that would otherwise have to
be managed manually. Does it add to the cost of the
device? Undoubtedly. Does it improve its performance? Not really. What it is, from the user's
standpoint, is probably the most impressive "convenience" feature yet devised for audio gear, but
again -only you can decide whether for your purposes and your inclinations it is a novelty or a real
innovation.
There also are a few new ideas waiting in the
wings and how they stand up under performance
tests remains to be learned. One is the fast-speed
cassette announced by B.I.C. Another is the ribbon
tweeter that suddenly has turned up in two high priced speaker systems, the Acoustique 3A and the
Sequerra "Pyramid." Stay tuned.

CIRCLE 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Spector Guitars has announced a
new, hand crafted, limited production
electric bass with a sculpted, con-

toured body which wraps around the
musician. The instrument is made of
selected hardwoods, and features a

one -piece neck which joins the body at
the 24th fret. Top quality components
are used throughout, including Series I
DiMarzio Pickup, Badass bridge, goldplated Schaller tuning machines, and
Strap -Lok strap buttons.

mate claim to the use of the word. The
thing that makes the Coupland so different is that it is the first commercially available performing synthesizer
that is totally digital in its design and
operation. Outwardly, the Coupland
looks very much like any other synthesizer although its controls and displays are much more sophisticated
than the typical performance instrument; the unit measures 52" X 36" X
15" high, weighs in at a hefty 175
pounds and features a full 88 -note
keyboard. The control panel does not
use pots like conventional synthesizers, but rather touch -sensitive
strips with liquid crystal bar graph
and numerical displays in addition to
pushbutton select switches.
The heart of any synthesizer is its
waveform sources, or oscillators in the
case of conventional synthesizers. In
the case of the Coupland, the waveforms are digitally synthesized and
numerically controlled; rather than
starting with a particular waveform
and then modifying its shape (and
sound) via filters and other controllers,
the Coupland generates exactly the
waveform specified by the operator.
The controls to specify each waveform
are necessarily extensive and include
choice of basic waveshape, phase relationship to other waveform generators, envelope timing and shape,
modulation and frequency. The synthesizer comes with at least four waveform generators, but may be equipped

with eight or twelve generators for
greater versatility; each generator is
fully polyphonic with up to sixteen
simultaneous notes. The basic waveshapes available are a variable -width
pulse (duty cycle selectable from 0% to
50 %), noise or a Fourier mode in which
a sine wave and its specific harmonics
(up to 256 of them) may be specified to
generate any arbitrary waveshape.
The waveform's envelope is controllable for timing in five stages rather

than the conventional four -stage
ADSR circuitry plus amplitude and
frequency. The waveform may be
amplitude modulated from 0% to
100% and/or frequency modulated
from 0% to 25% (in .1% increments) by
one of the two built-in LFOs, an external analog signal, footpedals or
another waveform generator; if an
LFO is used, the phase angle may be
specified so that the LFO may be used
for several functions with greater flexibility. Frequencies are, of course, controlled by the keyboard; base frequency, or frequency of the lowest key is
settable from 1.28 Hz to 9999 Hz, and
the tempering of the keyboard is variable over the incredible range of .01 to
9998 keys per octave with a preset of
twelve keys for normal tempering. The
keyboard itself is velocity sensitive,
and the sensitivity is individually set table for each waveform generator,
and the keyboard may be sub -divided
for each waveform generator. Several
real -time functions are controlled by

CIRCLE 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SYNTHESIZERS

Nearly every new synthesizer model

that comes along calls itself "revolutionary" at some point in its press
releases, but the new Coupland Digital
Synthesizer from Micor Audio Products Division probably has a legiti-
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footpedals; rocker -type pedals control
volume (overall amplitude), amplitude
modulation and LFO frequency, and a
return -to-center pedal controls frequency modulation for pitch bend up
or down, plus there are foot switches
for timing envelope and forward and
backward initiations of the control sequence. The unit also features comprehensive programmability and cassette
storage /retrieval. All settings may be
stored as a preset and up to twenty
presets may be preloaded and recalled
numerically. Up to twenty control sequences may be stored, accessed, updated or replayed at command, or up
to twenty open -length segments may
be entered directly from the keyboard
and recorded on cassette to be played
back intact or edited /modified in real
time. The cassette unit itself is a dual
unit to facilitate copying or updating
without destroying the original, or to
allow recording of control settings on
one cassette and keyboard information
on the other.

New from PAIA Electronics is an
advanced combo organ, the Organtua,
which was designed by noted musical
electronics specialist Craig Anderton.
The Organtua has three individual
ranks of tone generators for a much
thicker sound than is possible with the
usual single voice combo organ. The
three ranks may be detuned slightly
for flanging or chorusing effects, or
they may be tuned to wider intervals,
such as 4ths or 5ths to simulate drawbar effects. Each of the three ranks
may then be offset up to 5 octaves in

SOUND REINFORCEMENT
EQUIPMENT

The Marlboro Sound Works division
of Musical Instrument Corp. of America has added two professional quality
microphones to their product line. The
M900 model is their new top of the line
mic, and is a dynamic, cardioid design
featuring wide, uniform frequency

response and an integral, spherical
windscreen. The model M500 is a similar model without the pop filter.
CIRCLE 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Music Technology Inc. has announced the addition of two new portable organ models to their Crumar
line. Both the T -1 and the T-2 are said
to authentically recreate the tone
wheel sound of the Hammond B -3
organ without the portability problems of the Hammond, and with
several more modern features including a variable synthesizer bass
section, pitch bend and LED indicators. The T-1 model has a 61 -note
keyboard, while the T -2 is a double
manual version. Both models are furnished with carrying cases.
CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD

octave steps using the octave
switches. The master rank has a voltage controlled clock to allow pitch
bending, two types of vibrato and percussion effects, while the two slave
ranks are synchronized to the master
clock or to an alternate tunable clock.
Footpedals are available for pitch
bend, vibrato, slave rank switching
and an octave transposition switch
which simultaneously raises all three
ranks one octave. The Organtua is
available in kit form or pre -wired.

In a bit of business news, it has been
announced that Gulton Industries,
Inc. will be acquiring Technical Audio
Products Corporation, better known
as TAPCO. Gulton is, of course, the
parent corporation of Electro- Voice,
and it was announced that TAPCO will
be operated as a subsidiary of ElectroVoice. This will round out E -V's line
of speakers and microphones with
TAPCO's mixers, amplifiers and signal processing equipment.
CIRCLE 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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News comes from Electro- Voice, Inc.
of two new music speaker systems
designee for permanent installation.
The new models are the PI 12 -2 and
the PI 1.5 -3, which are based on the recent S 12 -2 and S 15 -3 stage models.
Both models boast extended low -frequency response and excellent, 120°
high- frequency dispersion. The PI 15 -3
is a three -way design using E -V's exclusive ported cone -type midrange
driver for uncolored, high- efficiency

midrange response. Both systems incorporate a new High Frequency Auto
Limiting circuit to protect the ST350A
tweeter without reducing the power
output of the overall system; both
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models are rated at 100 watts continuous power input. The basic difference between the stage models and
the new permanent installation models
is that the PI models lack the aluminum edge stripping, carrying handles and casters of the stage versions,
and that they carry a correspondingly
lower price tag.
CIRCLE 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
ACCESSORIES

An analog echo unit, which produces echo effects electronically with
no moving parts, is new from Roland Corp US. The DC-10 produces a wide
range of effects from a single repeat
to a large hall type of reverberation to
sustained echos and chorus effects
similar to phase shifters, and may be
bypassed instantly with the included

footswitch. A three-position input
selector (-20, -35, -50 dB) and a
two -position output selector facilitate
connecting the unit into virtually any
amplification system for hi -fi, P.A., or
musical instrument applications.
CIRCLE 23 ON READER SERVICE CARD

added advantage of the EMG pickups
is that they allow the strings to
"float" with respect to the amplifier's
ground, eliminating the shock hazard
from improperly grounded amps. All
models come with pre-wired volume
and tone controls and all necessary
hardware and accessories. Currently
available models include direct replacements for humbucking and mini -humbucking pickups plus complete two
and three pickup systems for Precision
basses and Stratocasters.
CIRCLE 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Musical Research Laboratories now
offers the LOC -1 Line Output Converter. This unit is a high -level direct
box made to plug into the extension

speaker jack of an amplifier to provide
a line -level output to feed to a P.A.
system or recording console. List price
for the unit is $9.95.

Calzone Case Co. is one of the newer
names on the professional quality road
case scene. Their catalog lists a wide
variety of custom fit models for amp
heads and cabinets, keyboard instruments, synthesizers and mixing consoles, universal and custom pre -cut
foam -lined cases for guitars, mic cases,
trap cases, attaché cases, accessory
cases with steel trays and drawers,
and amp racks in any size you might
need. In addition, Calzone will build
any custom case you can specify on a
quotation basis. Standard construction is 1/4-inch plywood covered with a
formica -type laminate which is almost
impervious to staining, scuffing or
tearing. All edges and corners are
formed with extruded aluminum channel made to Calzone's specs, and the
flight hardware (handles and catches)
are by Sessions.
CIRCLE 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Music Man, Inc. has announced the

introduction of a complete line of
guitar and bass strings which will be
available both in sets and individually
for custom-gauged sets. Guitar strings
will be offered in diameters from .007
through .056. Bass strings range from
.040 through .115 and are available in

flat- wound, round -wound and half round (bright) compound windings.
Ross Musical Products has added a

CIRCLE 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD

new professional phaser with adjustable regeneration to their product line.
The unity -gain device is said to have a
90 dB dynamic range, input impedance
of 500 K ohms, and output impedance
of 10 K ohms. Sweep rate is variable
from 1 to 8 Hz and the regeneration
ratio is variable from 0% to 80% for
added depth of effect.
CIRCLE 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Overlend has introduced the EMG
line of musical instrument pickups
which features an internal preamplifier. The preamp, which is designated
as the EMG -IIP, has a frequency response given as 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and
features a low impedance output for
elimination of treble loss even with

DiMarzio Pickups, Inc. has broadened their product line with the introduction of the DiMarzio Brass Bass
Bridge. The new model is a high-mass,
solid brass replacement bridge for

very long cable runs between instrument and amplifier. The preamp has a
high output level (peaks of over 3
volts) for amplifier overdrive capability and maximum dynamic range,
which is given as greater than 90 dB,
as well as improved sustain. Another

replacement bridges by almost 2:1 for
greater sustain and high- frequency
performance. The bridge will adapt to
either 3- or 5 -hole mountings, and will
accommodate all string gauges.

Fender Jazz and Precision style
basses, and is said to outweigh other

CIRCLE 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Everythin9

You Need to be a Star.
And How Io Put t Al Together.
Nowadays ycu gotta be an engineer to masterall the tricks of Elect-oni: Circuitry. like our six
salespeople, each o- whom have a degree in music
and also know the inputs and the outputs of your art.
Sure. some s:or3 may match our selection (but
we doubt that), some stcre may match our price,
ittc), bui no stora. can match our advice (and we'll
rantee that!)
Luck talent, and Hanich Music ... Give us a call.

ankh Music
WE SHIP EVERYWHERE

235 North Azusa Avenue, West Co%ina, CA 91791
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the Buddy
"live"
Even if it did not have as its subject
one of rock and roll's legendary and
truly seminal figures, The Buddy
Holly Story would still be a remarkable film. Remarkable because, for the
first time in a non-documentary work,
virtually all the musical performances
were recorded "live" while the scenes
were being filmed, rather than added
later in the comfort and safety of a
motion picture "dubbing room."
Although the film has drawn critical
fire for taking liberties with some of
the historical details of Holly's brief
career (the most obvious being the
omission of producer Norman Petty),
it can hardly be faulted from the standpoint of musical accuracy.
The film is chock -full of scenes of
Gary Busey (as Buddy Holly) and
band performing in concert halls,
recording studios, and in the archetypal garage rehearsal room, and producer Fred Bauer and director Steve
Rash hoped the film could convey the
raw simplicity and power of Holly's
music as convincingly as possible. So
they hired as music director their old
friend Joe Renzetti (session guitarist
and arranger on such early 60s Cameo Parkway hits as "Mashed Potatoes,"
"Let's Twist Again" and "Bristol
Stomp "), and gave him the job of
duplicating both the look and the
sound of 1950's rock and roll in a film
for 1970's audiences.
Renzetti's task was eased somewhat
by the fact that Busey and bassist
Charles Martin Smith had musical
backgrounds ( Busey has toured as a
drummer with Leon Russell). Actor
Don Stroud, cast as the Crickets'
drummer, had no experience, but
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mastered the parts Renzetti wrote for
him (updating what he calls the
"rather inept" percussion work on
some Holly records).
The real problems in filming the per formances "live" arose in trying to get
a high -quality, authentic "live"
sound -without spoiling the authenticity of the visuals, and in coping with
long- established Hollywood produc-

tion practices completely alien to
"live" music recording.

The Dubbing Process
A brief digression is in order here.
Normally, when a movie is shot, the
lines spoken by the actors are simultaneously recorded as a "dialogue"
track. All music and sound effects are
added later, in the post-production
phase, where additionally any dialogue lines that were "blown " -as by
an actor's misreading or a noise on
the set -can be re- recorded (or
"looped," in film industry parlance).
In the "dubbing" process, separate
dialogue, music and sound effects
tracks are recorded on 35mm film
base that has been coated with a magnetic emulsion; these separate tracks
are then mounted on a bank of playback machines ( "dubbers ") which are
all linked to the film projector via the
sprocket-wheel drive mechanisms to
maintain perfect, frame-by -frame synchronization between sound and picture. The sound mixer then watches

the film while adjusting level, equalization and panning of the various
tracks to follow the action on the
screen. The final film mix is recorded
on another reel of magnetic stock,

www.americanradiohistory.com

Scene from Columbia Picture's The Buddy

either in mono or in 2 -, 4- or 6- channel
stereo, depending on the particular
system in use.

Capturing Yesterday's Sound
... Today
To capture the "live" sound, yet re-

tain control during the dubbing
process, Renzetti planned to take a
24 -track remote recording

setup to all
the theaters and recording studios
around Los Angeles that were used as
locations for the film. But one problem remained: how to get a decently
clean, tight sound with acceptable
isolation between instruments without a forest of mic stands around the
band's setup (which, though it's the
norm with performing bands today,
would have been thought highly
strange in 1957!)
Renzetti enlisted the aid of Joel
Fein and Al Williams, two engineers
with extensive experience in P.A.,
studio and "live " location work, and

Holly Story showing Holly and the Crickets listening to

the three succeeded in hiding the recording apparatus so well that watching the film, one has no idea there is a
multi -track session in progress.
In the scheme they worked out,
Charles Martin Smith's standup
acoustic bass was taken direct, using
a Barcus -Berry pickup and concealed
cord. A Shure SM57 dynamic mic on
a short desk stand aimed into the rear
of Busey's open -back guitar amplifier
captured that instrument unseen.
Kick drum and tom -toms were
picked up by dynamic mics (SM57,
AKG D1000E or Sennheiser 421) installed inside the drums (with both
drumheads in place).
To get the rest of the drum kit,
miniature Sony ECM -50 lavalier condenser microphones were taped to the
stands supporting the cymbals, snare
and hi-hat, with the cords carefully
routed out of camera view.
Through careful equalization (for
example, removing low frequencies
picked up by the cymbal mics), better
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playback, circa 1958.

isolation between tracks was achieved
in spite of the omnidirectional pickup
pattern of the tiny ECM -50s. Where
necessary, their rolled -off bass
response (a feature designed to improve voice pickup when the mic is
used in "tie tack" applications,
resting against the resonant chest
cavity) was compensated with EQ.
The dynamic mics used for kick and
toms were chosen for their tolerance
to high SPLs and their ability to deemphasize the resonances and stray
noises that result from placing them
inside the drums.
That left vocals. Since the use of the
latest microphones was out, Fein and
Williams rounded up a collection of
vintage models (some still in production after more than 20 years), including Shure and E -V dynamics,
RCA 77 -DX ribbon mies and Neumann U -47 condensers with tube preamps. As most engineers know, some
of these mies are still regarded very
highly for certain applications, and
MODERN RECORDING
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IF YOU THINK
ALTEC LANSING ONLY MAKES
GREAT SPEAKERS...

...Meet The rèát Power Behind Them.
At Altec Lansing, we've been making high- quality
loudspeakers for over forty years. And we're very
proud of the reputation tha: they've ear-led during
that time. But perhaps it's because we're so well
known for our speakers that some people tend to forget that we also make a full line of professional electronics. Equipment that's built with the game quality
and reliability that our speakers are famous for.
Case in point- The Altec Lansing 9140A power
amplifier.
The 9440A is a dual -channel power amp that delivers
the high performance standards that'$ocay's audio
professional needs. It produces -pore than 200 watts
per channel into 8 ohms of highly reactive loudspeaker load At 4 ohms the power is typically greater
than 400 watts. And even at these levels the 9440A
has less than 0.25% TI-ID or IM distortion and a frequency response that's flat f 025 dB fmm 20 Hz to
20 kHz.
Of course higi performance must be matched with
high reliability. The 9440A is designed to meet the
must demanding conditions. Day-after- day.Year-afteryear. Reliability provided by sixteen 250 -watt home-
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I
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1515 So. Marchester Ave.. Anaheim. Ca. 92803
ALTEC CORPCRATION
AC1E

p

taxial power transistors backed
by a massive diecast aluminum heat sink. Reliability ensured by an
efficient VI limiter. a unique 40% power- limiting circuit
and an output relay that protects against dangerous
turn -on turn-off transients. Reliability good enough
to earn both UL and CSA approval.
And 3ecause we think that an amplifier should do
more than just amplify. we've incorporated some features in the 9440A's design that will help make life a
little easier. Features like lighted VU meters. meter
range switches and provisions for adding plug -in input
transformers. Features like a front-panel -mounted
switch that converts the 9440A into a single- channel
amplifier with a true balanced output. Features that
help make the 9440A a versatile addition to any
sound system.
But perhaps the best feature of the 9440A is that it's
from Altec Lansing -a leader in quality audio products
for over four decades.
So if you're thinking about power amps. think about
Altec Lansing. Check the Yellow Pages under Sound
Systems for the name of your local Altec Lansing
sound contractor. And meet the great power behind
our speakers.

ON READER SERVICE CARD
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714 774-2900

Arranger Joe Renzetti (right) offering Holly (Gary Busey) some pointers.

fetch premium prices on the used market, but Renzetti and company were
astonished to find a recording studio
in Los Angeles that used the RCA ribbon mics to the exclusion of virtually
all else. On camera, the mics look completely authentic. On tape, they give
the vocals a subtle color that recalls
the sound of two decades ago.
In the film's concert hall scenes, the
producers faced the necessity of providing a high- quality P.A. system (to
encourage reactions in the mostly
non -professional audience) as well as a
top -notch stage monitor system for
the performers, without any of it being visible on camera (monitors being
a modern-day luxury!). Using Tyco brahe equipment, Fein and Williams
were able to improvise a workable
system with speakers positioned out
of view overhead, in the wings and in
the footlights.
To capture the ambience of each
hall, a total of six U -87 room mics
were used: two set left and right of
the stage, two halfway back and two
at the rear of the hall. During the mix down, digital delay was added to
these ambience tracks to enhance the
sense of space, and when these ambient sounds are played through the
rear "surround" speakers in theaters
so equipped, the "live" concert effect
is quite remarkable.

Ah, Hollywood
With the technical problems thus
solved, there remained a logistic one-

dealing with the established Hollywood filmmaking practices. Motion
picture soundmen are accustomed to
the luxury of being able to fix any
audio problems in post -production,
and, as Renzetti says, "The film crews
think nothing of spending hours getting their lighting and camera angles
right, but if you ask them for 10
minutes to check the sound, they look
at you like you're crazy!" In anticipation of this sort of problem, the music
backing tracks had already been prerecorded by the band in the studio,
and were available for use with the
"live" vocals if it proved impractical
to get a satisfactory instrumental
sound. As it turned out, only one
scene involving an impractically
large number of on- camera musicians
-had to be done this way. In all other
scenes, Busey and band are playing
and singing "live" on camera
(although in a few spots, for artistic
reasons, the editors decided to use the
picture from one "take" and the
music from another).
When it came time to do the final
sound mix for the film, it was
necessary to transfer the 24 -track
audio master tape to the 35mm magnetic stock used by the dubbing
machines. Since each dubber can
record a maximum of three tracks
across the width of the "full coat"
stock, a total of eight dubbers were
needed just for the 24 tracks of
music -plus additional machines for
dialogue, sound effects, and score
(background music) -for a total of as

-
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many as sixteen dubbers, all running
back and forth in lockstep with the
film projector as the mix was finalized. Besides the standard signal
processing available at Sam Goldwyn
Studios, where the mix was done,
additional outboard limiters, parametric equalizers and digital delay
units were brought in.
The mixdown was done following
the standard Cinemascope audio format, which provides four magnetic
tracks on the completed film, assigned to Left Front, Center Front,
Right Front and Rear "Surround"
speakers in the theater. (Because of
the extreme variation in theater seating positions, the use of a "phantom"
center channel as in conventional
stereo records will not work, it would
only be correctly perceived by viewers
seated close to the center line of the
theater; thus the use of a discrete
center channel, complete with speaker
behind the screen.) For the standard
mono optical sound release version,
the four tracks were simply summed,
which unfortunately sacrifices much
of the "live" illusion provided by the
rear- channel ambience.
But heard in a stereo- equipped
theater, The Buddy Holly Story
stands as a good example of what a
fresh idea, along with plenty of
dedication and attention to detail, can
accomplish in the area of sight and
sound on film.

Notes On the
Sound Track Album
The Buddy Holly Story sound track
album, released on American International Records, Inc., was produced
from the same master as the film
music, but with a slightly different
approach. As engineer Fein says, "We
wanted the album to support the film,
in the sense of taking the listener
back to the experience of seeing it in
the theater. Still, we're aware that
people are accustomed to a "tight,"
close -miked sound on records today.
And without the visual cues of the
picture to go along with the music,
just duplicating the sound of the film
on the album might not be effective.
So we mixed with less recorded
ambience and more board echo, and
EQ'd for a tighter, brighter sound.
It was a matter of trying to maintain the integrity of the music and
era, yet make it less unfamiliar to
present -day ears."
MODERN RECORDING
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ilirce hours set-up time.

Four amps, a hunch of mies, monitors,
ctc...ahld what diti )1 ni get?

spaghetti.

Now you're laughing. But maybe the fact
that you can relate to this picture means
something. Chances are that if you've ever
played in a band, engineered, or had the
pleasure of setting up equipment you
probably know this scene all too well. The
fact is, though, it's not funny when you
consider that the groups livelihood depends on that equipment. And when you
think of all the money you spent on mics,
amps, monitors, and the rest of it, you can
get sick. It's too bad, but the entire system
is no stronger than its weakest link.
As the comp'exity of your music system
increases so can your headaches. The
overall success of your show can be
jeopardized by bad connectors, cables
and a big mess on stage. And what about
the time ele nent? A well organized act not
only looks but sounds better. Being efficient saves time, and that saves money.
At Whirlwind, we have been long aware
of the music industries needs for quality
cables and connectors. We are continually
developing new designs and products for
the market rve serve.
Whirlwinds name was built on the
strength of our basic cord line. We were
first with a rugged cord, which is fairly
priced, and yet carries a full two -year
warranty. The cable is custom made to our
specificaticns by the worlds best manufacturers. They are durable, and stay silent for years. Our Snake and Ultra Snake cores are available at different
standard lengths or at custom lengths by
request. The Cobra is the first truly noise

tree retractile cord made from thick and

tough cured neoprene, covering a double
shielded cable which is tipped with various connectors, depending on your needs.
Our famous Medusa was deve oped as
the result of years of experience In order to
bring simplicity to the multiple wiring of PA
systems. They are currently being used by
many of today's top touring banes whose
schedules and professional reputations
demand the utmost in equipment perfor-

mance and reliability. They are available in
nine bas c configurations or custom made
to your specifications for flexibility.
Our connectors represent the finest in
American -made hardware technology to
provide positive contact and give the
greatest strain relief. Our own Whirlwind
connectors are constructed of solid brass
with stainless steel tips for definitive contact and durability. Our SK Series Cords
are designed to provide positioning flexibility for amplifiers and speakers. They
can take the abuse of on the road conditions. Our MK Series Microphone Cord sets can withstand years bf the kind of
treatment that mic cables get, and stil'
pass noise -free signal consistently. There
is an MK cord for almost every mic, in high
and low impedance.
The Whirlwind Imp can be successfully
used to match impedances and for direct
line access. We also distribute assorted
accessories to meet your requirements:
including stage tape, heavy duty AC cords,
cable ties, speaker load protection systems, and many various adapters.
Whirlwind products are available at
leading music stores and pro -sound
outlets. 'lease write us for our free catalog.

whirlwindl
Whirlwind Music, Inc.
1075 /Dept. B
Roche: ter, New York 14603

PO. Bo,
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Live and Recorded
by Don Ketteler
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Preparing for any show in a large
multi -purpose venue with a non-permanent stage necessitates in-person
advancing [doing preliminary legwork]. One major concern at this particular concert was the supplemental
hanging P.A. gear. Although flying
(hanging) extra gear was a foregone
conclusion because of the improved
viewing it allows and because of the
extreme vertical coverage demanded
by the confines of the Nassau Coliseum, by advancing the date I could pinpoint the degree of difficulty of rigging

4000-

Alt4t4

-4140-

44*

-11"..-

-*-v

440k

444.
Amp,
,

points for the flying system which
would keep it in phase with the stage
system and allow for good coverage.
( "Rigging points," by the way, is the
art of attaching steel cable to the
structural beams of the building and
securing to them electric chain hoists
to lift, in this instance, the flying P.A.,
grid.) So then, personally seeing and
familiarizing myself with the Coliseum
allowed me to project how Meat Loaf's
production considerations such as
light and sound console placement; rigging points for sound grids and lighting trusses; truck loading and unloading procedures; soundwing specifications; and sight line problems, would
be dealt with on the day of the show.
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All of these problems are, incidentally,
simplified and minimized by having a
good road crew. In this instance I have
Tom Tully, Michael Scopino and Berk
Wikens to thank.
One- complication shared by coliseums, gymnasiums, field houses, pavilions, hockey arenas, etc., is that, although as concert venues they allow
high attendance, they all have acoustic
characteristics that range from mediocre to hopeless. Because such venues

have huge dimensions and are fitted
with appropriately stark building materials, the transient sound engineer is
left with expansive distances into
which the sound must travel, and, sans
audience, little but concrete, hard

wood and steel as boundary surfaces

Consequently, with the ligne- sounc
pressure level from the P.A. Pecanseof
the Barge internal volume of the building and tie dcminance of hard surfaces, reverberation time is s_ckeningly
long. This is to say r_othing of the
standing wave potential and the mid
to h_gli frequency chatter off all those
seats and the roof There 3rß forms of
salvat_on. however, and finding them
is directly related bo your popularity_

P-e- People Sound Check
It seems that every disc_plïne has its
clicher. From `We'll fix it in the mix,"
to the ub_quitois "Your cnerk's _n the

www.americanradiohistory.com

house engineer, to a balance he feels is
proper for the room and the system. I
then scrutinize the system by listening
to familiar tapes and my voice with a
Shure SM57. A discussion and /or
argument between John and myself
may then ensue, after which a balance
is arrived at which hopefully will not
have to change throughout the course
of the sound check and show.
Further adjustments are made on
the 1/3-octave equalizer.. Using a mic
at the console -and after turning off
the top three bands of the crossover
drive the system into feedback in its
lowest band -pass region (up to 350
Hz). I find the unstable bands in the
low end by selectively reducing their
gain on the equalizer until the system
again stabilizes. If it takes more than 6
dB of gain to cause feedback in these
sensitive bands after the system is returned to a stable operating mode, I'll
simply note the frequencies and not
lower the system gain at them unless

-I

View of Tasco's four -way stage P.A. set -up installed at the Coliseum.

mail." Concert reinforcement, not to
be left out, has at its core the axiom,
"It'll clean up when the audience is
in." Said in the midst of an afternoon's
horrific sound check, its validity depends mostly on the physical makeup
of the room. In rooms with plush,
padded seating, non -parallel absorptive surfaces, a carpeted and raked
floor, acoustic -tiled ceilings, i.e., in
rooms where the reverberation time is
relatively unchanged by the audience,
the cliche holds little water. In Nassau
Coliseum, however, it is definitely an
axiom to be heeded.
The single most important change in
Nassau before and during the show is
that, except for the aisles, there are
potentially people from floor to ceiling.

This changes the acoustic boundaries
of the room from undesirable reverberant material to people, who have good
absorptive and diffusive qualities. People on the floor help break up floor -toceiling standing waves, and well -aimed
sound remains more contained and
controlled working into the audience
rather than concrete walls and hard
wooden seats. It was certainly cornforting to know that we had sold out.
Given this acoustic environment for
an afternoon, pre -people sound check,
I concentrate my efforts on system
balance and console considerations.
First, before working with the band, I
check the system for a crossover balance and feedback susceptibility. The
crossover initially is set with a tape by
John Vassey, Tasco sound company's

Maryland Sound's five -way

"flying"
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P.A. system suspended over the Coliseum.
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they become a problem during the
show or the sound check. In regard to
the higher frequencies, to find trouble
spots I'll generally play a tape and
boost frequency ranges on the 1/3 octave I feel the room is accenting.
Boosting, rather than cutting at the
higher frequencies works better for me
as it allows locating peaks more easily.
A troublesome band tends to jump
out, whereas a stabl3 band does not become so menacingly out of balance.
Again, I may or may not change the
system's gain at these frequencies depending on the severity and whether or
not I feel the problem will persist after
the audience is in.
After all this muddling about is finished, I'll again play a tape and switch
the system EQ (the 1/3- octave equalizers) in and out and speculate whether
at show time this is the spectrum balance that will be most appropriate.
For, it goes without saying, to proceed
from here and do a sound check with
the system imprope:ly set is rather futile in any room.

Instrumental Problems
For the sound check, as a matter of
course, I go through every input at the
Midas 32 X 8 stereo console individually with the band members and make
Sound

Productio cabinets: JBL
/(
1x12"
1x12"

1

2

x .075"

Meat Loaf's sound mixer Don Ketteler checking the Coliseum's response.

Boogie 100 (top)
Marshall 4 e 12
(bottom)

Boogie 100 (top)
Marshall 4 x 12 (bottom)

Acoustic 360

Acoustic 360
bass extension

bass

speaker

Monitor

1x15
Hammond B.3

247012305

BRUCE KULICK

Piano monitor: Martin L200
1

x 15

Emilar compression driver

X

X

Guitar
Morley Echo/volume pedal
Electric Mistress Delux

JOESTEFKO

BOB KULICK

Lesllies (2)

Guitar
Morley echo/volume
Electric Mistress (langer

Clarinet
String Ensemble
Acoustic 120 Combo
Funk Machine

MXR Phase 100

MXR Phase 90

MXR Phase 100

Slingerland drums
Monitor.
2X12
2470)2305
RORY DODD

o

KARLA DE VITO

o

STEVE BUSLOWE

Bass
MXR Octave EQ

Piano electronics:
Yamaha mixer

Countryman direct

UREI 113-octave EQ

Xover
BGW 500

Monitor:
Monitor: L-200
1 e 15 Emilar

Monitor:

2 x 12

2x12

247012305

2470/2305

Side Fills (per side):
Bass: 45605 wlona 15" (2)
Mid: Tasco 2 x 1210 mid bins (2)
Highs: Gauss 4000,2355 &2395 lenses (2)

MEAT LOAF

o
Monitors:
x 12
247012305
2
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sure that all input gain settings are
proper. This usually takes, along with
whatever tone work I do, approximately thirty minutes. This one-on -one time
with the band members isolates each
instrument or input and allows the
band member and me to establish a
rapport and a chance to discuss particulars of his sound and /or changes that
need to be made. For instance, the
most nagging problem of the tour had
been the piano and its amplification
system. Jim Steinman simply needed
it louder than could be provided with
stock equipment. After several agonizing months of hearing piano feedback
and inordinate amounts of time spent
on reducing it, we turned to Sound
Productions, a Dallas -based business
that specializes in keyboards. They
provided us, along with our Helpinstill
pickup already in use, a customized

biamped system. It included: a
Yamaha 6- channel mixer, which provided an active input for each pickup
to give both tone and drive capability;
a Urei 1/3- octave equalizer to tailor the
overall tone and combat feedback; an
electronic crossover; and an amplifier.
After trying several amplifiers, the one
we were eventually most happy with
was a BGW 500. This drove two three way speaker cabinets each containing,
a JBL 2205, two JBL K120s and two
JBL 2402s. I must add that I've yet to
see a person or an instrument with
such extreme problematic stage demands to be met, or that administered
the abuse as that the piano set -up endured. It may not have been hi -fi, but
it lived to tell about it.
The piano was actually only one of
the several interesting instrumental
particulars which bear mentioning.
Let's next talk about the guitars. The
guitars presented two problems. One
was that to get "the sound" their
stage level forced everyone else's to
unacceptable volumes. Bob and Bruce
Kulick, our guitarists, felt we could
help the volume problem and maintain
the sound with Boogie amplifiers and
Marshall 4 X12 bottoms. The Boogies
are tube amps that have specialized
presence and tone controls and several
accessible and controllable gain
stages. This design allows you to selectively overdrive, or not, certain
stages. So, they could overdrive stage
two with stage one, and by turning the
master down have a gutsy sound that
you could converse over. Don't get me
wrong, the band could still get that
"Concorde take-off" effect on stage,
but it helped. This approach also

helped solve the second problem,
which they shared with our keyboard ist Paul Galnz, gadget noise.
Gadgets, all those outboard signal
manipulation boxes which phase and
flange and echo and wah, were the
source of most of my troublesome electronic noise. This noise has several origins and complications. Gadgets are
almost universally unbalanced, have
components that are inexpensive and
basic circuits that are simply designed
and create multiple grounding problems (when using lots of them). In

...Record
When Cleveland International
recording artist Meat Loaf decided to
arrange a "live" radio broadcast in
New York, it was not surprising that
he asked Jimmy Iovine to become involved with the project as mixing engineer. bovine, who is currently one off
the hottest producer/engineers on the
New York scene on the basis of his recent wo.-k with Bruce Springsteen and

Patti Smith, among others, had

worked with Meat Loaf previously
when he remixed several of the tunes
from the group's debut album, Bat Out
of Hell, and he had kept in touch with
the band over the months as their album climbed its way up the charts.
Originally, the show to be broadcast
was the group's appearance at the Dr.
Pepper Music Festival in New York's

Jimmy Iovine

(I)

short, they cause problems. These are
notwithstanding the spurious noises
generated by the extreme signal manipulation and distortion. Nevertheless,
take heart; there are means to improve
upon the problems.
Assuming you can't talk the artists
out of using gadgets (most desirable
answer), do the best you can electronically with what you've got. Use good
cable, connectors and workmanship in
interfacing them and make sure the
grounding scheme is consistent. (With
Paul's clavinet and String Ensemble,
Central Park. Arrangements had been
made with a two -track remote recording truck operating out of Pennsylvania to use their facilities to mix the
stereo broadcast. Unfortunately, this
was not to be as the truck experienced
technical difficulties and was unable to
make the Central Park gig, and the
broadcast had to be cancelled that
day. The broadcast was subsequently
rescheduled for the band's concert at
the Nassau Coliseum on Long Island
three days later.
The group, wishing to avoid another
cancellation, took Iovine 's advice and
hired the remote recording facilities of
New York's Record Plant Studios -a
brand new, state -of- the-art recording
truck. One consequence of using the
Record Plant truck was that the gig
became a multi -track recording date as
well as a "live" broadcast. As Iovine
puts it, "You're paying the price of a
24 -track truck, you might as well use

and Record Plant's Director of Remote Recording Dave Hewitt.
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I'm going to have directs installed in
the instrument itself. This is to balance the feed immediately and also to
eliminate the antenna effect the cords
often encourage and you pick up if
you're taking a feed somewhere off the
amplifier.), Speaking of directs, I must
include a comment about the bass guitar feed I don't recommend transformers for this job. After having little
luck achieving a quality signal for
Steve, I tried the all -electronic FET
Countryman direct box. The difference
in low -end response was apparent, as

in the
was an overall
cleanliness of the signal. Presently I'm
blending both the direct and a mic on
the bass as well as using a limiter and
octave band EQ at the board to fully

it. All it costs is the price of a few reels
of tape. Even if you never use the
tapes, you really don't lose much."
The new Record Plant Remote
truck was called in on the date with
about three days notice. While this
may seem like a rather short time, it
was actually quite generous by the
truck's standards. David Hewitt, Director of Remote Recording for Record
Plant, explains that unless there is
construction or maintenance in progress the truck is kept essentially
ready to roll except for onloading tape
and any special microphones or outboard equipment required by the particular client. "in fact," says Hewitt,
"it's possible that we could have
covered the original Central Park date
if anyone had known early in the day
that the truck from Pennsylvania
wasn't going to make it."
The Record Plant's new truck is a
truly impressive piece of equipment,
and is understandably Hewitt's pride
and joy. The truck is built on a
stretched Peterbilt cab -over -engine,
10 -wheel chassis, which is powered by

a 900 -cubic -inch, turbocharged, Cummins 350 diesel engine. When asked if

-

exploit the bass -the music's

foundation-in the mix.
Special considerations for the drums
included cutting a hole in the front
head so I could insert a mic to get the
sound I was looking for, and Joey
could keep the backward pressure the
front head creates on his beater. I also
use mics both over and under the

this isn't overkill, Hewitt smiles and
says, "The best electronic equipment
in the world does you no good if you
can't get it to the gig because your
truck won't go. We decided to go first
class all the way because that's the
only way that makes sense. Of course,
by the time we got done we'd spent
nearly $400,000, but for a clientele
that appreciates quality and reliability
like ours does we think the expenditure
was justified." Atop the Peterbilt
chassis sits the business end of the rig,
a 28-foot long black box which houses
one of the finest recording control
rooms ever on wheels. The box is
larger in all dimensions than that of
the original Record Plant Remote
truck (which is still on the road, incidentally) and this extra room mostly
alleviates the cramped feeling associated with remote trucks. The control
room is still cozy -the mixing console
comes within about ten inches of
stretching across the whole width
-but there was enough room to design
(continued on page 54)

The Record Plant remote truck in position at Nassau Coliseum.

snare, out of phase, for getting both
body and snap out of the drum.

Vocal Adjustments
From the instruments, I move on to
checking the vocal input levels by having them repeatedly sing an acapella
section of the show. Tim Dailey, our
monitor mixer, then gets into the act
as the band plays selected segments of
songs that allow me to assess the
sound system and its interaction with
the room and lets Tim adjust the monitors to their critical balance. But more
on the monitors momentarily. Of the
singers who don't play, only Rory
Dodd, who contributed to and has
been with Meat and Jim through the
album, doesn't use outboard gear at
the board. On both Meat and Karla I
use Urei 1176 limiters to control the
range of their dynamics, and occasionally, I'll throw an equalizer on either of
them to correct some fleeting tone discrepancy.

Preaching a Guessing Game
I

think the popular misconception

that the sound check exists to practice
mixing bears refuting at this point.
The sound check is just that, a period
of time during which the sound engineer checks the sound. The mix, that
is, the balance and tone of the instruments and the vocals, once conceptualized, doesn't change for all intents and
purposes. It is a given and the sound
check is the time you use to circumvent any problems that are compromising it, keeping in mind the acoustic
environment for the sound check is
radically different than it will be for
the show (i.e., the sound check is an educated guessing game). Anyway, this
is a personal plea. To all those armchair mixers at sound checks, lay off.
And to all those mixers who "rehearse" during the sound check, good
luck. Okay. Enough of this preaching.
Now that there's music happening I
can move along.
I make sure my effects and their
sends and returns are working and set
properly. I also check and cue tape inserts (you know, Phil Rizzuto and,
"Holy cow, I think he's gonna make it
... " ). As much time as it takes is
spent on making sure of even and complimentary coverage between the two
stage stacks (no, they don't automatically sound exactly alike) and, at Nassau, the flying system as well. This is a
real pain in the derriere as it involves
much leg work. Running around and
up and down the bleachers of the Coli-
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NASSAU COLISEUM P.A.
PEP SIDE

Power: Phase Linear 700s
Yamaha 2200s

MARYLAND 5-WAY FLYING P.A
JBL 2356/2482
JBL 234512482
J B L 2345/Gauss HF4000

Flying grid
Nylon strapping

MSI

"Turk" cabinet

2 x 12

Gauss
KARLSON
MSI

"Clam"

4 x 15

JBL 2205

STERN cabinet
2 e 15

JBL or Gauss

TASCO

4

-WAY STAGE

P.A.

JBL
234512440

2345/2482

Double rack
JBL

Triple rack
JBL 234512440s
DC300A

2420
DC300A

JBL 2395/2482
DC300A

Triple rack
JBL 2345/2482s
DC300A

seum, I felt as if I were in training. The
object is finding the points where the
different sound sources overlap, and
adjust for a smooth and unnoticeable
transition. Again, this is tough because what you hear in the afternoon is
not what you'll hear that night. Experience tells you what changes to anticipate, and opening acts become white
mice in the maze of show time system
adjustments.

TASCO/MARTIN
2 x 121ow.mid
RCF 12"
BGW 750
2

TASCO/MARTIN
2 x 15" Bass bin
Gauss 15s
BGW 750

Meat's Monitors
Monitor considerations for Meat
Loaf could easily be the topic of a separate article. From set -up to equipment
choice to ringing and mixing approach,
all the result of years of experience
and observation applied to the particular demands of the Meat Loaf show.
This necessarily limits this mention to
a mere description and perhaps vague
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application of the monitoring.
Tim uses a Midas 24 X 8 monitor
mixing console. He assigns 17 inputs
to 10 outputs (the last two being echo
sends). These are processed through
six Klark -Teknik 1/3- octave equalizers
and one Klark -Teknik stereo octave
band EQ. The equalizers are inserted
in submaster break points rather than
after outputs so they are not called
upon to drive the next stage. (Because
monitor equalization may involve extreme attenuation at many frequency
bands for feedback control, the tendency, if inserted after the board's output,
is to overdrive the equalizer's input to
get enough output from it to drive
crossovers or power amplifiers.) All of
the monitors except the side fills,
which are two separate mixes and have
independent 3- and 4 -way crossovers,
are passively crossed two-way cabinets. Crown DC -300As power the
entire monitor system.
With this equipment and his techniques, Tim supplies the performers
with the musical information they
need to do the show. Some of the mixes
are changing throughout the show,
and all of them require constant scrutiny. It's a job I don't envy, and one
that if not up to snuff can seriously
compromise the program.

"Live Mixing"
What I'm looking for in the way of a
mix has a couple of basics. First, I try
and set up an instrument balance that
acts as a foundation, a constant musical framework, for particulars to stand
out from. (Those particulars might be
vocals or highlighted instrument passages, or whatever.) The trick is to establish a foundation whose own parts
are discernable and is at such a level
that you've the headroom to get out in
front whatever it is you want out
there. This approach is complicated by
the band size. The more people, the
more the framework infringes on headroom and the greater the need for a
delicately balanced mix.
I also make it as easy as possible on
myself by gathering and utilizing as
much information as possible. Your
ears are your best friends at the console, but don't limit mixing decisions
on info just from them. At every console there are generally dozens of meters and indicators bursting with information that can benefit the mix.
Keep your eye on them with special attention to thoughtfully assigned sub masters and the PFL. Combining and

monitoring inputs intelligently and
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Bose presents a PA system of such
outstanding design and sound quality,
it may very well be the last PA you'll
ever need.
The system consists of two Model
802 loudspeakers and the Bose PM -2

Check it out. Ask your Bose
Professional Products dealer for a
demonstration. And clip the coupon for
a complete Bose Pro Products Catalog.

r
Bose Corporation, Dept. MR
100 The Mountain Rd.
Framingham, MA 01701

Please send me a copy of the Bose
Professional Products Catalog and
a complete dealer list.

Powerm fixer.
The Model 802 speakers deliver the
full, clear, natural sound which has
made Bose the choice of audience conscious musicians around the world.
The PM -2 gives you six microphone
channels, a parametric equalizer, and
a 400 -watt power amp which does the
job even when you're booked into a
larger- than-usual room.
Easy to set up, easy to pack up, this
PA system is compact, portable,
rugged, and exceptionally reliable.

Name
Street

City

Zip

State
Tel.

L

(

)

J

From Bose, the powerful portable PA.
It fills the room with sound,
yet fits in the back of your car.
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maintaining safe and solid levels are
the basis for a good smart mix.
Mixing Meat Loaf can be compared
only to dropping acid and taking medical school entrance exams -difficult.
For many reasons, it's one of the hardest mixes I've run across.
First of all, there are lots of people.
Nine band members, six vocalists and
six instrumentalists (obviously, some
both play and sing). Everyone is important or they wouldn't be there, so
they need to be heard. But, it's nothing short of a struggle to do that for
nine people and their instruments, particularly with so many open microphones. All those mics give me problems with both bleed and feedback.
The vocal mics are the bleeders. There
are many of them and all seem to be
strategically placed in front of a guitar
amp, the drum kit, a piano amp ..
something louder in the mic than their
voice. I even have serious problems
with the bleed from the monitors into
the vocal mics, making them sound in
the house the way they sound in the
monitors. The kindest comment I can
conjure up regarding this unfortunate
circumstance is that it's an undesirable and inappropriate sort of tone
for general consumption.
Feedback problems come mostly
from the drum kit because there are so
many mics with relatively low input
levels and, occasionally, a vocal mic.
90% of these feedback problems are
low frequencies and if I need the overall gain, I use the 1/3 octave to lower
system gain at problem frequencies. I
don't like to do this unless there is a
legitimate peak in the system response
for it usually means some sort of tonal
sacrifice for some other instrument or
voice. To help avoid this alternative, I
put the eleven kit mics, sans kick,
snare and hi -hat, onto a separate sub master and mix it dynamically. That
is, up when necessary and I can get
away with it, and down when they're
causing problems.
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of
the mix is the highly dynamic nature
of Meat Loaf, the band and the show.
The overall texture of presentation
changes dramatically within a song,
and from one to the next. It's constantly demanding to keep up with
this sort of activity both within the
band and between the stage and the
audience. So, in twenty-five words or
less, I'd describe the mix as challenging because it's a large band with loads
of microphones playing complex and
dynamic music -loud.
.

(continued from page 51)

in such niceties as a couch in front of
the console where clients' guests can
sit to listen and watch the closed drcuit video without getting in the way
of the engineers or producer. This
guest space has the added advantage
of separating the console and the
monitor speakers for a more natural
monitoring environment. The walls of
the truck control room are surfaced
with a combination of solid walnut

tongue- and -groove paneling and felt covered sound absorbing surfaces. The

equipment complement includes a
custom-design Automated Processes
(API), 44 -input recording console with
a free-standing patchbay some four
feet high and nearly as wide, a pair of
24 -track recorders and original-type
(JBL drivers) Westlake monitor speakers with Crown amplification. For the
Meat Loaf project the truck was using
the MCI JH -114s from the original
truck since the brand new Ampex MM1200s had not yet arrived from the

factory.

At Nassau Coliseum, the truck
parked in the underground service
area outside the coliseum proper where
various service vehicles and the giant

trash dumpsters are stored. From
there, cables were run down a long
ramp /corridor which opens onto the
back of the arena and from there onto
the back of the stage -a total run of
some 350 feet. This posed no particular
problem since the truck when fully
equipped carries over 1000 feet of main
snake cable on electric reelers, plus
several shorter jumper snakes. All the
snake cables connect via lever -locking,
zero-insertion force, multi-pin connectors made by AMP, which show
signs of becoming an informal
"industry standard" among recording
trucks and P.A. companies. Previously, most snakes were connected via mil
spec Amphenol MS- series connectors
which may be good enough for the military but which don't hold up well
enough under rock and roll use, hence
the move to the "rock- and -roll spec"
AMP connectors. At the truck end, the
main snake connects to a switch panel
in the patch bay which has individual
selector toggle switches to allow use of
a second 48 -pair snake in parallel with
the first, and individual phantom
power on /off switches for forty -eight
mic lines. In addition to the main
snake is an auxiliary snake carrying

EngineerJimmy !ovine (I) and Record Plant's Chief Engineer Shelly Yakus inside remote.
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Tracks to Glory
The road to success is not :he easiest one to follow. At Otani, we help to pave the way
by providing the professional tools you will need to follow your chosen star.
If you are thinking of building your own studio, make sure that the equipment you
choose is up to the professional standards you will have to meet, now and in the future.
The MX- 5050 -8D half -inch 8 track mastering recorder, and the MX- 5050 -B 2 track mix
down recorder are two of the best ways available to make your own tracks to glory.
They outperform everything in their class.
For the full story on these, or any of our other fine full track, 2 track, 4 track or 8 track
mastering recorders, contact your nearest Otani professional dealer or call Ruth Pruett
at Otani on 415/593-1648.

Otani Corporation

Industrial Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070
(415) 593 -1648 TWX: 910 -376 -4890
981

MANUFACTURED BY OTARI ELECTRIC CO. TOKYO, JAPAN
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various high-level feeds, intercom lines
and such, and has piggy- backed coax
cables for one or two on -stage closed
circuit video cameras.
At the stage end the main snake
terminates in an elaborate, custom built mic splitter box which provides
one direct- connected output and two
transformer- isolated splits from each
microphone input. The transformers in
the splitter box are the latest model
Dean Jensen units which feature
superb frequency response, transient
response, phase linearity and freedom
from ringing, and which are generally
regarded as the finest audio transformers available. In theory, an active
splitter box using differential -input
amplifiers can provide greater isolation between splits, but as Hewitt puts
it, "I just haven't seen an active split ter system which can out -perform a
good transformer under all possible
situations of actual use. Besides, you
just can't beat a transformer for reliability." As it turns out, Tasco
Sound, who was furnishing the
primary P.A. for Meat Loaf, uses an
elaborate active splitter system for
their own monitor mixer /house mixer
splits, and originally Record Plant was
to take a split from their system. After
running a couple of quick tests it was
established that the truck was getting
a better signal from its own splitter
box so the Tasco crew agreed to take
their splits from the Record Plant box
and let the truck have the direct feed.

Limited Mic Problems
In many remote recording situations
the choice of microphones becomes a
problem. The P.A. company generally
has its own choice of mics and miking
positions that it has been using for
weeks or even months, and often will
be very resistant to changing its setup to suit the recording engineer. For
the most part, this problem never
arose with Meat Loaf. According to
Hewitt, it worked out that Don Ketteler -Meat Loaf's sound engineer -was
already using mics that were his first
or second choices. The one mic that
was actually changed was a vocal mic
that just didn't sound right in the
truck. The miking of the drum kit,
which Iovine is particularly picky
about, also required some changes, but
these were accomplished by adding
extra mics for truck use only. For example, the P.A. had two mics on the
snare drum, one top and one bottom,
which is Iovine's normal practice, but
the positioning used wasn't giving

Iovine the sound he was looking for.
Iovine's positioning, on the other
hand, just didn't cut it in the P.A. so
the obvious solution was two additional mics. Likewise the P.A. had
four overhead mics over the corners of
the drum kit while lovine prefers only
two, one over each side of the kit. By
the time they were done there were
perhaps eighteen mics on the drum kit.
Hewitt jokes, "It must have been
tough for the poor drummer to figure
out which mica to hit with his drumsticks," referring to the beating that
drum mics wiíll sometimes receive at
the hands of an over -energetic
drummer.
The only other difference between
truck and P.A. practice was un relation
to the direct signals from the clavinet
and string synthesizer. Both these instruments were running to one amplifier on stage, and a direct feed was
being taken from a speaker-level direct
box connected to the amplifier's output. That hookup resulted in too much
noise and distortion to suit Hewitt and
Iovine, so two direct boxes were inserted between the instruments and
the amp resulting in cleaner signals
and individual control of the two

instruments.
In addition to the stage mics, it is always necessary on a "live" recording
to mic the audience.. This is even more
important for a "live" broadcast
because without a good audience
sound the broadcast will sound flat
and lack excitement, and there is obviously no opportunity to "fix it in the
mix" with an applause loop since it's
all happening right then. At Nassau
Coliseum, Hewitt used his basic large
arena mic scheme which uses a total of
five mics. Two Newmann U87s were
hung over the front of the audience
pointing downward as the main audience mics. A pair of AKG 452s hanging about halfway back added depth
and space, and a Sennheiser shotgun
hanging over the stage but pointing
out into the house served to fill in the
center of the stereo image from the
other four mics. In the future, Hewitt
expects to make heavy use of the
brand new Shure SM 81 condenser mic
for audience miking. Besides being
smaller and easier to hang, the Shure
is very rugged and much lees expensive to replace or repair in the event of
theft or droppage, both of which are
very real threats with audience mics.

Loops, Buzzes

& Noises

A perennial source of problems on a
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"live" recording date is ground loops
and other grounding problems which
lead to hum both in the P.A. and in the
truck. To minimize grounding problems, the truck's power distribution
and grounding schemes were very
carefully thought out. General AC
power for lights, heat, air conditioning
and such has a totally separate distribution from "tech power" which goes
to any device connected with audio.
The tech power network is transformer
isolated from the incoming line and the
secondary of the transformer is left
floating so that the truck has no audio
ground of its own. The allows the truck
to tie itself to the P.A. system ground
which it "sees" through the shields of
the mic snake. Since both truck and
P.A. are theoretically sitting at the
same ground potential at that point,
there can theoretically be no ground
loops between them. Theory and practice seldom agree, however, so the mic
splitter box is equipped with ground
lift switches on both isolated splits of
each mie line in case problems arise.
These ninety -six locking toggle
switches either tie or lift the connection of pin 1 of the XLR for the isolated output to the pin 1 ground connection on the direct output which
goes back to the truck and its console
ground. A classic source of ground
loops is the direct box since it is connected to an amplifier's ground which
is likely to be diferent from P.A. (and
hence truck) ground; for this reason all
direct boxes are equipped with a
ground lift switch of their own. For the
really stubborn loops, the only cure is
persistance and a volt /ohm meter. According to Hewitt, second engineer
David "dB" Brown has become a whiz
at tracking down ground problems
with his trusty digital voltmeter, and
truck stage manager Phil Gitomer's
background of several years in the
P.A. business has proved invaluable
on many occasions.
In many cases the toughest problems to solve are the various buzzes
and noises that get picked up in the
mies and cables which are not related
to ground loop problems, partly
because the solutions can be obscure
and partly because the whole subject
can become politically sensitive. The
most common sources of buzzes are
radio or TV transmissions or the radio frequency "hash" generated by
defective or inadequately suppressed
solid -state lighting dimmers. The
solution may be as simple as changing
mie cables or re- routing them, or it
MODERN RECORDING
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COMMUNITY

The best sound equipment there is.
Because from conception to completion
we make no compromises.
We start with a job, not

a market.

Every Community horn, every cabinet

was designed because there was a need
for it, a particular professional application that no other product could fill. So
that whether you are considering rock
and roll for the masses or one voice
speaking to one ear, Community has you
covered.

We give our products the

ranty in professional sound.
We provide the most accurate, usable
technical data available on horn
loudspeaker performance in the industry.
inconsistencies, just factual
information on what you can expect from
us.
No tricks, no

We engineer the physical design that

precisely fills that requirement and
construct it exactly as laws of physics
dictate it must be built.
we can't do it correctly the first time
around we work until we find a way. We
won't bend it, we won't shorten it, because we found out a long time ago that
you can't cheat physics. We don't use inferior materials because the result is always an inferior product. No gingerbread, no inadequacy. Just simple,
straight -forward designs with the built in toughness and strength that have become the hallmark of every Community
product.
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distribute through the most
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Not every big city can boast a Community
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cause we go where the talent is.

In other words, we give our best so
that you can give your best. We take
pride in what we do and we sincerely
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Try us. Our business is professional
sound.
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may be frustratingly difficult to
eliminate the interference. Record
Plant uses two special types of Belden
microphone cable which are 100%
shielded (as opposed to about 75% to
85% shielding in normal mic cable) and
this has dramatically reduced the number and severity of radio and TV interference problems according to Hewitt,
but since any cable is subject to
physical damage which reduces the
effectiveness of the shielding, replacing the cable is sometimes the
solution. Additionally, the cables used
on mics that are shared between P.A.
and truck usually belong to the P.A.
company and may not be of the 100%
shielded type. Re-routing the cables
can sometimes yield an improvement,
but is just as likely to make matters
worse since the cable is acting as an
antenna. If dimmer buzz seems to be
the culprit, things can get very touchy
politically- lighting companies tend to
be very sensitive on the subject of
dimmer buzz since they are often made
the scapegoat even if they are not at
fault, but even the best dimmers can
go south for the winter and cause no
end of grief. Even a "normal" amount
of buzzes and noise can strain relations
between a recording truck and a P.A.
company. Hewitt explains the situation this way: "Say you've got a P.A.
company that's been doing a perfectly
adequate job for the band for some
time, but now all of a sudden here's
this recording truck with a crew who
keeps coming to you with complaints
about various noises you've never
heard. You're going to tend to blame
the truck itself for the problems when
in reality it's just a matter of the truck
being able to solo individual mics on
big speakers in a quiet environment
rather than listening to them over a
P.A. or a pair of headphones in a noisy
auditorium. In other words, the noises
may have been there but since it was
impossible to hear them, they weren't
a problem. But beyond all that, you're
concerned that these truck engineers
are making you look bad in front of
your client, the band. It can get very
touchy."
All things considered, the set up for
Meat Loaf was generally free of major
problems. In a remote recording
situation, problems are often just a
matter of poor communication or a
lack of cooperation between the
various parties involved. Hewitt has
nothing but praise for everyone
involved at Nassau Coliseum that day.
"The lighting company and both

sound companies (Maryland Sound
provided additional speakers and
amps) were very professional, the
union crews were great, and the promoter's stage manager, Michael
Ahearn, did a fine job of keeping everything running smoothly. With the kind
of cooperation we got it's hard to have
real problems."

Make Sure to Phone Ahead
The one problem that did arise was
entirely beyond the control of anyone
involved with the show itself. Any remote broadcast relies on some sort of
land link to get the signal back to the
broadcaster's studio. This usually
takes the form of special, equalized
phone lines which are rented from the
telephone company by the hour or by
the day. Unfortunately, the phone
company is not really geared to providing this kind of service, and they
usually require about a week's notice
to provide their highest quality, or
Class A, lines which are equalized to
have frequency response to 16 kHz. On
three days notice the best telco could
do was a pair of 8 kHz lines, and as it
was they didn't make connection until
half an hour before show time. Then
ten minutes later one of the two lines
was lost somewhere in Brooklyn. This
break was remedied finally just as
Hewitt's crew was completing their
final microphone tap -out less than five
minutes before show time. "For a
while it looked like it was going to be
'back to mono' time. The phone guys
even made me get off the phone in the
truck. It was wild," says dedicated
telephone addict Iovine referring to
the regular dial phone installed in the
truck for communications in the event
of line trouble. (Later, Iovine would
quip that "the best thing about doing
a broadcast is that there's a phone in
the truck.") Hewitt's only comment is
that, "We'll probably have less trouble
getting audio to Europe by satellite
when we do the Jethro Tull Broadcast
to the World from Madison Square
Garden in a few weeks (October '78)
than we had getting sound from Long
Island to Manhattan for Meat Loaf."
When showtime rolled around it was
business as usual in the Record Plant
truck. The only difference between a
broadcast date like this Meat Loaf one
and a regular record date is that a mult
of the control room monitor mix is
patched out into the phone lines
through a distribution amp. The patch
is done before any of the solo or

muting functions so that the engineer
is still able to solo inputs in place in his

monitors without disturbing the
broadcast mix. Hewitt explains, "I
just let Jimmy take care of the basic
sounds and the monitor mix while I
kept an eye on the bus levels so that
we hit the machine with appropriate
levels. The bus assignments were completely conventional -six tracks for
drums, two tracks for audience and
individual tracks for all the other instruments and vocals. Jimmy probably got a little more involved with
EQ'ing the mies than he would have if
we were just recording 'live' tracks,
but we didn't get fancy with outboard
equipment or anything. I think we had
a Teletronix LA2A limiter and a tube type Pultec on the lead vocal, a noise
gate and a Pultec on the snare and an
1176 limiter on the piano, but that's
about all. The only thing we used that
isn't pretty much 'standard equipment' for the truck was an AKG BX10 spring echo chamber we rented for
the date. On something like this it's
best to keep things as simple as possible, first because it will usually
sound better as it is and second because there are plenty of things to go
wrong in the middle of the show without getting dozens of limiters and
DDLs involved."
Record Plant's Chief Engineer
Shelly Yakus accompanied Iovine to
Nassau Coliseum for the date. Yakus
has worked frequently as engineer on
projects produced by Iovine, including
albums by Patti Smith, Mark Farner
and Golden Earring in recent months.
Iovine respects Yakus' judgements
"He's wild, but he's got great ears."
For the broadcast, Yakus was basically a second set of ears, and spent most
of the evening running back and forth
between the truck and a limousine
parked outside the hall which had an
FM radio in it so that he could hear
what it sounded like over the air.
Hewitt had considered bringing a
radio for the truck, but reception
would have been extremely difficult
inside a metal truck inside a concrete
and steel building. In fact, the truck's
walls have lead sheeting in them both
for RF shielding and to improve sound
isolation between the truck and the
outside world.
The show came off without any
major hitches and was an artistic success for the band, and a commercial
success for the radio station, but it
was all in a day's work for David
Hewitt and Record Plant Remote.
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In the not -so- distant past, when the topic of tape
noise reduction came up, the small studio cperator
thought of his bank account, wiped a tea- from his eye,
and murmured, "Someday..."
Well, cheer up -dbx has some good news for you.
It's called the RM -155, and it gives you Eight tracks of dbx
professional tape noise reduction for about $1100."
-elf
Here's what you get for your hard-earned
money: 2 dbx Mocel 155s in a 33/4" rack-mount
That means 30 dB of tape noise reduction,
so you can bounce tracks to your heart's content. Plus 10
dB of headroom improvement, so you can get the most out of your
equipment. Each channel is switchable tp record, play or bypass and is
contained on a user -changeable modular circuit board.
The RM -1.5 is a breeze to install and operate. It interfaces with
phono plugs. No pilot tones or critical level match adjustments are necessary.
It is fully compatible with all dbx professional tape noise reduction so you
can play your tapes in a state -of- the -art studio. And as you expand your
facility, dbx grows with you -easily and inexpensively.
So why make demos when you can make master-quality tapes?
Why try to sell yoir rough ideas when you can wow them with
finished product?
If you own a small studio, or you're planning to build one,
remember: dbx tape noise reduction is a necessity, not an accessory.
dbx, Incorporated.
71 Chapel Street,
Newton MA 02195,
617 -964 -3210
Nationally advertised valu
Actual prices are set
by dbx dealers.

LOCK YOUR EARS
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The RM-155. 8 tracks of professional
noise reduction for about $1100.*
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By Lothar A. Krause, Jr.
As stressed in part one [Nov. '78] of
this series of articles, the on -stage
monitor system is probably the single
most important sub-system involved
in high -level sound reinforcement systems. The first section of this article
shall be devoted to the on -stage or
floor monitor systems. These systems
may be referred to as "dedicated" systems because there will in most instances be specific requirements as to
the mix directed to each of the speaker
systems. Side fill monitor systems on
the other hand often have an overall
mix and as the name implies they pro-

vide a more general coverage or fill of
sound from the sides of the stage.
Let's for the moment consider some
of the requirements placed on a typical
on -stage floor monitor system. If the
lead guitarist/vocalist is playing in
front of a typical guitar amplifier -andspeaker combination he has placed
himself in front of a virtual wall of
sound. A 150- to 200 -watt amplifier
driving four to eight 12 -inch speakers
is capable of generating very high
sound pressure levels. What further
complicates this already bad situation
is that in most instances the amplifier
is being driven into partial or complete
distortion. This may not seem like a
complicating factor because the typical line of thought is that a watt of
power is a watt of power regardless of
how much distortion is present. This is
true if you are measuring the average
voltage across a resistor using an A.C.
voltmeter. What fouls up this perfectly valid law of physics is that you are
not playing your music to a resistor. A
watt of power containing 75% distortion will sound much louder than a
watt of clean power. Your total system
containing the guitar, amplifier and
the associated speakers will seem to be
much louder than a meter would indicate due to the non -linear response of

the human hearing system.

The hearing system is actually working in the most sensitive part of its frequency response range when you are
listening to an amplified guitar system. The fact that distortion is present
is what makes a single note seem louder than the meter would indicate. Distortion may be of even or odd order
type depending on the spectral content
of the resultant wave form. What all of
this means is that if you looked at a
single note that has been distorted (regardless of how) on a spectrum analyzer you would see that there are a considerable number of new frequencies
being generated. Nearly all of these
new frequencies are within the human
hearing range and the more frequencies you have the louder the note will
appear. Please give this concept a little
thought as it directly relates to the
power handling requirements of the
monitor systems discussed in this paper. The more signals you have -i.e.,
vocals, instruments, percussion, etc.,
the greater the total power requirement from the power amplifier and the
dissipation factor from the speaker
components.
It should now be obvious that the
floor monitor must be capable of repro-

ducing very high sound pressure
levels. It is interesting to note that the
only positive aspect of the human

hearing system with regard to onstage monitor systems is that the ear
is somewhat directive. You can hear
things in front or to the sides much
more readily than sounds from the
rear. It works out that in most practical applications your monitor slants
are in front and the instrument amplifiers are to the rear. If you did not
have this front -to-back rejection the
whole concept of floor monitors would
cease to be valid.
The problems that are incurred with
on -stage monitor systems fall
principally into two categories:
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speaker systems, and the problems
unique to these components, and
power amplifiers. I have heard that
there is only one way to correctly
design a proper monitor system, and
this is to take the power figure you
think you need and then multiply that
number by a factor of 10. This may
seem like a gross exaggeration but
consider the typical on -stage monitor
system as used by local groups.
Chances are that they have one or two
inefficient 12 -inch speakers mounted
in some kind of box and powered by a
100- to 150 -watt amplifier. They
always seem to wonder why they
cannot hear their vocal parts when the
lead guitarist turns up his 200 -watt
amplifier. Now that we have touched
on some of the generalities let's get
into what can be done to compensate
for some specific problems.

Speaker Systems
As mentioned in previous writings
(mine and others) a speaker system is a

carefully designed precision

instrument. You cannot simply put
two 12 -inch speakers in a box and have
a good monitor system. A correctly
designed floor monitor system does
not come easily or cheaply. There are
too many stringent requirements
placed on speaker systems designed
for this high SPL musical application.
One of the most important
requirements is having the proper

dispersion characteristic in the
system. If you give the problem a little
thought, the only way you are going to
be able to obtain the required sound
pressure levels required by most rock
and roll bands is to focus or aim the
sound pressure waves or field. The
basic idea is to point the sound energy
at a specific area and try to keep all of

the energy within that defined area or
pattern. The tighter the dispersion
characteristic of the speaker system
MODERN RECORDING
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To an ex-ent tea. no
other stereo power amo in
its price range cal egLal,

the Peavey CS-400 s
totally versatile arrpl fi3r.
The CS -4C10 lifers
many features in .erns of
operation, engineerirg and
concept never before
available.
JF front, the CS -4D0
features a rugged 5.25' x
19" -ack mountable chassis
with a stee reinforced, die
cast pahel for beauty and
protection. LED oser oad
indicators, level czntrols,
line outputs, nigh
temperature indicator, and
lighted mains sw'.ch add to
the amp's clean, functional
design.

Inside, the CS -400 s
an uncompromising fusion
of modern, solid -state
technology and qua ity
components. 200 Watts per
channel into 4 Ohms, less
than 0.1% total harmon c

distortion, with an
extremely wide frequency
response ( +0, -1 dB 5 I-z to
40 kHz @ 1w, 4 Oims)
make some pretty
impressive specs.
B.Jt there's a lot more
to the CS -400 than raw
power and impressive
specs What really makes
the CS -400 so special is is
versatile back panel and
pa-ching system that
enable such accessories as
input transformers,

crossover networks, and
bi- amping possib lilies
using srrall interchargeable plug- n modules. Wits
the CS- 400's plus -in
module system, our
engineers have created a
method to fully u:olize all
the per=crmance tepability
of the amplifier.
Without this unicue
patch panel, our CS -400
would just be another great
amplifier. With it, it'll be
another standard for power
amplifiers.
Ge- all the details at
one of our selecte= audio
dealers -le'll shop you
why incredible vales are
still a reality at Peavey.

jirr\4i

COMMERCIAL SERIES
POWER AMPLIFIER
lbw

The Peavey CS400
Power @ Clipping:
(l 0% THD. 0 tHz. 120 VAC Line)
250 Watts RMS mo 4 Ohms

Inlermodulation Distortion:

Total Harmonic Distortion:
Less than 0 1% from 20 nW :o 200 Watts RMS
20 Hz to 20 k iz into 4 Ohms

Frequency Response:
0. -1 dB 5 Hz to 40 kHz

Less than 0 1% from 10 mW to 200 Watts RMS
nto 4 Ohms typically below 05%

1

® 1978 Peavey

Electronics Corp. Meridian, Mississippi 39301
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(1

Watt. 4 Ohms)

the higher the sound pressure level will
be at any given point within the area
covered. This is why a typical
professional monitor system will
exhibit dispersion characteristics of
30, 60 or 90 degrees in the vertical
and /or horizontal planes. A good
example of a quality monitor system is
one that has a 30- degree horizontal
and a 60-degree vertical dispersion
characteristic.
There is also another benefit from
having a speaker system with tightly
controlled dispersion characteristics
feedback is much more easily controlled. It allows the speaker to be
aimed away from the microphone, or in
the case of a microphone with a card ioid pattern, the system is aimed at the
pattern null at the rear of the microphone. This is probably the single
most important advantage of using a
controlled pattern speaker system and
cardioid microphone combination.
Speaker system efficiency is also
very important. Inefficient speakers
not stage
belong in hi -fi systems
monitors. In order for a monitor
system to function properly you must
strive for as much acoustical output as
possible with a given electrical power
input. Always keep in mind that power
is heat and whatever is not being radiated as sound is being dissipated as
heat in your speaker system voice coils
and crossover networks. Achieving
high efficiency in relatively small enclosures is a very difficult design problem. You cannot design away the basic
laws of physics and that is the reason
you often see specifications that state
the monitor system has a low -end roll
of approximately 100 Hz. Because you
are in most instances trying to hear
vocal parts this low -end cutoff is not a
problem, and in some respects it is
beneficial. There is no way you can put
a bass guitar thru a typical floor monitor speaker system. The cabinet volume will simply not allow the efficient
reproduction of these low fundamental
notes. A typical bass guitar player is
using two 15 -inch speakers in a very
large enclosure or an 18 -inch speaker
in a folded horn enclosure. The amplifier is often rated from 300 to 400
watts and the resulting sound pressure
level is quite high. I am only mentioning this as I have seen people try to
take a direct send from the bass amplifier and put it thru the floor monitor
system. They supplemented the local
speaker reconing shop's income for a
while until someone told them the

-

-

error of their ways
The use of quality compression
drivers and correctly matched horn or
lens assemblies is probably the only
way you are going to be able to achieve
the required sound pressure levels
from on -stage monitor systems. You
are limited on the low end by the enclosure design, but in the critical midrange you can have a very efficient
system. You will find that in most
monitor systems the horn drivers selected will not always have the most extended frequency response that is
available. There is a good reason for
this and it is that extended -range drivers often tend to be fragile. When you
are dumping three or four hundred
watts of power into a speaker system,
fragile components do not live very

sound reinforcement applications are
perhaps the most critical of the two
groups for the simple reason that you
do not usually have feedback problems
in a studio control room. If a speaker
system exhibits a peak in the frequency response curve the frequency
of the peak will be the first frequency
at which the system will go into feedback. When referring to a floor monitor sy stem the low end (below 100 Hz)
is often all but nonexistent. You can,
however, have a very flat response
from above 100 Hz to about 12.5 kHz
in a correctly designed system. If you
are using high -quality components for
reasons of power and handling and
resulting reliability you will stand a
good chance of also having a system

long.
As a general rule you are better off
using as high a crossover frequency as
possible. Your low frequency (below
the crossover point) cone speaker will
usually take much more abuse than
the horn driver. There is one point that
must be brought to light, and that is
that in some applications the determination of the crossover point will be
decided due to feedback problems. For

response. I have always stressed the
importance of a correctly designed
speaker system and I will again
remind the reader that it is almost
impos3ible for an individual to design

the most part, your monitor system
pattern is controlled by the dispersion
characteristics of your horn /driver
combination. I have seen instances
where changing from a 800 Hz to a
1500 Hz crossover frequency greatly
reduced a bad feedback problem. The
reason for this is simple: the horn was
much more directive at 1500 Hz than
800 Hz. This will not work in all instances but when everything else fails
it would not do any harm as an experiment. Warning: Always go up in
crossover frequency; going below the
recommended crossover point for a
given driver can have very expensive
consequences.
Do not try to get by with using
inexpensive speaker components in
any type of on -stage monitor system
designed for high level sound reinforcement use. They will not take the
power, have the required frequency
response or in general be reliable
enough for professional applications.

Frequency Response
Studio monitors, floor monitors and
side -fill monitor systems all have one
they must
requirement in common
have a smooth frequency response
over their operating ranges. The monitor systems designed for high -level

-
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with an acceptable frequency

a correct speaker system and the

required crossover network. Monitor
systems are especially critical as they
must have flat frequency and linear
phase characteristics. You can put together a total system that sounds
good, but the chances of your good

sounding speaker having monitor
system specifications are very small.
As anyone- who has purchased a
professional studio monitor knows,
you purchase a lot of design engineering time. I am not making reference to
the multitude of high- fidelity speaker
systems that claim all kinds of
"professional" performance. They
might have a flat response from DC to
light, but try to drive one of these
fancy boxes to monitor levels with an
800 -watt power amplifier. You will
very quickly find that they don't last
very long. When you get right down to
the real world you will find perhaps
four or possibly five truly professional
studio monitor systems. The same
basic principles apply to on -stage monitor systems. High quality on -stage
monitcr systems do not come cheaply
if they can be found at any price.
From a sales standpoint it is hard to
justify to a board of directors of a
large company why such a small (and
often ugly) box should cost so much to
build and show such a small net profit.
This line of thought is what forced the
large sound reinforcement companies
into designing and building their own
systems. By the time you have purchased a premium bass speaker, a comMODERN RECORDING
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Effect Buss
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All Carvin Boards are performance tested :y (4) Quality
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trouble free performance. "Yet! ", Carvin Prices give you your
best dollar value today because we Design, Manufacture, and
sell Direct; elimirating distributors and dea er profit costs.
Plus, Handcrafted quality remains in our product because
we eliminate mass production.
For more information, call TOLL FREE 80}- 854 -2235,
(California, 714 -747- 1710), Monday thru Friday or seed for our
FREE Technical Catalog, including listings o= other
professional components such as; Gauss,
JBL, and Exilar, installed in
CErvin
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SPECIFICATIOWS

Horn & Noise -125 dB'
SIN Ratio 72 dB
Bal Outputs 10 rolts ( +22 dBM,
Distortion .05% THD
Freq. Response 1! to 25 KHz

S12010

$995
DIRECT °RICES
6 CI ; feral) r 495.00
W 1&C W Amp
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1200
12
Stereo
995.00
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1,295.00
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1155 Industial 4ve., Esoond;do, Calif. 92025
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pression horn driver and the required
horn or lens assembly and a high -level
crossover network you have spent four
or five hundred dollars. Fortunately,
some progressive companies have
started offering well -designed floor
monitor systems; they are expensive,
and some of them are more specifications than performance. Carefully
examine the data sheets for power
handling capabilities (continuous), dispersion characteristics, frequency
response and most important, the efficiency rating. You can design a
speaker to take 1000 watts
in the
form of heat. Unless you are trying to
warm the room look for the specifications that tell you how much sound
pressure you get out of a system with
a given input power. This specification
will be the one that separates the hi -fi
speakers from the high-level sound
reinforcement monitor systems.

-

Monitor System Power
Amplifier Requirements
This is my least favorite topic as it
seems that almost daily I receive correspondence from someone who is having problems with excessive distor-

tion, speaker failure or other power
amplifier related problems with regard
to their monitor system. The basic
problem is that they do not have sufficient power available for an on -stage
monitor application. The two most obvious effects of not having enough
power are speaker failure and excessive distortion. With regard to the
speaker reliability aspect, there are a
couple of points I would like to stress
that apply to all amplifier /speaker
not exclusively to
combinations
monitor systems.
On the day of this writing I talked to
two people who asked the same question, "Why did I blow up a speaker
rated at 150 watts with an amplifier
rated at 75 watts ?" This gets us back
to the voltage- across -a- resistor and
power-being -a- measure -of -heat arguments. If an amplifier is rated at 100
watts it will deliver 20.0 volts RMS
across a 4.0 -ohm load. The amplifier
will deliver this power over its rated
power bandwidth, as an example, 10
Hz to 100 kHz. All this means is that
at any frequency in the 10 Hz to 100
kHz range it will deliver 20.0 volts
RMS across a 4.0 -ohm load. A power

-

dissil
heat.
your
you

tion of 100 watts is a lot of
If you do not believe me, stick
finger on a 100-watt light bulb. If
ve a magic speaker that has a
tonst nt impedance of 4.0 ohms and
you r {ace 20.0 volts RMS across the
voice oil terminals, the voice coils will
dissip to 100.0 watts of heat.
Something else to consider is
speaks r efficiency. To sum up a long
techni al discussion, you can safely
say th it a cone speaker is a very inefficient device. Even when a cone speaker
is mounted in a correctly designed
horn -tope enclosure efficiencies of 10.0
percent would be considered excellent.
What all of this means is that for the
100 watts of electrical power you put
into yDur speaker system only 10.0
watts are being generated as sound.
The remaining 90.0 watts are heating
up the voice coil and the air moving
arounc the voice coil. Heat is probably
the mcst damaging element to speaker
compo rents. The temperatures in a
typica: cone loudspeaker are well past
the boiling point of water and are often
high enough to melt solder. You can
easily i nderstand after a little thought
why speakers come unwound after

The New TCD 340 A With The Exclusive ACTILINEAR Recordinc System
Tape recorders can no longer be looked
upon as independent units in today's extremes sophisticated sound systems, but
rather as components within a total system
with performance capability as advanced
as all other components of that system.
DraNing upon its unequalled 30 year
tradition in magnetic recording technology,
Tandberg has met this challenge by

developing

a completely new concept
knowr as ACTILINEAR Recording (Patent

pending).
In conventional recording systems, the
summation of record & bias currents in the
recording head is done through passive
components, leading to inherent compromise solutions. The new ACTILINEAR
System is free of these compromises, as
the passive components have been replaces with an active Transconductance
amplif er developed by Tandberg. Just a
couple of its benefits are up to 20 dB more
headroom over any recording system currently available, and the ability to handle
the new high coercivity tapes.
In fact, Tandberg's new ACTILINEAR
Recording System, when used in conjunction w th the soon- to -be- available metal
partic e tapes now under intense development in the U.S., Japan and Ger-

TANDBERG

many, offers performance parameters
approaching those of experimental Pulse
Code Modulation- (PCM) technology, yet is
fully compatible for playback on all existing
tape recorders. It is literally a recording
system for the future, with no obsolescence factor, as it can be used with any
tape, available now or in years to come.
Tandberg engineers have mated this
advanced recording system with the finest
cassette deck transport available today,
making their new TCD 340 A a worthy successor to the world- famous TCD 330 cassette deck. When used with the better
brands of recording tape currently available, the TCD 340 As ACTILINEAR Recording System permits an extremely linear
frequency response, a significant increase
in headroom, as well as a reduction of high
frequency IM distortion and the cancellation of Slew Rate limitations.
And when metal particle cassette tapes
become available, the TCD 340 A can be
adjusted to take full advantage of their
increased signal capacity. At that time,
Tandberg will also offer the ultimate cassette deck -the remarkable TCD 340 AM,
complete with front panel switching for
the new metal particle tape.
Both these remarkable cassette decks
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excel in more than just their circuitry. Like
their famous predecessor, the TCD 340
series ofers three separa:e heads (not a
'2 -in -1 sandwich" head compromise) for
professional recording & monitoring. as
well as Tandberg's renowned three- motor.

dual capstan closed 'cop transport,
coupled with complete logic- controlled
solenoic operation. Plus exclusive features suc h as adjustable azimuth & built -in
10 kHz tone generator. allowing the userto
select the perfect alignment for each cassette, as well as to spot dropouts and
inferior cuality tape. And the TCD 340 A
boasts a 70 dB signal -to -roise ratio, plus
very low 0.12 WRM wow & flutter!
And there's more: Automatic take -up of
tape loops when the cassette is inserted.
Frequency -equalized, peak- reading meters. Ser\-o- controlled high speed winding.
Plus ver ical or horizcntal operation. optional remote control & rack mounting.
Tandberg's TCD 330 was the deck that
deliverer cassette performance exceeded
only by the finest ree -to --eel machines.
Now, the 340 series with ACTILINEAR
Recording narrows the gar even more.
For your nearest dealer, write: Tandberg
of America, Inc., Labriola Court, Armonk,
N.Y. 105(4. Available in Canada.

extended high power operation.
The second problem-excessive distortion-is that of excessive cene
movement, or excursion. If you apply
100 -watts at a frequency of 21.0 Hz to
a speaker system, the cone and voice coil assembly are going to move. When
you consider the extremely tight tolerances to which quality speakers are
constructed it is easy to visualize what
happens to the suspension system of a
speaker when it tries to move .50 to
.375 inches. It is very difficult to construct a speaker suspension system
that will safely allow cone excursions
of this degree. No speaker made can be
expected to have a long service life
when subjected to this type of abuse.
The more you move anything the more

brittle the moving components
become. In other words, something as
going to break. Tc make matters even
worse, as a general rule the greater the
cone excursion the greater the distortion generated by the speaker itself.
The whole idea behind horn- loaded
systems is to obtain high efficiencies.
The greater the speaker system efficiency the less power (heat) you will
have to apply to obtain a specified

sound pressure level. This is the root of
the problem with respect to on -stage
floor monitor speakers as used for
high -level sound reinforcement applications. In a typical floor monitor
system you do not have anything that
remotely resembles a high efficiency
speaker system below the 800 to 1500
Hz crossover point. Due to the
physical size (small) of the enclosure
the bass system efficiency is very low.
What I am trying to explain is that it
takes a tremendous amount of power
to obtain the sound pressure levels
associated with high-level sound reinforcement. Fortunately the horn and
driver assembly is a very efficient (relatively speaking) combination. We are
also lucky that most of the energy in
the vocal range will be reproduced by
the horn and driver combination. Even
with these two positive points going
for us it still takes a tremendous
amount of power to drive a typical
floor monitor.
You are probably thinking that I
have forgotten the problem of destroying a speaker rated for 150 watts of
power with the amplifier that was
rated at 75 watts output. I have not

www.americanradiohistory.com

forgotten the basic problem, I have
been leading up to the most important
factor involved in speaker system reliability. This factor is distortion! If
you are trying to obtain very high
sound pressure levels you can accomplish your goal by these means: 1) efficient speaker systems ; 2) power amplifiers with adequate power capabilities;
and 3) excessive distortion (unfortunately the most common practice).
This "use" of excessive distortion may
seem ridiculous in this day and age of
super specifications but it is an unfortunate fact that a distorted 100 watts
seems much louder than an undistorted 200 watts. This distortion is the
prime reason that monitor systems
tend to "blow up" more often than
other parts of sound reinforcement
systems.
As a general rule most people tend to
grossly under power their monitor
speaker systems. For the ultimate in
reliability it is imperative that your
power amplifier not be allowed to clip
or run out of total available power. If
you are using a typical floor monitor
containing a 12- or 15 -inch bass
speaker and a high -quality horn and
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Monitor System Placement
The correct placement of an on -stage
floor monitor system can be the determining factor on the performance of

send for

I

driver combination, I would recommend the use of an amplifier with a
minimum of 400 watts RMS available
power. Read the preceding sentence
twice as the key word is available! You
will probably not use the total 400 watt capacity of the power amplifier
on a continuous basis, but you will use
the whole load on the high -level transients. These high -level transients are
what destroy speaker systems that are
powered by 100 to 200 -watt amplifiers.
The distortion generated by an amplifier being driven into clipping is the
worst possible enemy of speaker
systems. The higher the available
power the less chance of damage you
will have with your monitor systems.
It is important that you use some
common sense when using high -power
amplifiers. Remember that the monitor system is quite inefficient below
the crossover point. Roll off the low
end equalization as much as possible
as you cannot radiate a 20.0 Hz note
from a floor monitor so why try to
make the cone move an inch or more?
Do not try to cover the whole stage
with one floor monitor. The whole idea
is to move air and the more cone surface you have the more air you will
move with a given input. If you have
access to a quality limiter and If you
know how to correctly use it, put it in
the floor monitor system. You can
increase your average power by the
use of a limiter or compressor. You can
also foul things up if you do not know
how to correctly adjust the unit.
If you have any doubt as to your
power requirements have a qualified
technician check the monitor power
amplifier outputs with a 'scope. If
excessive clipping is noted, get a larger
power amplifier. You will be surprised
at how much longer your monitor
system components will last if you use
efficient speaker systems, power
amplifiers with adequate headroom
and some common sense about the mix
and equalization.

J

the monitor system as related to feedback problems. As previously stated,
monitor systems must have controlled
dispersion characteristics and a
smooth frequency response over their
operating bandwidth. If such a system
is placed at the null of the microphone
pattern and some common sense is
used with regard to reflective surfaces,
your chances of having feedback prob-

lems will be greatly reduced. You can
make any monitor system go into a
feedback mode if the system is incorrectly adjusted with regard to gain
and equalization. You can avoid
having high system gains and using
special equalization by proper monitor
placement. Try to place the monitor
system as close to the artist requiring
the system as possible and reduce the
gain accordingly. Always place the
monitor speaker system at the null of
the microphone pickup pattern if at all
possible. All microphones are not
created equal and there are certain
types that will allow you to have very
high sound pressure levels before feedback. Do not take some "expert's"
word on what is good or bad, try different types of microphones and you
will soon form your own conclusions. A
$500 dollar studio microphone that
sounds great on vocals will probably
make a very poor choice as far as monitor system feedback is concerned. If
you insist on using your imported
status symbol use it on the drum set or
some ,hing else that is not put thru the

monitor system.
Try to avoid having any type of hard
reflective surface in front of a monitor
speaker. Sound is reflected just as
light is and each reflection results in a
phase shift which then usually results
in feedback. One point people often
overlook is that monitor system feedback can be mechanical as well as
acoustical. The mechanical energy
(vibrations) is coupled from the monitor speaker, thru the stage, up the
microphone stand and back into the
microphone. This mode of feedback is
relatively rare due to advances in
microphone element suspension
design, but if you encounter a low -frequency oscillation that seems to have
a resonant sound, try lifting the microphone stand from the floor. If this
cures the problem my advice is to
switch in a high -pass filter or, better
yet, change microphones. If you cannot do either of the above, place the offending monitor speaker on a couple of
layers of cardboard. It may sound
strange but it does work. Once everything has been properly located do not
allow anything to be moved before the
performance. Tape, glue, nail or weld
each monitor speaker and microphone
in place. If you have an artist that
must run all over the stage while
swinging the microphone by the cable
and generally fouling things up, the
only thing you can do is keep one hand
on the gain control and hope your
reflexes are faster than his.
MODERN RECORDING
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AN INTERVIEW WITH PRODUCER / ENGINEER

Ell I
By Stan Soocher

Halfway through the making of the latest Eagles album,
the band decided to take a break from sessions at Bayshore
Recording Studio in Coconut Grove, Florida and tour with
their new material. So ace producer and studio owner Bill
Szymczyk agreed to sit down with Modern Recording and
delve into his illustrious career. He has worked with everyone from B.B. King to Joe Walsh, Jay Ferguson, Elvin Bishop, J. Geils, the Outlaws and the Michael Stanley Band In
1977 he won a Grammy as producer of the "Record of the

MR: Let's start with your influences
as a kid.
BS: As a kid? God, that's about

thirty years ago!
The first record I ever bought was a
78 by Eddie Fisher called "Oh, My
Poppa." The first album I bought was

by the Del Vikings with "Whispering
Bells" and "Come Go With Me" on it.
I lived in Muskegon, Michigan and as
a teenager I hung around this little
five thousand watt radio station that
had a jazz show at night. They played
a lot of big band stuff like Kai Winding
and Count Basie. I listened to rock &
roll over the radio, but I lost touch
with it when I went into the Navy for
four years. Then I only got off on the
big band records and Stan Freeberg
comedy albums. And there's definitely
some Stan Freeberg in my work with
Joe Walsh. It wasn't until I got out of
the service and into the studio that I
got back into rock & roll.
I was never a musician, though. I
came up through this business strictly
through electronics. When I got out of
the Navy, I got a job in the Dick
Charles Recording Studio in New York
in 1963. I learned about music through
osmosis. I had to keep the floors clean
and change the tubes once every three
or four weeks as a general apprentice.

Year," the Eagles' Hotel California.
During our interview, Bill had engineer Ed Mashal trot
out an unfinished tape of the new Eagles' product working
title, What Would Robert Mitchum Do? Unmixed and without vocals, Bill proceeded to play the tape at full volume
from "Malibu Strangler" to "Island of the Hidden Funk."
"Notice there's less keyboards and acoustic guitars and
more electric guitars. It rocks from top to bottom," he said
"I think we're gonna scare 'em with this one."

-

It was strictly a demo studio with
eight mics in, two out, and two mono
tape machines. So when somebody
came in to do a piano /vocal demo and
no one else was there, I'd do it. I slowly
got into engineering three and four
pieces and blew a bunch of sessions.
But once I did that a few times, I
didn't make the same mistakes too
many times after.
MR: Who was coming in to make the
demos?
BS: They were mostly Donni Kirshner's Screen Gems writers. The first
session I saw was Carole King playing
piano. We had Howie Greenfield and
Neil Sedaka, Barry Mann and Cynthia
Weil, Gerry Goffin. Neil Diamond did
his guitar /vocal demos of all the tunes
we eventually heard on the radio. The
studio was so small that the mics were
stuck in the piano and they stayed
there. I was at Dick Charles for six to
eight months.
I didn't really get under way until
1965 when I went to Regent Sound,
also in New York. I spent about five
years there. We were doing thirty
piece dates, all in one shot
singers,
horns, strings. Mostly ad agency stuff
that you had to do very fast, if not
sooner. Shortly after I got to Regent,
some of the R & B people I knew, like

-
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Van McCoy, started coming in after
the ad sessions. I didn't have an assistant, so I had to break down one set -up
and get ready for the next, setting up
all the microphones, even the chairs,
everything. But that brought me
closer to the music.
MR: When and how did you actually

get into producing?
BS: I got into producing through
[recording] demos. Someone would
have a tune; I'd go in with an engineer
and a musician and do a track. Among
the three of us, we'd sing background
vocals and take turns singing lead.
Just to get our feet wet and learn what
we're doing. One song was "Never Let
Your Right Hand Know What Your
Left Hand is Doing." That was right
around the [time of] "Eve of Destruction," and I sang lead with a great
growl. I think that came out on Kapp.
It cost us $8 to make it and we sold it
for a thousand.
The first real production project I
did was with a group called Ford
Theater out of Boston for ABC. This
was when ABC hired engineers
directly as staff producers. The Ford
Theater album was radical because I
threw everything into it that I had
learned as an engineer
one trick
after another. I was basically throwing

-
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up on tape. It might as well have been
a demo for engineering techniques.
Three albums after that I had a hit
with B.B. King. "Why I Sing the
Blues" came from Live and Well. At
first I was scared of working with B.B.
because he was a legend and I was a
rank amateur. But after talking with
him for a few weeks before the sessions, I think I won over his confidence. He had never recorded with
anyone other than his band, so it was
strange putting him in with musicians
he didn't already know; after the second or third day he loved it.
Live and Well was recorded half
"live" at the Village Gate and the
other half in the studio with some
fairly hip musicians like Al Kooper and
Paul Harris on keyboards and Hugh
McCracken on second guitar. I hired
Phil Ramone to engineer the "live"
portion so I could run around backstage and hang out front. I engineered
the studio portion.
MR: But your biggest hit with B.B.
King was "The Thrill is Gone." What
were those sessions like?
BS: It was on the next album I did,
Completely Well. We were recording
with eight tracks. All the rhythm
instruments and the vocal were done
"live." A Neumann U -67 was the standard mic for his vocals. We did five or
six takes and the tape went on for
about twenty minutes because the
guys couldn't stop playing; it was so
good. I flipped out and kept saying,
"We've gotta put strings on this,
we've gotta put strings on this," which
I did a week later. But I did very little
processing on B.B.'s lead guitar. It's
his sound recorded straightahead, nice
and clean and crisp.
MR: So you didn't get back into the
"tricks" until after that?
BS: That's right. I started cranking
up toys with the James Gang. I met
Joe Walsh in Warren, Ohio in 1967
and, as far as I was concerned, he was
a one man army with a bass player and
a drummer. He did just about everything sang all the parts, wrote the
songs. And then sixteen tracks came
along. Before I felt locked into mono
with eight tracks, but now I could do a
lot more of it in stereo.
Plus it was the psychedelic era. I
was listening to Hendrix and Traffic.
Stevie Winwood's vocals, for instance,
are quite a bit like Walsh's high and
nasal. I thought Traffic's first album,
the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's and Hen drix's Axis: Bold As Love were the

-
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bible. Hendrix was the first I heard
using monster phasing and VSO.
Joe Walsh also had his own ideas.
We were in the first wave of electronics
taking over pop music. Up until then,

the engineer /producers had been
pretty straight guys like Tom Dowd
and Bones Howe.
MR: Which James Gang songs were
breakthroughs for you?
BS: "Take A Look Around" was the
first James Gang song I was really satisfied with because it began a series of
conceptual tunes where we'd go
through two or three different movements within the same song. We were
also doing 16 to 16 crossphase. "Tend
My Garden" on Rides Again and
"Mother Says" from Walsh's Barnstorm are in the same vein. On But Seriously, Folks it's "Life's Been Good,"
which has an ironic twist to it because
it's mostly true, and the truth is funnier than fiction.
MR: What were the special technical
ingredients on "Life's Been Good?"
BS: The basic track was Joe's Les
Paul, very dry. Then we doubled that.
The slide intros were tripled through
DDLs- there's three patterns -so it
would get progressively huger. That
was parts one and three. The synthesizer part in the middle was done four
months later with the synthesizer and
a Leslie piano as the basic. I put
Walsh's vocals through an Eventide
digital with extremely long delays. I
mixed one vocal in the center, another
with a half second delay over on the
left, and one with a whole second delay
over on the right. Then short delays on
the choruses.
MR: Effects aside, you must have
been involved in some strange recording situations.
BS: The strangest recording situation I've been in was in Cook County
jail with B.B. King. I've never been so
paranoid. I asked the guys who were
hauling in the equipment what they
were in for and one says, "I murdered
a cop," and the other one says, "I
wiped out my old lady." Geeeezzee!! I
was there for two days with guards
walking around with me everywhere
and inmates clanging on the bars.
MR: Of all the albums you've produced, you must have some favorites.
BS: Actually, I've produced 54
albums since Ford Theater. I really
liked an electric jazz guitar piece I did
with Howard Roberts on Impulse
called Antelope Freeway. Then the
Dennis Doherty solo album, which

turned out sloppy but fun. I did the
Doherty album in L.A. with a bunch of
the Mamas and Papas -type crowd
after they broke up. Steve Barri was
producing Mama Cass. Denny was
happy -go- lucky, let's get drunk, and
play tunes. Sort of a Jimmy Buffet of
his time. Barry McGuire and Byron
Berliner were on it. Most of it was done
"live" with two or three acoustics and
Denny and his friends sitting around
in a circle playing.
MR: How did you eventually end up
in Coconut Grove, Florida?
BS: Well, from 1971 to 1974 I lived
in Colorado. I had a record company
called Tumbleweed Records which
went right down the tubes. Caribou
[recording studio] had just opened, so I
did the first two albums ever done
there -Walsh's Barnstorm solo (his
first), and Ric Derringer's All-American Boy. Then that got crowded and I
found myself on planes every Monday
going to New York or L.A. or San
Francisco. Finally, I moved to Florida
to work at Criteria and ended up opening my own place. I like owning a studio because you bring your own attitude in and you leave it here.
MR: You began working with the
Eagles during the On The Border
album after Glyn Johns had recorded a
good portion of it in England. Did you
feel comfortable about that?
BS: It was difficult because Glyn
was a personal friend and one of my
early idols. Plus, the Eagles threw out
everything except "Best Of My Love"
and "You Never Cry Like A Lover," so
I had to recut most of those tunes. Fortunately the band was well- rehearsed
since they'd been playing the songs on
the road. The sessions turned out to be
fast, fun, and they let me do a lot of
what I wanted to do, like changing
"On The Border" from a country tune
to an R & B tune.
MR: How did your approach to
recording differ from Glyn's?
BS: I put a lot less echo on the basic
tracks. Glyn put the drums recorded
with echo on two tracks, for example. I
put the drums on four, recorded without echo. I used limiters more on
vocals and lead guitars. Remember
Glenn Frey was the lead guitarist until
they got Don Felder. I took more time
recording those lead guitar parts than
anything else. We took eight, ten
hours on a solo or a couple of days if we
had to. With Don Felder, of course, we
got more notes. His immediate nickname was "Fingers." He could play
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more notes than the rest of the band

put together.
Also, on the background vocals Glyn
put up two vocal microphones and
recorded them all in one shot in stereo
on two tracks; a nice, clean, natural
approach. I took the band and put
them around one microphone and then
doubled and stacked up the tracks so a
vocal chorus really hit you. Quite often
we've had just a melody vocal and a
harmony vocal maybe a third above,
very simple. When we hit a chorus on a
song like "Lyin' Eyes" from One Of
These Nights, we have ten or twelve
*Jokes.

MR: What Eagles songs have
knocked you out?
BS: Believe it or not, one of my
favorites is Bernie Leadon's instrumental, "Journey Of The Sorcerer, "'
from One Of These Nights. People said
it was filler, but I liked the idea of a
banjo tune done with strings. That
entire album took us from the "B" list

and put us on the "A" list.
MR: From a recording standpoint
what are the most important tracks
for you?
BS: Drums and vocals. I go for a lot
of bottom on the drums and in my mix
they are the first thing that goes on
my board. We spend time on the vocals
because a singer like Don Henley has
got to sing for a while before his voice
gets that raspy quality. But once he
flits his stride, we'll get five takes in a
row that are killers. Overall, I try to
mix each song as two records -an
instrumental and then a vocal record. I
.spend the last two hours making those
two work together.
MR: When you recorded the Outlaws
on Hurry Sundown, it's obvious that
you brought this type of control to
their music.
BS: The Outlaws weren't concentratmg on their songs as much since they
were a guitar band. On Hurry Sun down I sat down and showed them the
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basics of the Felder /Walsh guitar
parts, sort of a crash course. I believe I
cooled them out, broke down the basic
tracks for them and showed them how
to work the vocals into the guitars.
Before I did that, they would just plug
in and be turned to ten from the count off to the fade.
MR: You also changed Elvin
Bishop's sound quite a bit.
BS: My associate Allan Blazek has
been working closer with him lately.
But back in the four -track Regent
days I engineered some tracks on Paul
Butterfield's East, West. I recorded
the first vocal Elvin ever sang, a
ballad. There are two reasons why I
think we hit big with him later. One is
Mickey Thomas's incredible vocals.
The other is that we gave Elvin a different outlook. Instead of recording
him playing the blues again, we made
him a little more pop, reggae and
R & B. The way I see it, "Fooled
Around And Fell In Love" could have
been the Chi -Lites.
MR: What kind of music are you
listening to today?
BS: I listen to disco music for my
own personal enjoyment. I love that
disco foot on the drums. I don't listen
to much rock, per se. Instead, I go out
and buy the Raydio album, Con Funk
Shun, the Bee Gees and Van McCoy.
R & B music in general is a heavy
influence on me in terms of production.
I'll hear a neat drum pattern on an
R & B record and I'll try to teach it to
Don Henley in the context of an
Eagles record.
MR: When you talk about production, you're looking at it from the
standpoint of having progressed from
mono to twenty -four track here at
Bayshore and beyond. Are you finding
it difficult to cope with the rapid technological advances now happening in
the recording industry?
BS: The challenge is to walk the fine
line between the immediacy of the
music and the complexity of the hardware, and not let the hardware suck up
the creativity. But I'm not suggesting
a return to simplicity because I've
done so much with the technology
myself. I'm talking about not letting
the acts be intimidated by a control
room that looks like Mission Control in
Houston. We're making records here,
not sending someone to the moon. But,
on the other hand, I have to get the
best and latest equipment because,
finally, my records have to sound as
good as a band like Fleetwood Mac.
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BY LEN FELDMAN
The Wedding of Audio and Video
Perhaps the column should be called Ambient
Sights and Sounds this month, because I intend to
talk about a little publicized (but extremely important) romance that's going on between the budding
home-video industry and the audio industry. The
symptoms are to be found everywhere, and I'd like to
analyze a few of them.

Talk About Bandwidth!
We, in the tape recording end of the audio business,
find it pretty amazing that a stereo cassette deck is
occasionally able to record all the audio frequencies,
from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. When Norman Eisenberg
and I come across such a machine in the course of
testing products for Modern Recording, we get all excited and give a rave review to any machine that can
deliver that kind of response at reasonably low distortion and with an acceptable signal -to-noise ratio. Big
deal! Do you realize that any one of the available
video tape recorders (let's call them VTRs for short)
now available for home consumer use can and do

record signal frequencies up to and including
4,500,000 Hz (that's the bandwidth required for full
color video recording)? Even more surprisingly, you
can buy one of those dandy VTRs for well under
$1000 these days. That's a good deal less than the
cost of some of your better stereo cassette decks, not
to mention the cost of a semi -pro open -reel machine.
The key to this super-bandwidth capability, of
course, is the fact that the multi -track heads in these
machines are spinning at a rapid rate while the tape
passes in front of their gaps at a slow rate. But that
means that the relative speed between the tape and
the tape head is tremendous -just how fast depends
upon the particular VTR format that you're using.
All of which ties in with the capability of these

super- bandwidth machines to record audio using
digital techniques, or PCM (Pulse Code Modulation,
as some manufacturers prefer to call it). And, if
you've been reading this column regularly you
already know that when you switch to PCM or digital
tape recording, some pretty nice things begin to happen. For one thing, there's no longer any measurable

wow and flutter, since the digital code is "fed out" of
the system by a precision quartz- controlled clock
system after being stored, briefly, in the computerlike decoding circuits associated with PCM recording
and playback. Then, too, harmonic distortion is
almost at the vanishing point. Figures such as 0.03%
have been widely quoted, and when you compare that
with the 3% THD that we analog recordists generally
regard as acceptable for a maximum record level, it's
enough to make you sick!
Finally, there's the matter of dynamic range. In a
PCM system, dynamic range is purely a function of
the number of "bits" used in the binary code used to
sample the analog audio waveform when it is converted to digital form. Every "bit" gives you 6 dB of
dynamic range and, if the future PCM tape decks use
13 -bit codes, that means a dynamic range capability
(in theory, at least) of 78 dB (that's without Dolby,
dbx, Telefunken's Telcon, or you name it).

It's not surprising, therefore, that both Sony
(whose Betamax VTR system is by now well known)
and JVC (whose VHS VTR system is equally, if not
better known) have shown add -on boxes which can be
used with their respective VTRs for PCM audio recording. At the moment, prices for just the add-on
boxes (if you can get anyone to quote a price at all)
are hovering near the $4000 mark, but I suspect that
once these systems really come to market and start
to sell, those prices will plunge pretty quickly.

TV Sound Goes Hi -Fi
It may come as something of a shock to some
readers to learn that the audio portion of a TV signal
in this country is broadcast via FM. Not only that,
but potential audio frequency response of TV audio
signals extends out to 15,000 Hz, just as it does for
FM broadcasting. So why, then, are we subjected to
the low -fi sounds from our TV sets that prompt some
TV stations to offer "simulcast" concerts in partnership with better local stereo FM stations? That's one
of those vicious circles that plagues the industry
every now and again. Initially, the audio signals from
TV studios were sent to the transmitter (and across
the network) via leased telephone lines. The grade of
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phone line generally used could not pass much better
than a 5 kHz signal. Knowing this, the TV set makers
never bothered to incorporate more than a minimal
amplifier circuit in their home TV sets and a less than-minimal unbaffled unenclosed 3 -inch (usually)
loudspeaker.
But now all of that could change. Recently, the networks began sending their audio signals right down
the coaxial (wide -bandwidth) cable that carries the
video signal, using a system called diplexing, wherein
the audio signals are nested in between the video
signals. In addition, some TV outlets (such as Public
Broadcasting) have been using satellite communication to get their signals around the country, and such
satellite transmissions are also capable of high fidelity audio transmission. So now the circle is broken and
there's really no excuse for TV set manufacturers not
to incorporate better sounding audio sections in their
TV receivers. The only thing stopping them, of
course, is the fact that putting better sound systems
into a TV set will increase the price of the set.
So, along come audio manufacturers to fill in the
gap. The first component manufacturer to do something about audio sound on TV in this country is
Pioneer, who is now offering a TV -audio tuner. Think
of it as a TV set without any picture circuitry. All it
does is pick up the TV audio channels, in full fidelity
FM, and its output (monophonic, for the moment)
simply connects to an unused high-level input on your
hi-fi system. UHF as well as VHF channels are included, the latter being push- button operated for easy
tuning. Besides providing better TV audio, the use of
this device will force listener /viewers to position their
TV screens right between their pair of stereo speakers
-a good step in the right direction, if the wedding of
video and audio is to take place.

TV Sound Goes Stereo
In Japan, That Is!

...

The next obvious step in the audio /video romance
ought to be stereo sound on TV. The technology
needed to do this is not difficult. In fact, way back in
the late 1950s when the FCC was considering systems
for stereo-FM, a proposal was put forth that they
simultaneously consider stereo -TV sound. The idea
was rejected because everyone (including the FCC)
felt that no one would want such "spread out sound"
when viewing a 16 -inch (or smaller) screen. It
wouldn't make sense for Matt Dillon to come galloping in (aurally) from way out left to far right when
visually, all he and his horse did was romp across a
few inches worth of black- and -white tube. Ah, but
that was before Henry Kloss of Advent (since retired
from that company) came up with his giant- screen
projection TV. Since then, others have followed, including such electronic giants as GE in this country
(with a self -contained giant screen unit) and Panasonic of Japan with their equally large projection TV
units. Now, stereo on TV might make a lot more
sense, and people such as William Halstead and

others are hard at work again, refining earlier
schemes for broadcasting TV sound in glorious two
channel stereo.
Meanwhile, in Japan, the broadcasting authorities
aren't waiting. Just a few weeks ago, they began two channel audio broadcasting over NHK, the Government- sponsored TV network of Japan. I stress the
fact that it is two-channel TV audio because the
system is being used in two ways. For one thing, it
permits TV stations to broadcast the audio portion of
a broadcast bi-lingually. Japan did this, experimentally, way back in 1970, at the time they held their International Expo '70. But of course, any system that
can broadcast two bi- lingual audio channels can
broadcast stereo programming with equal ease, and
that is just what NHK will be doing from now on,
whenever the program content lends itself to stereo
(music, concerts, etc.).

Creative Audio/Video
If you are creatively involved in audio recording, it
won't take you long to realize how much video recording could add to your creative efforts. If "live" music
recording is your thing now, imagine how much more
effective your efforts would be if you could play back
both the audio and the visual aspects of a "live" performance. If you are part of a group that has been
using audio recording as a means for practicing and
perfecting your musical performance, just imagine
what it would be like to watch your group perform on
a TV screen as well as listen to the music you all
make together. That sort of facility is well within the
reach of serious musical groups and others even
today. After you've purchased your first VTR (as I
have just done) I'm willing to bet that it won't be
long before you'll want a matching color camera. It's
much the same sort of transition most of us made
when we stopped dubbing records and FM programs
and purchased our first microphones and mixer.
To be sure, the audio track on most home VTRs is,
regrettably, a mono tape track, and not a very good
one at that. But that is sure to change, and, for the
meanwhile, if perfect "lip synch" is not that important it isn't too difficult to keep your stereo tape deck
in reasonable synchronization with your VTR during
playback, especially if both the audio and video
machines have fairly precise tape speeds (the VTR
machine will have, and what you'll have to do is fool
with the audio tape deck until it is in close synch with
the video). I wouldn't be surprised if some of our
more enterprising readers haven't already worked out
a fool-proof electronic method of locking the speed of
their tape decks to that of their VTRs. If you have,
let us know about it (unless you've got patents being
applied for) and we'll tell everyone else about it in a
future Ambient Sound column.
Meanwhile, I think it's pretty clear that you active
audio hobbyists had better recognize that there's a
TV screen looming in your future. And the future
really isn't all that far away.
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Micmix Model 265 Dynaflanger

General Description: The Model 265 Dynaflanger
from Micmix Audio Products is a sophisticated electronic device capable of a vast number of acoustic effects by means of its extremely versatile array of controls and interrelated options. Its primary application
would be in "live" performance use or in recording
"live" performers, although for more "passive" applications the device also conceivably could be used
with recorded source material.
The name of the device means that it can create
dynamically controlled effects by continuously analyzing program material for either frequency -spectral
content or peak amplitudes, and developing corresponding control voltages that are used to vary the
delay time of the signal in direct proportion to either
the frequency or the amplitude of the program signal.
With a pair of these units, it is possible to achieve
what Micmix calls "dynamic cross -flanging"
time delayed panning flange effect in which the stereo image is shifted with respect to frequency or amplitude.
The actual number of different effects possible with
the Dynaflanger would take more space to fully describe than is available here. Among them, which are
described in the manufacturer's literature, are:

-a

Micmix 265: Rear panel view.

dynamic pitch doubling; dynamic doppler pitch blending; dynamic frequency-enabled flanging; amplitude enabled flanging; and even the dynamic control of synthesizers. The device permits manual control of all effects, as well as modulator control of effects plus external control of effects, delay -only and complete bypass
capabilities. Control voltage (either internally developed or externally supplied) is reversible in its action
on the flanging, and the operator can select three different control voltage decay rates, ranging from about
half a second to a full two seconds.
The front panel controls are clearly marked and
generously laid out for ease of use. A power switch and
pilot lamp are at the left, followed by an input level
knob and four colored LEDs indicating operating
levels. Next are two knobs for adjusting modulator
rate and depth. A toggle switch handles flange out, in
or delay. Another toggle adjusts tracking of the control voltage (inverted or normal). A third toggle
handles the control-voltage decay. Just under these
switches are six pushbuttons for activating the
modulator, external control voltage, envelope follower,
low and high filters and manual control. The last button ties in with a manual control knob, while another
knob for control voltage dynamics is related to the
control -voltage decay switch. The final knob is the
flange-phasing control. A screwdriver adjustment for
gain is recessed in the panel just to the left of the
flange knob, and above it are four colored indicators
for control voltage action.
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Signal connectors at the rear all are professional
types and include a locking receptacle for balanced
input, a phone jack for unbalanced input, a locking
recessed plug for balanced output and four more phone
jacks for unbalanced output, control -voltage output,
external control voltage input and flange defeat. The
AC power cord is detachable from its socket and is
fitted with a three -prong (grounding) plug. Also at the
rear is a fuse- holder. The device may be operated on
115/230 volts, 50 -60 Hz. The front panel extends
beyond the actual chassis width for rack -mounting.

A

Micmix 265: Internal view.

Test Results: In

lab tests, the Micmix model 265
met or exceeded published specs, and examination of
its innards confirmed its robustness of construction
and general professionalism.
The photo of the inside of the chassis discloses the
enormous amount of electronics employed here to
accomplish all the versatility this unit is capable of. Intelligent circuit layout can be credited with doing all
this without introducing undue noise or distortion.
But the real mettle of this instrument is realizable
only in terms of actually using it. One ideally should
"play" with it for an amount of time, and with a musical instrument input (guitar, drums, even saxophone).
For the record, by the way, 0 dB reference (as indicated by the front -panel LED) is 0.775 volt rms. The
Dynaflanger will operate with nominal input levels
from 18 dB above to 40 dB below that level. Micmix

UNBALANCED
INPUT

V

INPUT GAIN
ADJUST

General Info: Dimensions are

19 inches wide; 13/4
inches high; 51/2 inches deep. Weight is 5'/z pounds.
Price of the Dynaflanger is $895.

Joint Comment by N.E. and L.F.: As impressed
as we were with the capability of one Dynaflanger, we
were even more impressed with a pair, which seemed to

OPERATING LEVEL

INPUT LEVEL

N

00

o

#

suggests that to get the best dynamic range from this
device (and the best audible flanging effects), the input
level control should be adjusted so that the 0 dB light
flashes about 80 percent of the time, while the +5 dB
light comes on up to 50 percent of the time, depending
on the nature of the transients in the particular program material being processed.
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Micmix 265: Block diagram of "Dynaflanger's" circuitry.
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us to provide the ultimate in controlled and con-

after a while (but which are the only ones featured on
other flangers we have experienced).
It is literally impossible to list here all that the
Dynaflanger can do. For those readers who are involved with flangers and other special effects devices,
the accompanying block diagram of the model 265 may
suggest some of its many switching combinations and
possible effects.
Flanging surely has come a long way since the days
of those early tape -flangers that barely scratched the
surface of possible musical effects that now can be accomplished electronically.

trollable flanging effects. This was a first encounter
with a unit in which the control voltage can be created
by following or sensing the program material itself.
For this reason we spent considerable time with the
follower and filter buttons -these are the controls that
allow the flanger to do its thing based on the actual
program material fed to it. In a sense, the effects
created in this manner struck us as more interesting;
they somehow seemed to "fit" more types of program
material than do the purely manual or repetitively
modulated effects which tend to get a little boring

MICMIX MODEL 265 DYNAFLANGER: Vital Statistics

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC

LAB MEASUREMENT

Input impedance:

600 ohms
47 K ohms

confirmed
confirmed

+ 18 dB
40 dB

+18 dB

less than 40 ohms
less than 10 ohms
+ 18 dBm
-2 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
-3 dB, 20 Hz to 13 kHz

confirmed

0.2%
0.03%
0.03%
0.8% max.

0.23%
0.03% (worst case)
0.027%
0.3% for 0 dB

- 95 dBm (A
- 76 dBm (A

- 98 dBm
- 75 dBm

156 to 3900 Hz

confirmed (approx.)
confirmed (approx.)

balanced
unbalanced
Maximum input level
(for 0 dB/0.775 V out)
Minimum input level (for 0 dB)
Output impedance:
balanced, floating
unbalanced
Maximum output into 600 ohms
Frequency response: direct signal
delayed signal
Distortion at + 18 dBm:
direct signal 20 Hz
200 Hz to 20 kHz
IM

-

distortion

Delayed signal, 1 kHz
Residual output noise:
Direct signal
Delayed signal
Internal delay time range
Comb filter frequency range

- 42

8.5 ohms

+20 dBm

-2
-3

wtd)
wtd)
0.26 to 6.4 msec
CIRCLE

31

dB

dB, 18 Hz to 20 kHz
dB, 18 Hz to 12 kHz
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Audioarts Engineering Model 4200 Parametric
Equalizer-Preamplifier
Nill
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The Audioarts 4200 is a
four -section stereo parametric equalizer in which each
section is a dual range filter. Overall response runs
from 20 Hz to 100 kHz. Each of the four sections on
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each channel is adjustable by three knob controls in
colored groups (red, orange, yellow and green), plus a
switch that multiplies the frequency settings by a factor of ten. The knobs, in each section are labeled "fre-
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quency," "octaves," and "dB." These are continuously variable controls with indicated markings along
their ranges.
Section one covers frequencies marked from 22 Hz
to 300 Hz (with the multiplier switch, these become
220 Hz to 3000 Hz). The octave control varies the
range width from 0.16- octave to two full octaves. The
level control varies the boost and cut action from -16
dB to +16 dB.
The second section is identical to the first section
(this permits parametric equalization continuously
from 22 Hz to 300 Hz on one section, and from 220 Hz
to 3 kHz on the other section).
Section three covers the range from 100 Hz to 1 kHz
(or, with the multiplier switch activated, from 1 kHz to
10 kHz). The same octave width choice is provided by
the octaves knob, and the same ±16 dB level adjust
ment is provided.
Section four handles frequencies from 180 Hz to
2100 Hz (or, with its multiplier switch activated, from
1.8 kHz to 21 kHz). Again, the same options for octave
width, and for dB of boost or cut are provided.
Each section has its own EQ in/out switch. In addition to these four sections, each channel has an overall
gain control, an overload indicator, and a master EQ
bypass switch.
As a preamplifier the 4200 will accept low -level
signals, such as those from magnetic pickups, contact
microphones, and the like so that the device can function as a musical instrument preamp in addition to its
EQ functions. Suitable inputs for low -level (preamp,
unbalanced) and for line (balanced) are at the rear. The
line outputs also are at the rear. These all are standard
1/4 -inch phone jacks. The power cord is fitted with a
three -prong (grounding) plug. The front panel overlaps
the sides and is of rack -mount width. The unit's AC
power switch is at the lower left of the front panel.
The filter circuits in the model 4200 all use
"gyrator" ICs instead of conventional inductors. The
power transformer is mounted at the outside of the
rear panel as an aid in keeping down hum and noise.

Lab measurements of the Audioarts
that in general confirmed published specs. Distortion and signal -to -noise
figures were outstandingly good.
Equally impressive is the control facility available
with this device. The emphasis obviously is on the
ability to shape the boost or cut required in a given
band (rather than the sheer number of bands) so that
the operator can compensate exactly for any discrepancies in the overall response regardless of their origin.
The model 4200 is capable of providing that kind of
precise compensation about as well as any equalizer we
have tested. Furthermore, its low noise and ultra -low
distortion are such that the device introduces no audible (or, indeed, measurable) aberrations in the sounds
produced by the rest of the system.
The range of the first two sections is shown
graphically in the composite sweep photos (Fig. 1)
made from our test 'scope. These first two bands can
be centered at any frequency from 22 Hz to 3 kHz, and

1: Audioarts 4200: Total control range of first
two bands.

Fig. 3: Audioarts 4200: Total control range of fourth
band.

Fig.

Fig. 2: Audioarts 4200: Total control range of third
band.

Test Results:

4200 produced excellent results
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measurements speak for themselves. The 4200 is a
first -class, professional-grade instrument capable of
introducing changes in the sound quality of a system
that range from subtle to overt. It should be emphasized that this unit is not a hi -fi plaything, but a
technical "sound tool" that probably is best used in
conjunction with a real -time analyzer.
Audioarts 4200: Rear panel.

Individual Comment by L.F.:

the octave bandwidth can be varied from a narrow one sixth- octave to a wide two octaves. It is evident from
the 'scope photos that our measured results coincide
very precisely with the unit's specs.
The total control range of the third EQ section may
be examined by reference to Fig. 2. Here, the specs tell
us that center frequencies can be varied from 100 Hz
to 10 kHz and again, bandwidth is variable from onesixth- octave to two octaves. Again, our measured
results confirm this.
Finally, we checked out the last control band, which
is supposed to be capable of being centered at any frequency from 180 Hz to 21 kHz. As may be seen
(Fig. 3), the boost and cut peaks fall just beyond our
sweep which extends to 20 kHz. Again, the precision
engineering of the model 4200 is confirmed.
Boost and cut, regardless of the center frequencies
chosen, or the bandwidths selected, remains a symmetrical plus and minus 16 dB (as claimed) -and probably a bit more than you ever would need in any real life equalization situation, short of having to "suck
out" really severe resonance in some totally impossible
auditorium or hall.

I have felt for
some time that in the world of pro audio (and particularly when one is dealing with sound reinforcement

and the "live" performance situation), a parametric
equalizer makes more sense than even a 1/3- octave
equalizer with its numerous controls. Not that the
model 4200 is shy of controls -just look at that front
panel! But the key word here is control -of an order
that is as accurate and as precise as anything I've yet
seen. I cannot fault this unit on any count, least of all
on cost which seems to me very reasonable considering
the fact that there are some sophisticated equalizers
that sell for $1000 -plus, and won't do a better job of
system equalization.

General Info: Dimensions are 19 inches wide; 3%
inches high; 9% inches deep. Price is $599. (Mono
version, model 4100, is $335.)

Individual Comment by N.E.:

Our test

Audioarts 4200: Internal view.

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING MODEL 4200 PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER-PREAMP: Vital Statistics
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC

LAB MEASUREMENT

Frequency response

±0.5 dB, 20Hzto100kHz

0.5 dB, 10 Hz to 100 kHz
(with or without EQ "in ")
0.02% Q 20 Hz;
0.005% ® 1 kHz and 20 kHz

THD, 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
IM

distortion

«i

of

+ 18 dBm

Noise, 20 kHz BW
S/N ratio
Slew rate
Max output level
Output impedance
Max input level
Input impedance
Gain

Boost /cut range
Power consumption

+ 18 dBm

0.005%
0.002%
-92 dBm
110 dB
12

Vlmicrosecond

+21 dBm /600 ohms
6 ohms
+20 dBm
100 K ohms
0 dB line in
+27 dB preamp in

±16dB
18

watts

0.0015%
- 93 dBm
112 dB

V/microsecond
+21 dBm /600 ohms
confirmed
+ 18 dBm
confirmed
0 dB line in
+26 dB preamp in
14

±16dB
16

watts
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Technics RS -M85 Stereo Cassette Recorder
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General Description: The

RS-M85 from Technics
is a front -loading cassette recorder of rack -mount
width and an unusually low silhouette, being a mere
3'I inches in height. It uses a direct -drive capstan
motor, a quartz -locked servo control system, IC logic
transport controls, a bar -graph fluorescent level
"FL ") display, and it has a front -panel bias adjustment in addition to the usual tape selector. A two-head
machine, it employs what Technics calls a "laminated
SX" head. (This term is not explained in the owner's
manual but we guess that it is sendust alloy.)
The front panel is black matte with tan lettering for
(

the controls. At the far left are the eject button, the
power off/on button and the stereo headphone output
jack. To their right is the cassette compartment, with
a transparent cover that slides out and tips downward
slightly for insertion or removal of the cassette.
Another transparent cover extends across a fair portion of the top section of the panel. Behind it are the
tape- counter with the reset button projecting through
the cover, and the signal level meters, one per channel.
Calibration runs from -20 to +8, and interpretation
of readouts in both the VU and peak reading modes are
explained in the owner's manual. The indications are
shown by horizontal illumination. To the right of the
meters are an output level control (handles both channels simultaneously), and the input level controls (dual
concentric for either individual or simultaneous channel adjustment).
Below these items are the transport controls -six
"feather touch" switches for record, rewind, stop,
play, fast -forward and pause. Fast -buttoning is possible except for going into the record mode directly from
play. It is possible, however, to go into record from
either of the fast -wind modes by holding down both
the record and play buttons at the same time.
KjTo the right of the transport controls is the bias adustment, marked from -5 to +5 and with a center de-

'`...-.....

.

_..^^-

-.

4:

tent position. A group of toggle switches is next, with
the following functions: Tape select (positions include
Cr02, FeCr and normal); Meter (peak values and VU
values, with a "bright or dim" option for the peak
readings); "Function" (which refers to the memory rewind option and also has a position for use with a
remote timer); Dolby NR (two "in" positions, one with
a multiplex filter, and an "out" position); and Input
Selector (mic, or line, or record mute -this last position prevents any unwanted signal from being recorded while the machine is in record mode). The left- and
right -channel mic jacks complete the front panel array.
Printed on the top surface of the unit is a block
diagram of its innards, plus a graph showing the effect
of the bias adjustment, and another graph showing
peak meter response to a 1 -kHz tone burst.
On an indented portion of the rear, so that they are
accessible from a top position, are the line input and
output jacks, a socket for use with an optional accessory remote-control unit (Technics model RP- 9690),
and an adjustment for dimming the meter brightness.
The Technics RS-M85 may be rack-mounted, or
since it has four "feet" on its underside, it also may be
simply placed on a shelf or cabinet top.
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Fig. 1: Technics RS -M85: Recordlplay response
using UDXL -I tape.
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Test Results: In MR's tests, the Technics

RS -M85
exceeded its specifications for response (with three different kinds of tape). Signal -to -noise measurements
were very close to specs and, in any event, could be
termed excellent for the cassette format. Wow and
flutter was better than spec'd and, at a mere 0.025%
WRMS, was truly outstanding.
The front -panel bias control was judged to be a genuinely important feature that can be used to optimize
results with just about any tape. We found the center detent position to be optimum for both the ferric -oxide
(Maxell UD -XL1) and for the ferrichrome (Sony
DUAD) samples we used for our frequency- response
checks. Indeed, r/p response for both of these tapes
was very impressive (see Figs. 1 & 2) when analyzed in
terms of the other two most important tape
parameters- distortion and S/N ratio.
When we tested with TDK -SA tape (see Fig. 3),
using the deck's Cr02 switch position, we discovered
just how useful the bias adjustment control can be. Initially, our r/p response was measured with this control
set to its mid-point. We noted, during playback, that
response rolled off a bit sooner than we would have expected (particularly after having achieved the excellent results we did with the previous two tapes). A
very slight adjustment of the bias control toward the
"lower bias" extreme improved things considerably
without seriously affecting either the S/N readings or
the THD at mid -frequencies. This should come as no
surprise to readers who understand the importance of
optimizing the record bias for each given tape, but
there are relatively few tape recorders on today's
market that provide this degree of flexibility.
Mechanically, the deck ran flawlessly, with very
positive yet gentle handling of the tape.

General Info: Dimensions are
374

inches high;

23 pounds,

1

1574

19 inches wide;

inches deep. Weight is

ounce. Price is $650.

Individual Comment by L.F.:

There is much

that is new and different about this rack -mountable
cassette deck. Of all the features (described above), I
feel that the adjustable bias is the single most impor-
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Fig. 2: Technics RS -M85: Record /play response
using Sony Duad (FeCr) tape.
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Fig. 3: Technics RS -M85: Record /play response
using TDK SA tape.

tant feature of all. As explained in our "Test Results"
section, it makes a definite difference in the unit's
response. What amazed me generally was the performance obtainable from what is after all a two -head
machine. With all the talk about the "compromises"
required when designing a combination record /play
head (the record gap wants to be large, while the playback gap wants to be as narrow as possible), Technics
has managed to come up with a new head (they call it
"SX" with the usual penchant of Oriental manufacturers for abbreviations which are never explained in the
owner's manual, but no matter, it is a darn good head).
The fluorescent meters take a bit of getting used to,
of course, since most of us are more accustomed to eyeballing moving meter needles. Once you get used to
them, however, they are extremely accurate and easy
to read. Being all electronic, they have an additional
advantage in that they can be set to read as VU meters
(with a slower ballistic characteristic), or as peak -level
meters (with extremely fast response time). In the
peak mode, Technics suggests that levels of up to +5
dB may be used, and our check of maximum record
level for 3% THD confirms this, since both the standard tape and the chrome tape were able to accept at
least that high a record level (as indicated on the
meters) before reaching 3% THD during playback.
If anything negative can be said about this metering
system it is only that I would have liked to see somewhat finer increments of display at or near the 0 dB
mark. As it is, the fluorescent segments move in
approximately 3 dB increments at that critical recording level, but this is a minor matter that really did not
affect our results significantly.
As for the transport system, I think the very low
wow- and-flutter figure speaks for itself. It is as low a
wow -and- flutter figure as we have measured for any
tape deck. The light -touch buttons and the logic control system combine to make this a very elegant
machine, one which gives the user a feeling of confidence regarding its tape- handling capability. Technics
has added another touch by providing an intensity
control for meter illumination so that the readings are
visible regardless of room ambient lighting.
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Technics RS -M85: Close-up view of input and output
terminals, remote socket and panel "meter" brightness control.
So, with a near -perfect transport system, excellent
S /N, THD and frequency-response results, what more
could one ask for in a stereo cassette deck? Perhaps a

-

bit lower pricing, but don't blame Technics for that
put the blame on the current state of the American
dollar vis -a -vis the Japanese yen.

Individual Comment by N.E.: Response of the
Technics RS-M85 is obviously among the best and
even though its measured S/N did not quite make
specs, it still is in the ball park for top cassette performance. At that, I note that the Yamaha (reported
on in our September 1978 issue) did make it out to 20
kHz with the same tape used here, and that machine is
priced about $50 under the Technics. But of course the
Technics does have the adjustable bias feature which,
as our tests indicate, did improve the response from
the chrome- equivalent tape. How significant this isin view of the fact that we did nothing with this control
in order to get excellent response from the other two

tapes -is in my opinion a very debatable question.
There are, in any event, some things about this
deck's "personality" that bear comment. For one
thing, the lettering on the controls is rather "timid"
and faint, and really needs strong front illumination
for comfortable viewing. The meter illumination control varies the light on the meter from adequately
bright to very bright, but the total range of illumination is rather small. The pot at the rear does the same
at maximum rotation as the front panel switch and I
wonder just why it is needed at all -particularly since
in the VU position of that switch the rear pot has no effect at all on meter brightness. For some unfathomable
reason, the VU readings are a shade dimmer than the
peak readings with the switch in "bright" position.
I for one do not find this metering system the easiest
to read. In place of the VU option I would have preferred a peak -hold feature. I also am not sure about the
accuracy of the ballistics in the two meter -readout settings, although the values themselves do appear to be
accurate. I agree that a more detailed scale near the 0
dB level would be desirable.
The machine does permit fast- buttoning of a sort
but it is the first one I have encountered that has fast buttoning which does not permit going into the record
mode directly from play without having to press the
stop button first. You can go into record from fast forward or rewind by holding down the record and play
buttons but you cannot go into record from play
unless you use the stop button first. 'Tis a puzzlement.
So too, for that matter, is the rather low volume
available for headphone listening.

TECHNICS RS-M85 STEREO CASSETTE RECORDER: Vital Statistics
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC

Frequency response
normal tape
FeCr tape
Cr02 (or equiv.) tape
Wow and flutter (WRMS)
Signal -to- noise, normal tape
Dolby out
Dolby in
Signal -to- noise, Cr02 tape
Dolby out
Dolby in
THD at 0 dB record level
normallchrome (SA)
Record level for 3% THD
normallchrome (SA)
Mic input sensitivity
Line input sensitivity (for 0 dB)
Line output level (for 0 dB)
Headphone output level (for 0 dB)
Fast -wind time, C-60
Bias frequency
Power consumption

MANUFACTURER'S SPEC

LAB MEASUREMENT

± 3 dB, 30 Hz to 14 kHz
± 3 dB, 30 Hz to 16 kHz
± 3 dB, 30 Hz to 16 kHz
0.035%

±3 dB, 30Hzto16.2kHz
3 dB, 30 Hz to 18.5 kHz
± 3 dB, 30 Hz to 17 kHz
0.025%

±

NA
NA

55dB
65 dB

59dB

57dB

69 dB

67 dB

NA

1.2 %11.3%

NA/NA

+6 dB/+5 dB
0.23 mV
58 mV
600 mV
142 mV /8 ohms

0.25 mV
60 mV
700 mV
140 mV/8 ohms
80 seconds
85 kHz
40 watts

80 seconds
confirmed
37 watts
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Reviewed By:
ROBERT HENSCHEN
NAT HENTOFF
JOE KLEE
STEVE ROW
RUSSELL SHAW

GROOVE VIEWS
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BILLY JOEL: 52nd Street. [Phil
Ramone, producer; Jim Boyer,
engineer; recorded at A &R Recording,
New York, N.Y.] Columbia FC 35609.

by the production talents of Phil
Ramone, an interventionist sort who
has a facility for using half of AFM
Local 802, yet at the same time, not
choking the singer or his message. A

his employment of trumpeter Freddie
Hubbard on "Zanziber," and his
flawless mixing create the image of artisan at work. In contemporary music, a

session choreographer of unexcelled
skill, Ramone's strings on "Honesty,"

Ramone and Joel simply cannot be
found.
R.S.

better producer-artist team than

Performance: Irreverent
Recording: Vibrant
Billy Joel can be constructive and
cutting as well. To this writer, that is
the essence of his art sophisticated
poetic imagery and instrumental
embellishments over a pose that is pure

-

street kid.
Joel went into this project with a
burden that afflicts all who paint
masterpieces. His previous work, The
Stranger, was a unique compendium of
supreme commercial and creative
vibrancy. Perhaps 52nd Street lacks
material as immediately communicative as "Just the Way You Are" or as
elegantly crafted as "She's Always A
Woman," yet hidden in the grooves rest
plentiful supplies of allegorical sarcasm
and slashing wit.
"Big Shot," unquestionably the new
disc's best tune, is another one of those
patented Joel put- downs -a rather
venomous attack on a name -dropping,
drug- taking hedonist whose lifestyle
encompasses representative degrees of
phoniness and plastic role playing.
Joel can, of course, sing a love song
without sounding wimpy. "Rosalinda's
Eyes" and "Until The Night" are both
tender encyclicals to treasured females.
These ballads are aided immeasurably

BILLY JOEL: A unique compendium
MODERN RECORDING
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A Complete Recording Control Center
For Every Music Lover.

The Sansui AX-7 Mixer with Reverb.

The Sansui AX- 7mixer

a unique new
component that is ideal for
every musician, audiophile
and serious recordist. With
an AX -7 you can create professional quality recordings
at home, using your existing
high fidelity components.
You don't have to spend
money to redesign your entire high fidelity system. You
can experience a whole new
world of recording for about
$300 (suggested retail price).
Mix up to 4 live or recorded sources and then
remix using 3 stereo tape
decks. Produce your own
demos and masters complete with sound effects.
The possibilities are
limitless. Combine the input from any of your
high fidelity components,such as your tuner
or amplified turntable, with musical instrument
pickup, vocal or any other source. You can
pan from leff to right or any point in between.
To add a new and unusual dimension
to your recordings you can add precisely conwith reverb

is

trolled amounts of reverberation to one or more of the
four main inputs. Add a lot,
add a little. It's your show.
Each input has its own
individual level control and
20dB switchable attenuator
to prevent overloading. You
may get carried away but
your AX -7 won't. For the optimum in tonal quality, the
AX -7's special adaptor circuits allow the insertion of
equalization, noise reduction, decoders and other
audio processing devices.
And the Sansui AX -7 mixer
with reverb is mountable in
any EIA standard -width rack.
Ready for a hands -on
demonstration of this unique
new component? Just see
your franchised Sansui dealer. He'll show you a
whole new world of musical pleasure.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071 Gardena, Ca. 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
In Canada: Electronic Distributors
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Sa.ts

platitudes; yet in this case, the plug is
most convincingly merited.
What earns Charly such raves is a
combination of factors different from
most merit -earning criteria. She
doesn't have an extremely technically
gifted, powerful wide -ranging voice;
even her vocal tones are not reflective
of the soulful emotion that the great
country distaff vocalists -Patsy Cline,
Barbara Mandrell, and Loretta Lynn
are noted for.
Charly's gift is that of a vocal timbre
which speaks of the quintessential
woman -child. Her voice is seductive and
cooing, but oh, so gentle and innocent.
"I'll Love Away Your Troubles For
Awhile" is the song of a hungry, yet

-

CHAR LY MCCLAIN: Irresistable

Performance: Brilliant
Recording: Excellent

GNARLY McCLAIN: Let Me Be Your
Baby. [Larry Rogers, producer; Larry
Rogers, Butch Carter, Lou Bradley, Ed
Hudson, Bob McGraw, Ron Reynolds,
engineers; recorded at Lyn Lou
Studios, Memphis, Tn.] Epic KE 35448.

In no uncertain terms, Char ly McClain is a brilliant artist. Rest assured
that I am usually not free with such

AUDIOARTS
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one -woman man, not promiscuous, just
lustful. "Come Take Care Of Me" is
another invitation which Charly's clear,
high -pitched voice makes difficult for
any man to resist.
Lost love, that affliction of the heart
since the Stone Age, is also portrayed
on such ditties as "You Can't Make
Love By Yourself" (although there
those who have been known to try it)
and the string -laden winsomeness of
"Take Me Back."
There are those who decry such ac-
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CONSIDER THIS: A parametric equalizer without low, mid
and high band restrictions. The Audioarts Engineering Model 4200
is a four section stereo parametric equalizer; each section is a dual
range filter. CONSIDER an equalizer that can handle full +20 dBm
studio levels, regardless of equalization setting, but which also has a
low -noise preamp input to allow musical instruments to plug
directly into those same studio effects. The Audioarts Engineering
Model 4200 is a professional no compromise parametric equaliza-

00
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211211272.12

four dual range filter sections
EQ bypass switch for each section
Master Equalization bypass switch
LED overload indicator
input gain control
line level input jack ( +20 dBm)

OCiM/9f

-

49`

instrument preamp input jack
line output jack ( +20 dBm into
600 0 load)
reciprocal equalization
31/2 inch rack mount
Model 4200 (stereo) price: $599
Model 4100 (mono) price: $335

tion system.

AUDIOARTS

ENGINEERING®

286 DOWNS ROAD, BETHANY, CT. 06525 203- 393-0887

Designed and built in U.S.A.
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tive production efforts as those taken
here as little more that efforts to crash
over into the pop, or pap, mainstream.
So what! I'd rather hear a distinctive
approach like Charly's anytime rather
than the programmed, Dolbyed and
EQ'ed to death wails of more famous
megastars.
R.S.
DAN FOGELBERG AND TIM WEISBERG: Twin Sons of Different Mothers.
[Dan Fogelberg and Tim Weisberg, producers; Marty Lewis, engineer; recorded
at Record Plant, Sausalito; Village Recorders, Westwood; Wally Heider Stu-

fast but rather inconsequential and
enigmatic song that seems almost cut of
place here.
The instrumentals are something
else, though. Fogelberg and Weisberg
play off each other with uncanny sensitivity and skill. They are, for the most
part, quietly exploring pure melody
here, and only on occasion do they nove
into higher gear and a quicker tempo.
"Intimidation" has a slight disco beat
for part cf the song, but it remains
primarily a Latin- flavored jazz piece for
flutes, guitars, piano and percussion.

You've Asked," and a Fogelberg original, "The Power of Gold."
The Holies' cover is the best cf the
three, with a catchy rhythm and Fogel berg's breathless voice that takes some
of the edge off. The very quality of his
voice that endears him to many female
admirers, however, harms the beauty of
the Collins song. Fogelberg adds a vulnerable hesitancy to the song that never
was apparent (or intended) in the selfassured reading by Collins. He also has

been overwhelmed by ;he orchestral
arrangement. "The Power of Gold" is a

Dr. Les Remsen has faith
in Quantum Mixers!
at.
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TIM WEISBERG: Uncanny sensitivity
dios, United Studios, A &M Studios, and
Sunset Sound, Los Angeles, Cal Full
Moon /Epic 35339.

Performance: A real musical treat
Recording: Crisp and well- executed

This is one of those albums that comes
along without much prior notice, settles
on a handful of appreciative listeners
and fades all too quickly into undeserved obscurity. Neither Fogelberg's
nor Weisberg's audiences are large
enough so that this will become a bestseller, but I can only hope that I am
proved wrong. Fogelberg has written
some of his most beautiful music, and he
and Weisberg have crafted a splendid
little album.
The album works best when the two
are involved in purely instrumental
music. Seven of the ten cuts are instrumental, and they are, needless to say,
played quite well. The three vocals are a
1966 Hollies song by Graham Nash,
Allan Clarke and Tony Hicks, "Tell Me
To My Face;" Judy Collins' "Since

nail Oil WON
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12 In, 8 Out

WHO IS LES REMSEN ... AND WHO CARES?
A while back, Les Remsen bought a Quantun QM -168 nixing board
z rd set up a small studio in 1-is church. Since that time, he's nade over
1m classical music albums fcr about half a dozen labels, plus assorted
(limos and audition tapes. nridentally, Les holds a Dr. of Musk in
ptrformance, was formerly first trumpet in the L.A. Philharmonic, rid
hads Avant Recoris.
LES CARES
He may not be reco -ding the Bee Gees or Peter Frampton (they have
their own Quantum boards), but Les Remsen wants every track he Lys
down to be the best. That's why he chose Quartum.
WE CARE
3ecause every arist wants his demo and master recordiep to meet
the highest professional standards, we build small Quantum xardswith
the same care that goes into our large studio consoles. We a so sell our
mixers at a price young artists and engineers can afford. Dr. Les Remsen
puts his faith in Quantum, and so do a lot of others on their Az. up. H3w
about you?

unnium
JDIO LABS, INC.
A

1)09 RIVERSIDE DR., GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
CIRCLE

35.-

911251

(213) 9.1 -0970
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"Lahaina Luna" is very similar.
But on "Lazy Susan," "Guitar Etude
#3" and "Paris Nocturne," the sound is
like a cushion. The first is a very crisp
Latin number that features a wordless
chorus by Fogelberg. "Etude" is the
kind of samba or bossa nova that Charlie Byrd plays, and it has the same
sound that Phil Bodner worked on in
the "Living Jazz" series. At times it
recalls Laurindo Almeida, Antonio Carlos Jobim, Gary McFarland or Herbie
Mann, with its subtle melody played
against icy percussion. "Paris Nocturne" is the most beautiful song on the
album, with its slow, classically styled
piano introduction and soft melody

DAN FOGELBERG: Vulnerable

VERSATILITY
... more than something
you just talk about.

played in the flute over a string setting.
The oboe phrase (also by Weisberg) over
the pizzicato is gorgeous, and the song
develops into a full -blown orchestrated
piece that has much the same effect as
Judy Collins' "Whales and Nightingales II" did on that album.
Fogelberg plays guitars and keyboards quite well throughout, and his
"Hurtwood Alley" shows that he knows
the same engineering techniques used
so well by Tom Scholz of Boston to
achieve a massed guitar sound. Weisberg, as usual, is just fine on flute, and
he also plays oboe and some percussion.
The two are joined by some skilled
accompanists-Andy Newmark and
Jim Keltner on drums, for example, and
Bobbye Hall on congas and percussion.
Don Henley of the Eagles provides vocal
harmony on "The Power of Gold" and
"Tell Me to My Face."
Fogelberg says on the back of the
album that this "constitutes collaboration, experimental in nature, between
Tim and (me) ... It is a chance to
stretch, an opportunity to grow and a
hell of a lot of fun." This is one reviewer
who would like to see more artists try
the same thing, and these two artists in
particular work on a sequel.
S.R.

THE WHO: Who Are You. [Glyn Johns
and Jon Astley, producers; Judy Szekeley, engineer; recording date and place
not listed.] MCA -3050.
Performance: Tragically
Recording: Deceptively
turn it up

The
6001 RB,

6201B and
8201B are just
three of a whole line of TAPCOdesigned and built mixers that make
versatility mean real, working-ability.
Mixers that have optimum flexibility
for both stage and studio.
TAPCO makes mixers for a host of applications: from basic sound
reinforcement to advanced multi -track recording (suited not only to

your needs, but your budget too!)' That's more than "talking"
versatility. That's TAPCO really making it happen.
Count on us. We're TAPCO, the Mixer People.

117APCO.
TECHNICAL AUDIO PRODUCTS CORPORATION

3810 -148th Ave. N.E. Redmond, WA 98052.206/883 -3510
'See your authorized TAPCO Dealer for more information on our complete line of
sound reinforcement recording mixers, power amplifiers and signal processors.
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promising
lightweight;

"New Song" starts this new Who album off on a different foot, and "Music
Must Change" stands near its thematic
core. Perhaps Pete Townshend has written some of these tunes in answer to
New Wave or disco or complacent rock making, or maybe he's just maneuvering The Who toward renewed acclaim
as rock's premier power dynamo-sixties anger refined and harnessed into
seventies productive musical energy.
Tragically, just as this giant of British
groups seemed poised for a kind of rebirth, drummer Keith Moon was found
dead in a London apartment. A shadow
is cast upon what will almost surely be
The Who's last album; a Who future
without the manic-comic Moon is, at
this point, impossible to picture.
Several cuts on Who Are You deal
directly with Townshend's creative
struggle for a new identity: in "905" he
resists the mass production of men,
MODERN RECORDING
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literal reality than just turning up the
volume. His songs are accomplished
with an unprecedented attempt at diversity and craftsmanship, employing
full orchestration at slightly odd junctures. Imagine The Who yielding to
French horns and strings! Indeed, your
first few listenings to the LP may prove
disconcerting, but Pete's imaginative
arranging eventually wins out over the
orchestral tendency to over -stylize. Unfortunately these phrasings and
rhythms are quite unusual in most in-

THE VNHO: This, their last evolution wiith Kelth Moon, will take some getting used to

minds and music; in "Sister Disco" he
bids farewell to a middle class craze;
with "New Song" and "Music Must
Change" he insists on flexibility; and
through "Guitar And Pen" he provides
the hope and the answer. Another street
anthem for this album to rally around is

"Had Enough," where Roger Daltrey
snarls in archetypically direct Who
fashion that he's "... had enough of
being nice."
Parts of Who Are You rock with a
vengeance, but Townshend is more concerned with exposing the hard edge of

stances.
The Who's last important artistic evolution, way back on Who's Next, was
easier to handle. Who Are You tries
something different by risking the
group's hard rock identity on delicate
chamber piano ( "Guitar And Pen ") and
pretty, string-laden ballads ( "Love Is
Coming Down "). Its possible that some
of these tunes would eventually prove
ineffective onstage, or that "Sister
Disco" and other cuts will lose a degree
of relevancy. But there are plenty of
classic Who moves here -often with a
twist -and if this album must serve as a
final chapter in the story of a great rock
and roll band, then we'll just have to get
used to it.
R.H.

b«ud andco#tue,t.

Conquer dis ortion, defeat clipping
clean up your mix.
Bi -am o'ificafon or tri- a-nolif Dation
with Yamola's -1030 frequencwdividing networ< can take you a long
way dowi the road to aucic oerection
By sercratin3 high, mic and low
frequencies be-ore amplif catior, the
F -1030 increases efficiency and read room to the point where you need
fewer arrplifier; and speacer produce the same sound level. What's
more, by dividir g the sourd for savera
amplifier; and many sets of sped ers,
the F -103) eliminates the cost cf
individual passive crossovers
1

Con-rot your own! fini <e other
div c inc networks, Yamaha's F -1030 offe s
dB- tjlibra-eddetented =oraols on
bol- inputs aid outputs, as well as tram,
former- oup Ec XLR and stcrdard
phone iac< ccrnectors. -wehe selectable crossove- frequencies -ange
from 25)Hz to 311-1z, with your :hoice of
42cß/ octave c r 18dB! octave slopes
plue a switc hable 40Hz 12áB /octave hi' i-

pacsfilter.
Use with coriidence! No ee and
distortion are
ext nct The
Yamaha F -103) .will drive a fu --24cBr(12.3 vo t) cutpi- into a 630 oim load.
P w+l also
at input level. to +32cE.
I

There's just not enouc i Korn here
to give you -he whole stcry.5o send ttri:
ad along with hree dollars (Please,
certified check or money order only,.
No cash or personal the :<.J We'I,
rush you the F -1030 operatic-1 manual
Or better yet see your Ycm aia dea Er.

YAMAHA
Musical Instrument Combc Dsion
6600 Orangethorpe Avenue
Buena Park. CA 90620.
Write: P.O. Box 6600. Buenc Pa k. CA 9Cá2:
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Voice Studios, South Pekin, Ill.; date not
listed.] LMI 1010.
Performance: Musical self-indulgence
Recording: Finely balanced
truly

-a

exceptional recording
MOSAIC: Mosaic. [Producer not listed;
Bill Olszewski, engineer; Harry Gilling,
assistant engineer; recorded at Golden

The late Joe Venuti once characterized the sort of self indulgence that goes

MOSAIC: Who's carrying the ball?

DIRTY

with free form jazz by comparing it to a
football game in which everybody's trying to carry the ball. Everybody's off on
their own trip at the same time and
nobody's relating to anyone else. That's
why I'm so surprised to hear one of these
avant-garde contemporary bands sound
like each member is aware of what's
going on around him. The literature
which came with this recording would
seem to indicate that Mosaic is something of a communal band which may
account for the fact that the individual
players seem to relate to each other.
Unfortunately I find little of value in
what they have to play or sing with one
glaring exception, the funky modern
clarinet work of Michael Smith (especially on Neal Robinson's "I'm Just A
Primitive Bebop Caveman ").
Probably the least enjoyable, for me,
feature of this band are the vocalists
who range from grating (in the case of
Catherine J. Hall) to the sort of choir
boy purity that started with the Buffalo
Springfield and peaked in the era of
Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young and Whatever. Otherwise there's some promising
work from Johnse Holt on acoustic
twelve string guitar and some interesting electric bass work by Glenn Schuetz

P.A. PALACE
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Topco Specialists in TASCAM multi -track recording,
AKG
we offer all the equipment, plans, advice and
Shure
consultation you'll need to make your studio or
Beyer system deliver professional results.
Yamaha

JBL

Crown
Otani
SAE

DBX

OUT OF STATE CALL TOLL FREE 1- 800-241 -6128
2631 Buford Hwy. /Atlanta, Georgia 30024 Call 404 -636 -3044
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GETTING BEHIND BGW
Even Crown and Yamaha
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Passive airflow

155 Watts /ch.
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YAMAHA
F2200 200 Watts /ch.
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Passive
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The big guns of
Here they are
professional amplification: The respected
Crown DC300A, The cosmetically impressive
Yamaha P2200, And BGW's new,
no- nonsense 750B /C.
Top -of- the -line professional power
amplifiers from the industry's most respected
manufacturers. All boasting impressive
reputations. All costing about $1,000.
The table reveals the specifications.*
You decide which one is best.

THE RIELIABILITY FACTOR
Above all else, professional musicians and
audio engineers want to know two things
about their power amplifiers: How
dependably they function under extreme
conditions, and how well they interface with
other components.
BGW's new 750 Series amplifiers have
taken the lead in both areas. Twenty (20)
output transistors as opposed to Crown's 16
and Yamaha's 12 provide a Safe Operating
Area unmatched by either the DC300A or
the P2200. While both Crown and Yamaha
rely on passive "convection" cooling, the
extensive heat sinks on BGW's pro amps are
cooled by forced air for reliable, continuous
performance even on the hottest outdoor
concert stages. Unique new arc- interrupting
not just the
circuitry protects speakers

-

fpRiyO

fR`r?jgL 0Ff

tipF

e1

Ciqt,`/f

ryf900
VCE

LfY.

Forced air cooling Active arcfor 2 massive
interrupting
removable modules circuitry

BGW

750 B/C

Co1,r

M1r,1,

Front panel
magnetic
Modular all
circuit breaker Teflon wiring

None
provided

Rear panel
fuse only

Hard -wired,
non -modular

None
provided

Rear panel

Hard -wired,
non- modular

fuse only

Relay operated
transient delay
Full complimentary
circuitry

999
SI099
S

0.02%

None

Quasicomplimentary

Not specified"

None

Full complimentary

Not specified 51095

-

from catastrophic
amplifiers themselves
DC offset.
Like all BGW amplifiers, the 7506 and C
feature modular construction and
front -panel circuit -breakers rather than hard
wiring and cumbersome rear-panel fuses. The
result: Maintenance is easier both onstage
when time and tempers
and in the studio
can be very short.

-

CLARITY AND PRESENCE

Now that audible Harmonic and
Intermodulation Distortion have been all
but eliminated from professional power
amplifiers, Transient Intermodulation
Distortion (TIM) has become important.
Neither Crown nor Yamaha specifies TIM
levels whereas TIM specs for BGW's 750's
Series are published with the greatest of
pride. The 750B and C consequently produce
clearer, warmer, and more open sound.
Pros will also appreciate another BGW
exclusive: A delay circuit that eliminates all
transient "thumps" when the 750B and C are
activated. Neither Crown nor Yamaha has
anything like it.
POWER
This is where BGW really leaves the
competition behind. While the Crown
DC300A and the Yamaha P2200 are rated at
CIRCLE 76 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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S

919

- Model 750C

- Model

75CB

`"

1978

1974
1976

watts, respectively, BGW's
750B/C delivers a full 225 watts per channel
into 8 ohms,* * leaving the competition behind
entirely at 4 ohms, with a whopping 360
watts. Only BGW has FTC rated 4 ohm
power specifications.
Both the DC300A and the P2200 are good
power amplifiers by conventional standards.
But real recording pros don't deal with
convention.
They get behind BGW.
Because the competition already is.
155 and 200

'Based on manufacturers' published specifications and prices
available 7/ I /78.
"BOW 7508 /C FTC Specification! 225 watts minimum sine
wave continuous average power output per channel with both
channels driving 8 ohm loads over a power band from 20Hz to
20kHz. The maximum Total l tawnonic Distortion at any power
level from 250 milliwatts to 225 watts shall be no more than 0.1%.
Includes optional HM8 -7 Handles
520.00, not shown I

""

Gel Behind Us
BGW Systems, INC.
13130

S.

Yukon Avenue

Hawthorne, California 90250
In Canada: Omnlmedia Corp., 9653 Cote de Liesse
Dorval, Quebec I-19P 1A3
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lost among a lot of routine playing of
little distinction.
As far as Fi goes it's really good and
well balanced ... too bad the group
J.K.
doesn't have more to say.
BILL EVANS: New Conversations.
[Helen Keane, producer; Frank Laico,
engineer; recorded at Columbia 30th
Street Studios, New York, N.Y., during
January and February, 1978.] Warner
Brothers BSX 3177.

4Nks-"
AX)

Performance: Worth the effort
Recording: Faultless

It

would take someone more versed
psychiatry than me to understand
what it is about Bill Evans that enables
him to split his personality two (or even
three) ways and be his own partner in
piano chamber music situations. The
fact remains that he's done it successfully in the albums Conversations
With Myself and Further Conversations and now this latest effort on
Warner Brothers.
The gimmick here is that some of the
selections are duets, some are trios, and
one, the least interesting to me, is a
plain, undubbed piano solo.
The idea of duo -pianists is an old one.
They were frequently found in cocktail
bars and in the pit of summer theatres
in place of full orchestras during the
days of my youth. Lately they've fallen
by the wayside because it takes two
players with the lack of ego that is required to play for each other as well as
themselves. By being his own partner
Evans solves this problem and has complete control over the situation
there's no inner tension or conflict.
Needless to say everything Bill Evans
does fits perfectly with everything Bill
Evans does. With the addition of a third
piano, things can get a little bit busy (as
they sometimes do here), but it doesn't
seem to get in the way as often as I'd
have expected.
Bill Evans includes a lot of his own
material and while some of it, particularly "Maxine," is delightful, it
doesn't come up to some of the pop
tunes he's chosen such as Cy Coleman's
"I Love My Wife" which opens -and
highlights side two of the album.
Bill's biggest problem at various
stages of his career has been his own
seriousness and the intensity of his
playing. After a period of playing
candlelight- and -wine romanticism, he
got into such a classical bag that the
only word used to describe Bill Evans in
those days was cerebral. There's still a
in
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MODEL 50

Professional Power Amplifier

The Model 50 delivers 50 watts per channel into 8 ohms. With its dual
power supply, specially designed heat sink and transformers, the
Model 50 is the most powerful amplifier in a 13/4" high package. Write
for details or ask your
UNI-SYNC dealer for UNI -SYNC.
A

)

(805) 497 -0766
742 Hampshire RoadlWestlake, California 91361
Lint -Sync Div. of BSR (Canada) Ltd.. 26 Clairville Rd. Rexdale. Ontario M9W5T9 (415) 675 -2402
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lot of that in his playing, more so in his
composing, but while his music is not instantly accessible to the casual listener,
I think anyone with courage enough to
dig deeply into repeated hearings of
this music will be amply rewarded by
the pleasure received. It's an effort

-but it's worth the effort.

J.K.

mikes by mall?
why not?
MIKE SHOP'S mail- order -only policy
means top value on new nome -brand
THE

microphones and accessories.

MICROPHONES BY:

DIAHANN CARROLL WITH THE
DUKE ELLINGTON ORCHESTRA
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF
MERCER ELLINGTON: A Tribute To
Ethel Waters. [Michael Robert

Phillips, producer; Thomas

G.

Stockham, digital audio specialist;
Allen Sides, John Neal, Bruce
Rothaar, Robert B. Ingebretsen, John
Meyer, Stan Ricker, Phil Cross,
George Bennet, Les Cooper, Chris
McNary and Michael Carnavale,
engineers; recorded at Filmways/
Heider Recording, Los Angeles, Ca.]
Orinda ORC 400.

SONY
SHURE
NEUMANN
AKG
EV
SENNHEISER

I'm not going to pretend that I
understand the Soundstream Digital
recording system designed by Thomas
G. Stockham. I can only say that the experiences I've had with recordings
made the Soundstream way have been
almost beyond belief. This is no exception and it will undoubtedly become a
showpiece for those who enjoy showing
off their sound systems. But what is
even more important is the music on
this record.
Let's begin by admitting that
Diahann Carroll is not a jazz
singer -but neither was Ethel Waters.
Ethel Waters was a show biz personality more in a class with Ethel Merman,
Sophie Tucker, and the like and that's a
mighty fine class to be in. But her innate good taste and ability to communicate plus a most uncommon ability
to pick the best songs endeared her to
many jazz musicians including the late
Duke Ellington whose son Mercer
spends a great deal of space in the liner
notes writing about Pop and Ethel so
much so that he doesn't bother to list
the excellent soloists whose work
spices this LP. Especially in the two instrumental tracks, "Sweet Georgia
Brown" and "St. Louis Blues," this information is of vital importance.
"Sweet Georgia" features the very
distinctive boppish piano of Mike Lang
and "St. Louis Blues" features the ex-

the background music virttafly untouched!
Not an equalizer! We can prove it works on
the phone. Write for a brochure and demo
COST: $195.00
record.

ECHO

REVERS

AUDIO- TECHNICA
MIKE CABLE

- NOW IN COLORS!
Green

Blue

Red

Yellow
White
Grey
Finest quality double -shielded Neumann
cable in bulk or ready -mode with
connectors, at surprisingly low prices!

- Famous Switchcraft QG
series and the new Swiss -made NEUTRIK
CONNECTORS
professional

3 -pin

connectors with unique

twist -to -lock strain relief
Help

Performance: A heartfelt emotional
tribute to a great artist
Recording: Flawless

mow:

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST
STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal FJBminaor can
actually remove most or all of a silo ocalist
from a standard stereo record and yet leave
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keep your prices down.
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informotion. Package prices ovoiloble.
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We do it BETTER FOR LESS
Whether your interest is in using
ambiance for a concert hall eifeca er as an
echo chamber for studio recording use, we
manufacture a broad line of sophisticated
analog delay Echo and Reverberation
devices at prices whict-, only_ direct sales
make possible. Prices from $159 to $495.
Write for a brochure and demo record. Include $1 to cover costs (refunded with order.)

Write to: L T

_the mike sho
11003
PO BOX 366 -M, ELMONT, N
A

DIVISION
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Sound, Dept
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Decatur, GA 30031
Phone: 4404) 284-5155
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MODEL 100

Professional Power Amplifier

-

Headlining the Professional Amplifier marketplace is the Model 100
which delivers 100 watts into 8 ohms. Ruggedly built to hardle
the road and easy to service. The Model 100 features a dual power
supply which delivers more UNI-SYNC actual sound power to you.
dealer for Uni -Sync.
Write for details or ask your

k.)
A BSR COMPANY

742 Hampshire Road /Westlake, California 91361
(805) 497-0766
Uni -Sync Div. of BSR (Canada) Ltd., 26 Clairville Rd.. Rexdale. Ontario M9W5T9 (416) 675 -2402
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A SUPERB
SOUND SOLUTION!
In strumentVoicing

rreamplifier

the japanEsE-amcl2ican Jazz exchange
the really PRO preamp!
Until now preamps just didn't have
enough features to satisfy everyone.
But the new IVP is much more than
just another preamp! It's designed for
ALL instruments. The EQUALIZER
has SIX bands for fabulous voicing
control. You can even create custom
effects patching with the TWO EFFECTS LOOPS! The unique TUBE
VOICE circuit is like having your own
monster tube amp in a little black box
only better! You select the amount
of tube sound and switch it on whenever you wish. Three choices of
outputs -like having a built -in
DIRECT BOX!
.

TRY ONE TODAY!
professional dealers everywhere

at

untersound
.. :.
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DLANK TAPES & ACCESSORIES
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By Nat Hentoff
The only disadvantage of the rising
success of the Toshiko Akiyoshi-Lew
Tabackin big band is that the band's
primary composer and arranger-as
well as its up -front leader-has had
little exposure recently as a pianist.
Toshiko sharply rations her solos with
the big band, having so much else to do,
and she seldom takes gigs with a trio
these nights. Yet, Toshiko remains one
of the more freshly imaginative pianists
in jazz; and so, Concord Jazz has done us
a special boon by issuing Finesse, the
first album in years on which she can be
extensively heard as a soloist.
More than twenty years ago, when
she first came here from Japan, Toshiko
quickly disproved the notion that only
American -born players could swing authoritatively. Since then, her beat,
while no less sure and flowing, has
become even crisper and more resilient.
On uptempo numbers, moreover, there
is a full -bodied and yet graceful thrust,
added to unfailing lucidity of design,
that makes her work delightfully easy
to absorb though it is by no means
simplistic. And Toshiko has evolved
into a ballad player of exceptional evocative powers -as in "You Go To My
Head" and "American Ballad." Unexpected, and utterly charming, is a modern transformation of Jelly Roll Morton's "Mr. Jelly Lord" -an example of a
resurrection route Toshika ought to
travel more often.
Bassist Monty Budwig and drummer
Jake Hanna are paradigms of subtlety
and taste. The recording is spacious,

with just about perfect balance.
Back in Toshiko's once and former
home, jazz continues to attract huge
audiences, including record buyers.
And such labels as Nippon Columbia

have been producing sets here of unusual quality for home consumption. One,
Soran- Bushi, B.H., focuses on the undersung tenor saxophonist Billy Harper
who has been with, among others, Art
Blakey, Gil Evans, Thad Jones -Mel
Lewis, and the perennially challenging
Max Roach.
Harper has a huge tone, a lashing
beat, and an almost overwhelming
authoritativeness of conception. As
fiercely magnetic as he can be on swift
swingers, Harper is also-as on the unaccompanied "Loverhood "
probingly
thoughtful, tender spinner of romantic
melodies. And one full, sometimes volcanic, side is devoted to a venerarle
Japanese fisherman's work song,
"Soran-Bushi B.H." The accompaniment, as strong and resourceful as
Harper, is provided by trumpeter Everett Hollins, pianist Harold Mabern,
bassist Greg Maker, and drummers
Horace Arnold and Billy Hart.
This, and other Nippon Columbia sessions, are now available here on the
Denon label, both in audio stores and
through Discwasher, Inc., 1407 North
Providence Road, Columbia, Missouri
65201. The recording technique is digital-PCM (Pulse Code Modulation)which does indeed result in a startlingly
clear and clean sound, a°-mast entirely
free of background noise and variations
in signal strength. It's all the more
impressive when applied to such searing, explosive sounds as Billy Harper's.

-a

TOSHIKO AKIYOEHI: Finesse. [Carl E.
Jefferson, producer; Phl Edwards, engineer.] Concord Jazz CJ -69.
BILLY HARPER: rorar- Bushi, B.H.
[Yoshio Ozawa, producer; Jim McCurdy,
engineer.] Denon YX- 7522 -ND.

33 Park Row, New York City, 10038 (212) 732 -8600
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cellent work of reknowned California based musician Victor Feldmen, who
doubles on piano and vibes. Both these
facts are happily supplied by the people
at Orinda Records when requested.
As for Diahann Carroll, she's carrying on the Ethel Waters tradition admirably. She may not be as bold and
brazen in her sound as Waters was in
the 1920s but these are different times
and different audiences with different
images in mind. I would criticize the inclusion of one song which, to the best of
my knowledge was not associated with
Ethel Waters. "My Man" may well have
been in Ethel's repertoire but the song
was made popular by and primarily
associated with Fannie Brice. There are
songs, such as "Taking A Chance On
Love," which were hits for Ethel
Waters but are not included in this
album. That's my only real criticism of
either the music or recording. Diahann
Carroll shows her love for Ms. Waters,
especially in her moving rendition of
the two songs most frequently
associated with Ethel Waters, "Am I
Blue" and "Suppertime." How nice it is
to hear a singer remember that the
verse is as important a part of the song
as the chorus.
J.K.

MODERN RECORDING

Now you Can
afford the best

BUY SELL TRADE

PRODUCTS
EQUIPMENT
SERVICES

MN

CLS offers the best in professional
lighting and sound equipment at the
lowest prices available anywhere.
We sell directly to the public,
eliminating any middlemen profits
and passing the savings on to you.

Lighting

Classified Rates
75c per word

Fresnel Spotlights
Footswitches
Color Filters
Dimmers

Sound
Front Loaded Horns
Monitors
Speakers

Racks

Minimum 10 words. Copy
must be received at Modern
Recording, 14 Vanderventer Avenue, Port Washing ton,N.Y. 11050 by the 1st
day of the 2nd month prior
to cover date (for example,
the April issue closes February 1st). Payment must
accompany order. Phone
numbers count as word.
Zip codes are free.

Steel Rack Cabinets
Blank & Vented Panels

Hardware
Speaker Cable
Steel Corners
Shielded Snake Cable
Vinyl Covering
Connectors & Jacks
Grill Cloth
Handles
Kits
Speaker Cabinets
Snakes

Creative

1

& Sound corporator,
1145 Highbrook Street
P.O. Box 360
Akron, Ohio 44309
216- 434 -3468

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
$ 00.00 per column inch
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Call or write for our free catalog.
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JOE VENUTI: Jazz Violin. [No producer listed; no engineer listed;

recorded in unspecified studio in
Milan, Italy, in 1974.] Vanguard VSD
79405.

TROUPER

Performance: Virtuosity defined
Recording: Appropriate

Joe Venuti's gone now. He leaves a
legacy as the first to legitimize the jazz
violin. As with any new movement, his
transformations of an until then "traditional" instrument (i.e. classical music
only) in the twenties were greeted with
scorn from those that thought that the
axe should be left to Mozart and Bach
renderings, not to a form of music then
associated with bordellos and similarly
evil venues.
Venuti, however, was an ideal torchbearer; his considerable classical training provided him with sufficient chops
to be conversant in almost any medium.
He gave us five decades of his brilliance; not shifting and changing too
much; but standing steady as a rock
while lesser violinists rose and faded in
a comparative wink of an eye.
Jazz Violin is by no means definitive
Venuti. As fodder for eulogies, it barely
suffices. There are, however, no slip-
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The Trouper has become an industry standard in the short time since
its inception. Serviceable, expandable, easy to operate yet sophisticated, the Trouper has several outstanding features that set it apart
from other mixers, such UNI-SYNC as a solo system, multiple
inputs and in /out jacks on
each channel. Write for
details or ask your dealer
1 for Trouper.
I

I

Io

A E35R COMPANY

(805) 497 -0766
742 Hampshire Road /Westlake, California 91361
Uni -Sync Div. of BSR (Canada) Ltd., 26 Clairville Rd., Rexdale, Ontario M9W5T9 (416) 675 -2402
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SAN DIEGO

When today's music conscious society made recording the new art of self- expression, the RIA
created the nationally acclaimed ten week course, entitled Modern Recording Techniques, in the
art of multi -track recording. All classes are conducted on location at 16 and 24 track recording
facilities. Under the guidance of professional recording engineers as instructors, the students sea,
hear, and apply the techniques of recording utilizing modern state of the art equipment. The course
includes: mono, stereo, multi -track (4, 8, 16 track) magnetic tape recorders -theory and operation:
microphones -basic theory and operation; control console- function and operation; overdubbing
principles, echo techniques, equalization and limiting principles, multi -track "mixdown" principles
(16 track to 2 track stereo); and tape editing techniques. The course concludes with live recording
sessions so that the student may apply the techniques learned. The RIA is the largest and most
respected network of studios offering musicians and creative audio enthusiasts the chance to
experience the new world of creative recording.
,

FOR INFORMATION ON RIA'S MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES COURSE,
CALL OUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES:
AMES, IOWA
A & R Recording Studio
(5151 232 -2991

CLEVELAND, OHIO

ATLANTA, GA
Apogee Recording Studios
14041522-8460
BALTIMORE. MD,
Sheffield Rec's Ltd., Inc.
(301) 628.7260

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
Ta pe Mas ters
(317) 849-0905

PADUCAH, KY.
Audio Creations
(502) 898-6746

COLUMBUS. OHIO
Mus -1 -Col Rec g
(614) 267-3133

KNOXVILLE, TN.

PHILADELPHIA, PA,
Starr Recordings
(215) 925 -5265

DALLAS, TEXAS
Sound One

L.A.! ORANGE COUNTY, CA,

Agency Recording
(216) 621 -0810

(214) 742-2341

BIRMINGHAM, AL.

DENVER, COLO.

Solid Rock Sound
12051854 -4180

Applewood Studios
(303) 279-2500

CHARLOTTE

N.C.

Reflection Studio
(704) 377 -4596
CHICAGO. ILL,

Universal Recording Studios
(312) 642 -6465

Thunderhead Sound
(615) 5463006

United Audio
(714) 547-5466
NEW HAVEN, CT.
Trod Nossel Productions

(203) 269-4465

DETROIT, MICH.
Recording Institute
(3131779 -1380

NEW YORK, N.V.
RIA

HOUSTON. TEXAS
Wells Sound Studios

NORTHERN N. Y. STATE

(713) 688-8067

PHEONIX & TUCSON. ARIZ.
Lee Furr Studios

(602) 792-3470
PITTSBURGH. PA.
Audio Innovators
1412) 391 -6220
RICHMOND. VA.
Alpha Audio

(804) 358-3852

(212) 582 -0400

Michele Audio
(315) 769-2448

SEATTLE, WASH.

Holden, Hamilton
Et Roberts Recording
(206) 632 -8300
TULSA & OKLA CITY. OC:
Ford Audio and Acousnr,.

a

(405) 525-3343

HAWAII
Audissey Sound
(808) 521 -6791
CANADIAN
REPRESENTATIVES
MONTREAL, ONT.
RIA

(212) 582-0400
OTTAWA, ONT.
MARC Productions

(613) 741 -9851
SANTEE /SAN DIEGO, CA.
Natural Sound
(714) 448 -6000
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TORONTO. ONT.
Phase One Recording SL,dio

(416) 291 -9553

pages here; standards are maintained;
structurings range through some of the
best Hoagy Carmichael and George
Gershwin, with the later composer aptly represented via a lengthy medley of
such hits as "American In Paris," S'
Wonderful," and "I Got Rhythm." Opportunities are presented for Venuti to
sport varied parlances, ranging from
gleeful to somber.
The main problem of the platter is
also its main gift. There really isn't
enough violin; we are given many
clockwork solos on the part of cohorts.
However, these accomplices play
adroitly and should be noted. Sante
Palumbo's meditative, bluesy piano on

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

r

Roi:

Planning to move? Please let us know six
weeks in advance so you won't miss a single
issue of MODERN RECORDING. Attach old
label and print new address in space provided.
Also include your mailing label whenever you
write concerning your subscription to insure
prompt service on your inquiry.
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Attach

"Georgia

On My Mind," Paolo
Tamerelli's slow, stalking tenor sax attack, and Joe Cusamanno's bop guitar

4

vamps throughout provide the auditor
with a delicious feeling of discovery. R.S.
N
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SOUNDTRACK

KEAS
ELECTRONI CS, INC.
210 W. MAIN

CHANUTE

<ANSAI 6E720

PHONE (316 '31 -0400

ORIGINAL CAST: Ain't Misbehavin'.
[Thomas Z. Shepard, producer; Jay
David Saks, associate producer; Paul
Goodman, engineer; recorded at RCA
Studio "C," New York, N.Y., June 8, 12
and 15, 1978.] RCA CBL2 2965.

MODERN RECORDING Magazine
14

Vanderventer Ave

TROUPER
STEREO

with matinees on Wed-

nesday and Saturday
Recordings: RCA's Red Seal finest

that thirty -five years after
his death they still remember and
they're flocking to see this show, the
brainchild of Richard Maltby, Jr. whose
father had us all dancing and marching
in the 50s and 60s.
It's too bad that Fats Waller couldn't
have lived to see the day that it happened. It would have made him feel happy
by the fact

111150
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Performance: Just like they do it on
Broadway every night.

Before he passed away December
15th, 1943, Thomas "Fats" Waller
wrote enough good tunes that an entire
Broadway show has been built around
his music and the surface has hardly
been scratched. There were the show
tunes that Fats wrote for the Broadway
stage, the pop tunes that Fats wrote far
the record and radio audiences, the jazz
tunes that Fats wrote for Fats, and the
funny tunes that Fats wrote for a war torn world that needed something to
laugh about.
How well Fats Waller's music worked on all his various audiences is shown

Port Washtogtcn. N Y
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Trouper Stereo. the Live Performer", doubles as a recording board.
Expands to 18 inputs via a ten input expander module. Each channel
has house and echo
pots, a metered
UNI -SYNC pan
Write for details or ask
solo system and more
your dealer for Trouper.
I
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A BSR COMPANY

742 Hampshire Road /Westlake, California 91361
(805) 497 -0766
Uni -Sync Div. of BSR (Canada) Ltd., 26 Clairville Rd., Rexdale, Ontario M9W5T9- (416) 675-2402
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John Woram's
The Recording
Studio Handbook
FO? RECORD\G E\G\EFRSI
TECHNCA\S ANS ADOPHILES
The technique of creative sound recording has never been more complex than it is today. The proliferation of new
devices and techniques require the recording engineer to
operate on a level of creativity somewhere between a
technical superman and a virtuoso knob -twirler. This is a
difficult and challenging road. But John Woram's new book
will chart the way.
The Recording Studio Handbook is an indispensable guide.
It is the audio industry's first complete handbook that deals
with every important aspect of recording technology.

Here are the eighteen chapters:

The Decibel
Sound

Microphone Design
Microphone Technique
Loudspeakers
Echo and Reverberation
Equalizers
Compressors, Limiters
and Expanders
Flanging and Phasing
Tape and Tape Recorder
Fundamentals

Magnetic Recording Tape
The Tape Recorder
Tape Recorder

Alignment
Noise and Noise
Reduction Principles
Studio Noise Reduction
Systems
The Modern Recording
Studio Console
The Recording Session
The Mixdown Session

In addition, there is a 36 -page glossary,
five other valuable appendices.

a

bibliography and
MODERN RECORDING MAGAZINE
14 Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050

901C

_

John Woram is the former Eastern vice president of the
Audio Engineering Society, and was a recording engineer at
RCA and Chief Engineer at Vanguard Recording Society. He
is now president of Woram Audio Associates.

Yes! Please send
copies of The Recording Studio Handbook
at $35.00 each. On 15-day approval.
Name

This hard cover text has been selected by several universities
for their audio training programs. With 496 pages and
hundreds of illustrations, photographs and drawings, it is an
absolutely indispensable tool for anyone interested in the
current state of the recording art.

Address

City /State /Zip
Total Amount
N.Y.S. Residents add appropriate sales tax

coupon at the right to order your copy of The
Recording Studio Handbook. The price is only $35.00, sent
to you with a 15 -day money -back guarantee.
Use the

Enclosed in payment for $
Outside U.S.A. add $2.00 for postage
L
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and proud to see this kind of review
built around his music rather than having
his music adapted to the situations
presented in the script of a Broadway
show. It's too bad for us as well because
nobody sang, played or clowned Fats
Waller's music better than Fats
himself. All due respect to the artists
involved here (at least one of them, Ken
Page, is a real find), but it just ain't
Fats Waller. Even in his heydey Fats
Waller found a great source of fame and
revenue in versions of his songs performed by the pop artists of the day.
Gene Austin, the Boswell Sisters,
George Burns and Lena Horne all availed
themselves of Fats' songwriting genius.
You must remember that Fat's appeal was to a broader spectrum than
simply the limited audience attracted
to jazz in those days. It's important to

realize that fact because Ain't
Misbehavin' is not basically a jazz show.
There is a band onstage and they can,
and do occasionally, play hot. But mostly
this is a very slick revue with some fine
ensemble singers doing as many Fats
Waller songs (and songs by other
writers which Fats performed frequently) as they could possibly cram into a Broadway show. Of course the
classic hits like "Honeysuckle Rose"
and "Ain't Misbehavin" are expected to
be in a show like this. Less expected are
such little known Waller trivia as "The
Ladies Who Sing With The Band" and
"Find Out What They Like" plus such
re- workings as the lyrics written by
Richard Maltby, Jr. to such Waller instrumentals as "Handful Of Keys" and
"Jitterbug Waltz." The singers, as individuals, are not always the ones I'd
like to hear. I miss a female voice whe
can really cream a ballad the way Lene
Horne often did with Fats' material. I
missed the period antics of Gene Austin
as he went for a really high note on the
last chorus of "I've Got A Feeling I'm
Falling." But as an ensemble interacting with each other to get the music
and the spirit of Fats Waller across to
an audience, I can't fault anyone.
RCA's Red Seal team got it all down
pat. Names like Thomas Shepard and
Paul Goodman are usually seen on
recordings by Vladimir Horowitz or
Eugene Ormandy and it's about time
that somebody at RCA took the care
with pop and jazz music that they do
with the classics. It's certainly better

than the old days when they'd throw
Fats in the studio with his band and tell
'em to get hot -and hope the engineer
managed to catch everything.
J.K.

DON'T MISS OUT
on back issues
of MR!
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Just send $2.00 plus $.50 for postage and
handling per issue to:

John Simonton's time - proven
design provides two envelope
generators VCA, VCO Cr VCF in
a low cost, easy to use package.
Use alone with its built -in ribbon
controller or modify to use with guitar,
electronic piano, polytonic keyboards, etc.
The perfect introduction to electronic
music and best of all, the Gnome is only
$59.95 in easy to assemble kit form. Is it
any wonder why we've sold thousands?

Modern Recording
Back Issues Dept.
14 Vanderventer Avenue
Port Washington, N.Y. 111050

Check Box:
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Dec. 1978
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Sorry! All other back issues are out of print.
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Send GNOME MICRO- SYNTHESIZER Kit
(559.95 plus $2.00 postage)
GNOME MICRO -SYNTHESIZER
(Fully Assembled) $100.00 plus $2 postage
Send FREE CATALOG

name:
address:
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City
State

state:

am

BAC/ VISA

L

Zip

zip.

card no.

MC
BEPT.1

MR

1020

WILSHIRE, OKLAHOMA CITY, OR
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731118
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PMS-1

Professional Metering System

Winky Blinky to light up and indicate precise amplifier status. The
PMS -1 is a peak reading meter fully calibratable and adjustable for
line level as well as a power indicator. Write for details or ask your
dealer for PMS -1
UNI -SYNC
.

A BSR COMPANY

(805) 497-0766
742 Hampshire Road /Westlake, California 91361
Uni -Sync Div. of BSR (Canada). Ltd., 26 Clairville Rd., Rexdale, Ontario M9W5T9 (416) 675 -2402
CIRCLE 58 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AMPEX AUDIO RECORDERS: Nine AG 440
mono in console $1,7500.00; one 600 mono
portable $550.00; one 300 2 -track completely
rebuilt electronics w/solid state preamp
$1,100.00. All in excellent condition. Contact
Rod Hall (213) 577 -5400.
A 140-page comprehensive directory listing

names, addresses, and phone numbers of
every major record company, publishers,
booking agents, managers and independent
record producers. Also, sample contract
forms for each. All for $4.95. R.I.A., 15 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y. 10023.
If you have an 8 or 16 track studio, and are interested in becoming a licensed representative for R.I.A.'s Modern Recording Techniques courses, call or write: Mr. P. Gallo,
R.I.A., 15 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y.
10023 (212) 582 -3680. A Large profit potential with low operating costs.

Tascam, Teac, Sound Workshop, Nakamichi,
Otari, dbx, MXR, Dynaco, ADS, Eventide, EV,
Shure, Maxell, Ampex, AKG Pro, Beyer, UREI,
Stax, Sennheiser, Tapco, Crown, Orban /Parasound and more! Send for price quotes.
ZIMET PRO AUDIO, Dept. MR, 1038 Northern
Blvd., Roslyn, N.Y. 11576.
PRO SOUND EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST experienced in P.A., disco, studio recording,

and commercial sound sales and installation.
Exceptional job opportunity in South Florida
with all company benefits. Send resumes to:
ACE MUSIC CENTER, INC., 13630 W. Dixie
Highway, North Miami, Fl. 33161.
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Send for our catalog of studio, musical and
stereo equipment: Tascam, EV, Technics,
BiAmp, BGW, C-V, dbx, Kelsey, SFW, Tangent, more. Recording Sound Co., 1871
Seminole Trail, Charlottesville, Va. 22901.
(804) 973 -1110.
MIKES BY MAIL! Lavaliers to shotguns
Shure, E.V., Audio Technica, Sennheiser,
Sony Lays. 15c stamp brings price quote,
flyer. THE MIKE SHOP, BOX 366 -M, Elmont,
N.Y. 11003.
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91

93
95
99
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45
28
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x 4 mixer. Quantum QM -8. Factory certified to meet pro specs. Best offer
over $900. Call collect (803) 577 -7398.
FOR SALE: 8

FOR SALE -COMPLEX ROAD P.A. -BGW
amps, Gauss speakers, Community & Emilar
horns, Shure mics, AKB, Tapco mixer, Spectro Sonics x -over. Asst road cases & bass
cabinets. Call or write for price quote. R.A.
Audio, 105 Lindell, Martin, Tn. 38237. (901)
587 -2753.
FOR SALE: Ampex 300 -4, Teac #5 mixer,
Revox & JBL, plus other gear. George McFatter, 119 Coxe Ave., Asheville, N.C. 28801.
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MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES is an
exciting 367 page book written to fill the gap
between recording engineers, record producers, and recording artists. It covers every
aspect of recording from sound and hearing
to tape head alignment and disk mastering
processes. MODERN RECORDING TECHNIQUES is a must for everyone interested in
pop music recording. For your copy send
$10.95 to Audio Productions, 5621 Emerson,
Ind., 46227.

LOWEST

PRICES on only the finest
American-made equipment,. Oberheim, Alembic, Bi Amp, Furman, Morley; E -V and Shure
professional mikes and more! Rocky Mountain Audio, Box 2577, Silver City, New Mexico
88061.1(505)388 -1122.
ASi Professional Audio now has the Delta Lab
DL -1 Delay System in stock. Unquestionably
the finest sounding digital delay on the
market. Coming soon, the Delta Lab DL -2
Special Effects System. Call TOLL FREE:
800-531 -7392.

MODERN RECORDING

BUY SELL TRADE
PRODUCTS
EQUIPMENT
SERVICES
Classified Rates
75c per word
Minimum 10 words. Copy
must be received at Modern
Recording, 14 Vanderventer Avenue, Port Washington, N.Y. 11050 by the 1st
day of the 2nd month prior
to cover date (for example,
the April issue closes February 1st). Payment must
accompany order. Phone
numbers count as 1 word.
Zip codes are free.

t

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
$100.00 per column inch

MODERN RECORDING
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S_nce the
introd action of the
electric bass by Fender over
two decaies ago, the role
of the electric bass has changed
greatly. The bass is now up
front, and has to be heard in a
way it has never been heard before.
DiMarzio bass pickups and brass
replacement parts, strings and
electronics make :t happen.

Models Shown
Model P Pickup

Brass Bass Bridge
Bass Strings

For a color catalog, send 75C to:

*Fender is a registered trademark
of CBS Musical Instruments and is in no
way affiliated with DiMarzio.

1388 Richmond Terrace, Staten Island, NY 10310

Musical Instrument Pickups, Inc.

1212) 981 -9286
CIRCLE 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Introducing Technics Linear Phase bookshelf sTeaker series.
Each with staggered speal.ers.a wi:e frequency resporise
and flat an-plitude. It may scurc :o1ipliated, aut it niade
Technics Linear Phase our b g_esi idea it spea:ers.
And now with the 3-way SB -X50 and SB -X?J plus the
2 -way SB -XIJ, our *gest id al is small enou i for §-elf
mounting. Li <e our other
Lir ear Phase Spea <ers,
they all lave the ab li_y to rep-odnae c musical waveform
that's vi-tuall,' a mirror image of _ie orig nal. Our engineers
call it waveform fidelity.

Piano

Wi7o,

eform

Pia-to

Technics

by Panasonic

Watefam -eprodwed by S8 -XSJ.

Look at the waveforms. ['seeing is believirnz, you ve just
become a believer in Techn cs Linear Phase. Because that's
accuracy thai sounds bettet than good. It sou ids live.
How we got that iiu:h accuracy into such s' iall enclosures was ex :remely ccmplica:ed_ But our engineers found
the key. A straight horn on a done tweeter. I :not oily improved high - requency dispersor, it also gave us the unconventiona staggered speake- configuration we wanted,
in the conve itional enclosure yo-r wait.
But what's more inpor:aat is what Technics. Linear Phase
bookshelf series does for you- hi -fl. For the fist time you
can have the accuracy of Tec-ni, Urea- Phase in a sneaker
system snial enougt for shell mounting.

How Technics made

their biggest idea in speakers,
smaller.

SB-XIC
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